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DISCLAIMER
The Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board and its employees make no
representation as to the completeness, accuracy or suitability for any purposes of the
statements; information and opinions contained in this document and recommend that
any person reading the documents conduct their own investigations and/or seek their
own independent advice in relation to the matters contained in it.
The Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board and its employees accept no
responsibility for any loss or damage, whether direct or consequential, suffered by any
person as the result of or arising from the reliance on the statements, information or
opinions in this document.
The MFB is subject to the Information Privacy Principles in the Information Privacy and
Data Protection Act 2014. Pursuant to that Act the MFB note that this document may
contain personal information and as such request that you do not discuss or distribute
the contents of this report outside your organisation without first discussing this with
the MFB.
Furthermore, it is not the intention of this report to pass judgement on, or fix liability for,
the loss of property or the effects upon the occupants, following the fire.

COPYRIGHT
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted in any form or by any means–electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording or otherwise–without the prior written permission of the copyright owner.
Copyrighted materials reproduced herein are used under the provisions of the
Copyright Act (1968) as amended, or as a result of application to the copyright owner.
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Post Incident Analysis Details

Point of Interest:

Rapid external fire spread in a high-rise apartment building resulting
in a mass evacuation

Report No:

1403134A

Incident No:

FC 141115657

Date of Incident:

25 November 2014

Time:

02:24

Site/Building Name:

Lacrosse Docklands

Address:

673-675 La Trobe Street

Suburb:

Docklands

Municipality:

Melbourne

Building Use:

Residential, Retail and Car Park

BCA Classification:

2, 6 7a

Type of Construction:

Walls: Masonry, concrete & Dry Wall
Floor: Concrete
Roof: Concrete and metal

Storeys Contained:

23

Net Floor Area:

21,600m2

Fire Sprinklers:

Yes

Alarm System:

Hard wired smoke alarms

Smoke Detection:

AS1670.1 (Addressable) and AS 3786 smoke alarms

Fatalities:

Nil

Injuries:

Nil

Estimated Loss:

$5,000,000.00 (estimate only)

Number of Occupants:

Approximately 400

Supposed Cause:

Discarded cigarette

Area of Origin:

Apartment 805 balcony, Level 8

Mandatory: Yes

No. of Fire-fighters involved: 122
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Post Incident Analysis (PIA) provides a detailed account of the fire incident that occurred at
the Lacrosse building on 25 November 2014.
It includes information compiled by MFB Fire Safety Officers investigating the sequence of fire
events, the suitability of building materials used in construction, performance of installed fire
safety equipment, evacuation of the building and fire causation.
The main observations are:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

External wall cladding (Alucobest) rapid fire spread.
Use of combustible external wall cladding on Type A construction.
Building material design, selection and installation.
High occupancy rate.
Mass evacuation necessary due to fire development and spread.
Emergency Warning and Intercommunication System (EWIS) was compromised.
Sprinkler system operated well beyond its designed capability.
Sprinklers were not required on the balconies under the Building Codes of Australia (BCA).
Maintenance Issues:
o Fire extinguishers not accessible.
o Apartment smoke alarms tampered with.

The PIA also includes a report from the Municipal Building Surveyor (MBS) addressing
occupancy rates in Class 2 buildings and the product accreditation process. For the full MBS
report see Appendix 1.
Fire Call 15657
At 02:24 hours on Tuesday morning 25 November 2014, MFB fire crews responded to an
exchange call for a reported apartment fire at 673 - 675 La Trobe Street, Docklands.
When the first fire crews arrived on scene at 02:29 hours, they observed that the fire had
already extended up the external walls and balconies over approximately 6 levels. At 02.35
hours, only 6 minutes later, crews reported back that fire had reached the roof of the building
above the 21st floor.
The fire scenario and fire behaviour encountered by the attending MFB fire-fighters on that
morning is not a scenario commonly encountered by MFB crew attending high-rise buildings.
Rapid vertical fire spread up the building appeared to be directly associated with the external
façade of the building, rather than associated with the internal parts or extensive fuel loads
stored on many of the balconies.
Due to rapid fire spread and penetration into internal parts of the building over many levels, the
entire building was evacuated resulting in more than four hundred evacuees assembling in La
Trobe Street. It appears the rapid fire spread caused the EWIS to be compromised on most fire
affected levels, preventing it from operating as designed on those levels. Fire crews were
therefore forced to enter every level and alert occupants of each apartment to ensure total
evacuation.
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After the fire, it was observed that many apartments contained bedding arrangements indicating
a higher occupancy level than what would normally be expected. This resulted in increased
combustible fuel loads due to the greater amount of personal belongings. It was fortunate that
the installed fire sprinkler system operated well above its designed capability preventing further
internal spread.
The care and management of the displaced occupants also presented a challenge for the MFB
due to the sheer number of people which needed to be sheltered and the time of the incident.
Initially the evacuees were escorted from La Trobe Street to the Southern Cross Station bus
centre. The MFB Incident Management Team (IMT) called for the response of the Municipal
Emergency Response Officer (MERO) and the establishment of an Emergency Relief Centre
(ERC). During the morning the ERC was set up at the Etihad Stadium and all evacuees were
transferred to this location, as they would not be returning to their apartment for some time.
This was a multi-agency event involving, in addition to MFB, Victoria Police, Ambulance
Victoria, State Emergency Service, Melbourne City Council, Department of Human Services,
Red Cross, and Salvation Army. Our thanks to Etihad Stadium Management and Platinum
Strata Complex Management for their assistance and support.
This was a rare and challenging fire incident for the MFB and one worthy of further investigation
and enquiry into the contributory factors for the rapid fire spread. In the process of the
investigation, the MFB gained valuable insight into the complexities associated with the adopted
cladding material along with the performance of several fire safety measures. We anticipate that
learning’s gained through this process will provide improved insight and understanding to
designers, engineers and certifiers, for greater fire safety in future developments.
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1.

BUILDING USE AND DESCRIPTION

The existing building consists of a single residential tower (Eastern Tower) which was
completed with an occupancy permit issued in June 2012. The premise is located adjacent to
Wurundjeri Way to the east and La Trobe Street to the north.
The functional use of the existing building includes: Class 2 Residential Apartments; Class 6
Restaurants/Retail and Class 7a Ancillary Car-parking.
The building has a rise in storeys of 21 and contains 23 storeys total, with an effective building
height of 58.7 metres.
The general structure of the building comprises suspended reinforced concrete floor slabs and
reinforced concrete loadbearing walls. Panel wall systems have been used for external cladding
and also include lightweight internal wall systems.
The overall site currently has the Eastern Tower completed under Stage One of the
development. The Western Tower (Stage Two) is currently under construction. Both towers will
have common interface arrangements at the lower podium commercial and car-park levels.
Floor function and use:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Basement Level L00 – Plant, loading, ancillary services
Level L01 – Entry, car parking, retail
Level L02 – Entry, offices, retail
Level L03 – Entry, retail, offices, fitness centre and swimming pool, residential
apartments
Levels L04 to L22 – Eastern Tower residential apartments
Proposed West Tower levels L04 to L18 - hotel guest rooms.

The Egress Layout:
x
x
x
x
x

Level L00 – direct to road and also via car-park entry/exit ramp
Level L05 – via vehicular ramp and stairway leading to L00
Level L01 – via path leading to stadium concourse and also stairway
Level L02 – main entry level circulation path connecting road and stadium concourse
Level L03 to L21 – minimum two stairwells.

Approximate Floor Area:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Level L00 – 3600m2
Level L05 – 3200m2
Level L01 – 3600m2
Level L02 – 1800m2
Level L03 – 2500m2
Level L04 to L21 – 1200m2.
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2.

INSTALLED FIRE SAFETY EQUIPMENT

The installed fire safety systems within the building as listed below are typical of those found in
other Melbourne buildings of similar size, age and occupancy type:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Fire sprinkler system
Internal fire hydrant system
Fire hydrant/sprinkler pumps
Fire hydrant/sprinkler boosters
Emergency lighting
Emergency exit signage
Fire isolated exit stairs
Fire hose reels (omitted on residential levels)
Fire extinguishers
Stair pressurisation system
EWIS (with floor by floor PA facility)
Fire-fighter jacking points
Fire/smoke detection, Australian Standard (AS) AS1670.1
AS3786 smoke alarms
Fire hydrant and sprinkler system.

This building has two separate types of fire sprinkler systems installed. Further detail is provided
in Appendix 8.
The combined hydrant/sprinkler system that runs throughout the fire affected floors is designed
for four sprinkler heads and two fire hydrants to operate simultaneously. Two onsite fire pumps
provide pressure and flow to the system and water is pumped directly off the town’s mains in a
Grade two configuration. There was evidence that both pumps had been running during the fire.
The fire caused 26 sprinkler heads to activate. Two fire hydrants were also used; however, it
was undetermined whether both fire hydrants were used simultaneously.
Despite the demand on the system running well over its designed capabilities, all witness
reports and subsequent investigations, suggest the sprinkler system performed exceptionally
well. Of the sixteen levels that were affected by the fire, there were only two instances where
fire-fighters had to use hose lines from the internal fire hydrants. This was to combat a larger
fire inside Apartments 1005 and 1905. Fire-fighters identified that in these two instances the
sprinklers were containing the fire from spreading deeper into the apartment.
The first sprinkler flow switch that activated was Level 8; this was 94 seconds after the first
smoke detector activated. It was identified that in many instances both the sprinkler head inside
the apartment’s kitchen/meals area, and the sprinkler head inside bedroom 2 of the same
apartment, activated. This is identified in a floor plan provided in Figure 1.
Additionally, Appendix 9 identifies the sequence of sprinkler activation over a floor by floor
basis.
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Emergency Lighting, Emergency Exit Signage and Emergency Exits
This building is provided with emergency lighting, emergency exit signage and emergency exits
as required by the Building Code of Australia (BCA). Each apartment level is served by two fire
isolated stairs that discharge into the main lobby at Level 2. The fire isolated stairs on the
apartment levels are accessible from within the apartment corridor. Break glass re-entry is
available every fourth level from within the fire isolated stair. Upon activation of the general fire
alarm, electronic locks disengage and allow access out of the fire isolated stair at all levels. It
appears that the electronic lock on Level 9 failed to disengage. This resulted in fire-fighters
having to make forcible entry into the corridor.
From all other witness accounts it appears that the exits were easy to locate, lighting was
adequate and descending the stairs was relatively easy and uncongested. Between three and
six occupants presented themselves to Ambulance Victoria Officers for treatment for minor
injuries, caused by slips and trips within the stair. This figure is very minor, considering that in
excess of 400 occupants safely exited the building.
Fire Extinguishers and Fire Hose Reels
This building is not provided with fire hose reels on residential levels. The deletion of fire hose
reels had been previously addressed under a Report and Consent of the Chief Officer pursuant
to Regulation 309 of the Victorian Building Regulations 2006.
In lieu of fire hose reels each apartment level has 2 x 9 litre water type extinguishers installed
and a 2.1 kilogram dry chemical powder extinguisher. One water extinguisher is located down
the northern corridor in a purpose built cupboard outside Apartment 601. The second water
extinguisher is located down the southern corridor in a purpose built cupboard outside
Apartment 613. The dry chemical powder extinguisher is located in the service/electrical riser
room in the lift lobby area.
There is no record of any occupant using an extinguisher, however numerous on-site
extinguishers were used by fire-fighters to extinguish some of the smaller balcony fires.
Investigations identified a number of building maintenance issues relating to the installed fire
extinguishers. This issue is discussed in Section 6.9.1 of this report.
Stair Pressurisation System
Both fire isolated stairs in this building are served by required stair pressurisation systems. The
fire indicator panel (FIP) log identifies that a fan start up signal was sent to the fans in both
stairs immediately after the first smoke detector activated. The log then identifies that both
systems sent a running confirmation signal back to the FIP. There were no reports of smoke
within either stairwell.
Fire Detection System/Fire Indicator Panel
This building incorporates a smoke detection system throughout the common areas as required
by the BCA. During investigations, it was observed that a typical apartment level consisted of
eight photo-optical smoke detectors, installed throughout the corridor and an additional smoke
detector located in the electrical riser cupboards at every level.
According to the printout from the FIP, the first detector to activate was outside Apartment 805
(apartment of fire origin). It is likely this detector activated when smoke entered the corridor as
the occupants evacuated their apartment.
DocCentral # 1009072
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In total, 13 smoke detectors activated throughout levels 3, 6, 8, 9, 12 and 18. The FIP printout
indicated that 25 minutes after the initial detector activated, the system started to log detector
faults. Over 55 faults were logged, all of which are likely to be attributed to water damage from
the operating sprinkler system.
From all the evidence the detection system operated as designed.
Smoke Alarms AS3786
Each apartment is fitted with a 240 volt hard wired ionisation smoke alarm, with a 9 volt backup
battery. These smoke alarms are not linked to the FIP and are not required to be.
The occupants of Apartment 805 reported that they opened the door to the balcony to attempt
to extinguish the fire. As a result, smoke entered the internal space of the apartment and
activated their alarm.
Emergency Warning and Intercommunication System
This building is fitted with an Emergency Warning and Intercommunication System (EWIS), as
required by the BCA. The EWIS in this building incorporates the following design features.
A EWIS operations panel is installed adjacent to the FIP in the Fire Control Room. This panel
incorporates a public address facility, which enables the panel operator to choose which levels
receive an audible announcement. The system is separated into 21 evacuation zones; each
level is a single zone.
Speakers (incorporating sounders/audio alert signals) are installed in all common areas
throughout the building, with additional speakers installed in every apartment bedroom as per
requirements of the approved Fire Engineering Report.
Operation
The fire alarm tones in the building were configured in a cascading sequence. Initial evacuation
tones sound on the fire floor in addition to one level above and one level below the fire floor
(these three levels are referred to as Segment 1 of the cascading sequence).
After a 60 second delay the system initiates evacuation on the next level above Segment 1.
This upward cascading sequence continues with a 60 second delay on each level until the
uppermost level is reached (those levels above Segment 1 are referred to as Segment 2).
Sixty seconds after the system initiates evacuation on the uppermost level of the building, the
system then initiates evacuation on the first level below Segment 1. The system then continues
to cascade down to the lowest level in the building with a 60 second delay occurring at each
level.
Each level is served by a single speaker wiring loop wired in series. This means that a single
wire runs from the amplifier which serves each level, to the first speaker. A wire then runs to the
second speaker and so on. At the final speaker the wire returns to the amplifier to complete the
circuit. Appendix 5 and Appendix 6 provides an illustration to further explain the above.
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3.

FIRE INCIDENT EVENTS

The following information was compiled after MFB fire safety officers interviewed a number of
fire-fighters and occupants who were present during the incident. It includes reference to the
MFB fire call log and the fire indicated panel (FIP) events log which can be viewed in Appendix
2 of this report.
The Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) records indicate that the temperature during the night was
around 12 degrees, with a westerly wind of 20 to 30 kilometres per hour.
At approximately 01:30 hours on the morning of Tuesday 25 November 2014, an occupant from
Apartment 805 of the building, claims he investigated the smell of smoke. After checking the
kitchen and making sure the gas stove was turned off, he returned to bed. Sometime later, the
same occupant was woken by two other house mates who had discovered the fire burning on
the balcony.
From inside the apartment, he could see a fire on the right hand side (south) of the balcony. The
occupants of the apartment unsuccessfully attempted to extinguish the fire using a container of
water.

Fire Sprinkler Head

Figure 1 – General floor layout of apartment 805
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All of the occupants from Apartment 805 then evacuated the apartment via the buildings
northern end isolated fire stairs.
At 02:24 hours, MFB fire crew responded to an exchange call for a reported apartment fire at
673 La Trobe Street, Docklands.
The fire indicator panel history log shows activation of the Level 8 fire sprinkler flow switch at
02:25 hours, which also generated an alarm to the MFB. Several exchange calls followed
confirming that the building was well alight and the fire was spreading rapidly up the building.
Refer to call history Appendix 2.
When the first fire crew arrived on scene at 02:29 hours, they observed fire travelling upwards
rapidly and involving about six floors. They also observed that the fire was burning up the
external wall cladding and spreading onto the balcony on each level. By this time a number of
people had already evacuated and had congregated outside the building entry in La Trobe
Street.
The occupants from Level 6, Apartment 605 reported later to fire-fighters, seeing fire embers
and flaming debris falling from levels above their apartment and igniting materials on their
balcony. They then evacuated the building. See photograph below.

Figure 2 – Shows fire on level 6 and fire on level 8 (point of origin) extending up to level 14 (02:29)

At 02:30 hours, the Senior MFB Officer in attendance provided the following word back;
“Structure Fire, Respond 3rd Alarm”. This was followed by a message that crew wearing
breathing apparatus and equipped with hose lines were entering the building to evacuate all
occupants and investigate the extent of fire spread. By 02:35 hours, it was reported that the fire
had spread to Level 21 via the external face of the building. At 02:38 hours, the status of the
alarm was upgraded to a 4th alarm.
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Fire-fighters confirmed that the sprinkler system operating within the apartments had held the
fire in check, and was preventing further internal spread and fire development. Fire-crew used
hose lines connected to internal hydrants and portable fire extinguishers to totally extinguish
fires on Levels 10 and 19.
An MFB aerial appliance referred to as a “Ladder Platform” was set up on the La Trobe Street
overpass and at approximately 02:46 hours, was operational and had water onto the fire. The
water stream from the water monitor on this appliance was able to reach all levels on the
building, making extinguishment of the burning façade more efficient.
With several hundred civilians from the building assembling on the north side of La Trobe
Street, MFB Officers arranged their evacuation to a sheltered area at Southern Cross Station.
At approximately 03:45 hours, MFB fire-fighters assisted by Victoria Police and the SES,
escorted the evacuees to the Vic-Rail Bus Centre, Spencer Street where they were monitored
by Ambulance Victoria and provided with water and blankets. Registration of evacuees was
undertaken with the assistance of the Red Cross. Later that morning Victoria Police and
Melbourne City Council established a Relief Centre at Etihad Stadium where the Salvation Army
was set up to assist.
At the height of the fire, MFB committed 122 personnel, 22 appliances, 3 aerial appliances and
4 specialist vehicles.
Fire damage was essentially restricted to the façade and external balcony area adjacent to
Apartment 605 and Apartments 805 to 2105. Please refer to the Fire Cause and Origin section
of this report for further information on fire damage.

Figure 3 - Fire damage to the external wall cladding and ornamental structures
DocCentral # 1009072
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4.

FIRE CAUSE AND ORIGIN

The following information is a direct reference from the Fire Investigation and Analysis report
(FIA). Where this report refers to an Appendix, see full FIA report.
AREA OF ORIGIN:
Apartment 805 Layout

Figure 4 – Point of Origin

Appliances in the area of origin:
x
x
x

Compressor unit for split system air conditioner
2 x vacuum cleaners
External wall mounted light located centrally above air conditioning (A/C) split system
compressor unit.
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Other contents in the area of origin:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Timber and metal outdoor table
Plastic and metal outdoor chairs
Steel bed frame parts, Bedding (pillows and doonas)
Clothes
Brooms
Clothes drying racks
Timber door and other miscellaneous stored items.

Description of area of origin and details of burn patterns and charring:
Fire damage to the balcony area of this floor was more severe and a greater degree of
destruction had occurred on this level than the balcony area of Apartment 605.
Fire damage to this apartment occurred to the balcony area with severe water damage, due to
the activation of the fire service sprinkler system to the remainder of the apartment. Moderate
sooting from the fire had occurred to the ceiling of the kitchen/meals area within the apartment
near the glass doors to the balcony area.
Bedroom 2 of the apartment had sustained water damage to the entire room area; the northern
wall of this room backed onto the southern wall of the balcony area. Minor sooting to the room
and contents was evident throughout this room. Electrical outlets mounted to this wall had
sustained heat damage to the back of them. The wall mounted electrical power outlet and the
television aerial connection had fallen from where they had been mounted on the plaster wall.
The construction of this wall from the inside to outside was two layers of plaster, steel studs with
fibre glass insulation between, sisalation, steel battens and an exterior aluminium cladding
(Alucobest). This wall also contained a sealed vertical join between two Alucobest panels of the
wall, near the eastern end of the A/C unit. Located within the wall cavity were a number of
services for the building; they included a PVC down pipe allowing water drainage from the
balcony area, wrapped in what appeared to be a rubber backed green egg carton type foam,
electrical wiring, copper pipes and grey foam lagging for the A/C and electrical wiring for exterior
light on the balcony wall.
Full height glass double glazed sliding doors gave access to the balcony area from the kitchen.
These had sustained heat and fire damage with the glass from the fixed panel located at the
southern end of the balcony, breaking and collapsing to the floor areas of the kitchen and
balcony. At the time of the investigation the double sliding doors were in the open position, with
a visible gap of approximately 50mm between the two sliding doors. Access for investigation
purposes was gained through the broken fixed panel at the southern end of the balcony area.
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Figure 5 – Picture 4: Inside kitchen looking towards double glass sliding doors leading to balcony area
& bedroom 2.

Items located at the northern end of the balcony included washing on clothes drying racks
against the glass sliding doors and plastic garbage bags of clothing against the balcony
balustrade. These items had sustained heat damage to the southern face indicating a fire at the
southern end of the balcony. Fire damage to the balcony area and items located on it increased
in severity from the central area to the southern end wall of the balcony.
Fire damage to the southern wall was severe with consumption of almost the entire aluminium
wall cladding (Alucobest). A ‘V’ pattern to this wall emanated from floor level of the balcony
across the entire width. A small section of vertical wall, approximately 400mm protruded past
the balcony balustrade allowing the fire to progress upwards to the balcony above. The section
of aluminium cladding that remained outside the balcony created a ‘V’ pattern emanating from
the balcony of this apartment.
Examination of the wall components revealed severe distortion to the steel frame and
consumption of combustible components located in the wall. Severe burning to the back of the
plaster had occurred with cracks and breaking down of the plaster’s stability occurring. Intense
burning had occurred in the area of the PVC downpipe, which had been consumed between the
tiled floor and the concrete ceiling of the balcony. Prior to the fire, an exterior light had been
mounted to the wall above the A/C unit. Although no remains of this light were located in the fire
debris, burn patterns around the approximate mounting position on the wall do not suggest this
light to be the point of origin for the fire.
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The extremely vertical nature of the burn patterns to the exterior face of the wall suggest that
the Alucobest aluminium cladding, along with the foam lagging and the PVC pipe of the building
wall, contributed to the fire load and the rapid spread of the fire up the vertical face of the
building to the floors and balcony areas located above.

Figure 6 - Picture 5: South Wall Balcony of Apartment 805 before excavation.

Located in front of the southern wall, were the remains of a split system air conditioner
compressor unit. Fire damage to the A/C unit was more severe to the eastern end towards the
balustrade. This section of the unit had been severely damaged by fire with all plastic
components being consumed.
A ‘V’ pattern on the A/C unit emanating from floor level and extended onto the unit
approximately 150mm at the eastern end could be seen. Fire damage to the A/C unit was
severe, the copper pipes and aluminium fins in the unit had been severely affected by the heat
of the fire. The copper pipes and aluminium fins located at the eastern end of the unit had
collapsed or were very brittle and broke away when examined.
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Investigation of the electrical wiring located within this area revealed no signs of electrical
arcing. At the time of the investigation the power supply for the A/C unit was in the off position at
the circuit breaker, located inside the front door on the switch board for the apartment. This A/C
unit was also removed for examination by Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) and the subsequent
report ruled this out as being the ignition source for the fire (see attached ESV Report on A/C
unit, Appendix 2). Further investigation of fire debris on top of the A/C unit revealed the remains
of burnt cardboard, when turned over these remains revealed a corrugated pattern to the
underside.
Further investigation of the balcony area in front of the A/C unit revealed the remains of charred
timber sections. These sections appeared to have been from the timber top of the outdoor table.
They were severely charred from both sides and broke apart when touched or moved. The steel
frame of the table was standing and positioned above these charred remains and within close
proximity to the A/C unit.
Located between the balustrade and the A/C unit, at the southern end of the balcony, were the
remains of a wire basket. This basket was approximately 600mm high with a larger circle
(approximately 450mm in diameter) at the top and a smaller circle at the base (approximately
300mm in diameter). The remains of severely fire affected items were located at the base and
appeared to be of a plastic or rubber material.
Located in the fire debris to the north of the A/C unit and close to the fixed double glazed door,
were the remains of two vacuum cleaners that had been severely affected by fire; these were
not plugged into any power outlet at the time of the fire. The remains of one vacuum cleaner
located closer to the A/C unit had all plastic components consumed in the fire, leaving the steel
components of the motor in situ as one piece. The second vacuum cleaner located
approximately 200mm to the north of the first one and at the back of the southern chair, also
had all of the plastic components consumed; however the steel motor had collapsed and was
clearly visible in two sections.
Approximately 200mm from the balustrade and approximately 400mm from the front of the A/C
unit, were the remains of burnt material on the balcony tiles. Heat affected and sooted glass
from the balustrade had broken and fallen down on top of this burnt material and the
surrounding area of the balcony. Located in these remains and under the glass were sections of
charred timber from the outdoor table top. This timber section had sustained charring to both
sides indicating burning from below and above.
Further towards the north between the second and third uprights of the balcony, was a coffee
cup. It was located at the northern end of the metal outdoor table frame close to the balcony
balustrade with broken glass and other fire debris around it.
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POINT OF ORIGIN:
Description of point of origin and details of burn patterns and charring, and ignition
sources at point of origin.
Positioned on the balcony approximately 200mm to the north of the A/C unit and the wire
basket, were the remains of an outdoor setting with two steel framed plastic chairs and a steel
framed timber slatted table. The two chairs were positioned in a north south line along the
balcony and had sustained severe damage by the fire. The chair located further from the A/C
unit had fire affected remains of the plastic chair still attached to it. The chair positioned closer
to the A/C unit had no visible plastic remains evident. Across the back of the steel frames of the
chairs was a burn pattern that was lower to floor level towards the A/C unit.
Fire damage to the outdoor table consisted of distortion to the steel frame of the table and fire
damage of the timber slatted top. Fire damage to the table frame was more severe at the
southern end. The remains of the timber table top were located in, an almost vertical position
against, the northern end of the steel table frame. This timber top had sustained severe fire
damage to the south west corner which had been consumed in the fire.
Further investigation of the remains of the timber table top revealed charring to the underside,
which was more severe adjoining the consumed section. A burn pattern to the south west
corner of the table top revealed charring to the top of the timber table, remains that appeared
circular in shape. This burnt circular shape had what appeared to be the remains of a white
plastic attached to the timber around it. Burning to these edges formed a ‘V’ pattern indicating a
fire burning from the top downwards.
Further examination found fire debris on the floor of the balcony area, close to the first vertical
upright of the balustrade; approximately 1 metre from the southern wall of the balcony revealed
a number of fire affected cigarette butts. Some of these butts had been severely affected by fire,
with minimal amounts of the filter section remaining and being burnt through, indicating
prolonged or severe exposure to the fire.
Also located in the fire debris in this area, were the remains of matches that had been burnt.
The match and some of the cigarette butts were located on top of the remains of a white plastic
material. These white remains appeared to be from a plastic container and were located on the
tiles of the balcony floor, with other fire affected debris around them and the fire affected glass
from the balustrading on-top of them. This glass had sustained sooting to it and had been
affected by the heat from the fire.
The examination of these layers indicated that the cigarette butts, the white plastic and the
timber from the table top had been involved in the fire prior to the glass balustrade breaking in
the early stages of the fire.
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CONCLUSION
With the above information and the exclusion of all other ignition sources, I conclude this fire
was started by a cigarette butt disposed of in a plastic container located on the top of a timber
topped outdoor table, positioned towards the southern end of Apartment 805 balcony.
The fire on the table has developed from the plastic container and extended to involve the
timber table. The timber from the table top and the plastic from the container have caught
combustible material located nearby alight, including the A/C unit and cardboard on top of the
A/C unit.
This developing fire has impinged onto the Alucobest facade of the wall and the join between
the two panels fixed to the wall. The Alucobest panels and combustible material located within
the wall structure has added to a rapidly spreading fire up the vertical wall and involving the
balconies located above. During the developing fire on Level 8, embers and fire residue has
fallen onto the balcony area of Apartment 605 which has started a fire around the A/C
compressor unit.
I classify this fire as Accidental.
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5.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION ASSESSMENT

Balcony and External Wall Construction and Characteristics
The apartments known as Apartments 605 to 2105 are located in vertical alignment from the 6th
floor to the 21st floor on the east façade of the building. They include suspended concrete
balconies of approximately 1.8 metres deep x 4.7 metres wide. A double-glazed sliding door
assembly is fitted in the external wall of the building and provides access to the balcony.

Glazed door

Figure 7 - Balcony Plan view

Figure 8 - Simplistic 3D interpretation of the balcony layout
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The northern end of these balconies are bounded by 900mm concrete panels, which leaves the
remaining 900mm balcony depth cantilevering out beyond the building face. A 1 metre high
glazed balustrade is fitted to the remaining northern edge of the balconies and returns along the
length of the eastern edge and butts into the southern wall.
In contrast to the northern end of these balconies, the walls at the southern end of the balconies
extend out approximately 2.25 metres and some 450mm from the external face of the
balconies.
These walls are built of lightweight steel stud construction. The internal face of the walls are
lined with two layers of 13mm standard grade gypsum plasterboard, contain insulation batts,
along with a combustible PVC stormwater downpipe and several combustible electrical/
television cabling and input face plates. The external face is lined with a 4mm aluminium/
polyethylene composite panel façade containing a polyethylene core.

2 layers 13mm
standard grade
gypsum plaster
board to internal
face

Adhesive tape
for concealed
fixing applied
to baton

9 kg/m3
Insulation
batts fitted in
wall cavity.

Horizontal
fixing baton

Lightweight
steel stud

Exterior 4 mm
Aluminium/Polyethylene
Composite Panel

Figure 9 - Aluminium/Polyethylene Composite Panel Façade - External Wall Cladding

MFB Fire Investigators removed a large sample of the aluminium/polyethylene composite panel
façade, fitted to the southern end of the balconies, for further investigation. The removed
section of panel contained manufacturer labelling and serial identification on the internal face
indicating the following:
‘ALUCOBEST 11060167 HY 103 4mm 2011/06/17 20:51:45’.
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To the best of the MFB’s knowledge, the labelling indicates an aluminium/polyethylene
composite panel of 4mm thickness, in a colour known as Champagne Silver (HY 103). It is
unclear what the value 11060167 represents, however, the number does loosely appear to
correspond with the date and time shown at the end of the label and may indicate the number of
manufacturing runs of this colour and type for the month. It is assumed this panel is the
standard grade Alucobest panel, as there is nothing to indicate otherwise. The product is
believed to incorporate a Polyethylene core material.
The Alucobest Technical Manual provided on the web link at www.alucobest.com, indicates that
it is a product manufactured by a China based company titled Shanghai Huayuan New
Composite Materials Co. Ltd. The MFB reasonably believes this to be the product installed to
the southern end of the balconies of Rooms 605 – 2105 and is likely to be the same product
installed throughout the remainder of the façade of the building.
Alucobest Aluminium/Polyethylene Composite Panel – Fire Behaviour Properties
As mentioned above, it is assumed the Alucobest panel taken from the Lacrosse building is the
standard grade, and not the ‘Fire Resistant’ model, detailed on the Alucobest Technical Manual.
All references made to the ‘Fire Resistant’ range is referred to as Alucobest FR. The sample of
panel does not include manufacturer labelling to indicate the sample is from the Alucobest FR
range.
There is no discussion or reference made to fire behaviour tests of the standard grade
Alucobest aluminium/polyethylene composite panel in the available Alucobest technical
manual. It appears that this product has not been tested in accordance with AS1530.1:1994 Combustibility Test for Materials.
Alucobest FR is detailed in the technical manual to have been subjected to a number of
international fire behaviour tests, including ASTM-84 etc. Alucobest FR, however, does not
appear to have been tested in accordance with AS1530.1, and does not meet the characteristic
requirements of C1.12 of the BCA. Therefore, like standard grade Alucobest, it cannot be
considered non-combustible for the purpose of assessment under the BCA.

Testing of Alucobest to 1530.1
The MFB forwarded a sample of the ‘Alucobest’ aluminium/polyethylene composite panel taken
directly from the façade of the Lacrosse building to the CSIRO test facility in North Ryde NSW,
for indicative testing in accordance with AS 1530.1:1994 - Combustibility Test for
Materials. The MFB financed the test, to clarify if the product was combustible under the criteria
definition documented in the test procedure and adopted by the BCA with its definition of
combustible. This was necessary due to the vagaries and lack of available reliable material
specification and technical information.
A material is considered combustible under clause 3.4 of AS 1530.1 under any of the following
circumstances:
(a) The mean duration of sustained flaming, as (omission), is other than zero seconds.
(b) The mean furnace thermocouple temperature rise, (omission), exceeds 50°C.
(c) The mean specimen surface thermocouple temperature rise, (omission), exceeds 50°C.
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On April 1, 2015 the CSIRO determined the following indicative test outcomes:
‘Observations: Sustained flaming was observed on the specimen at 55 seconds into the
test. The test was terminated at 93 seconds due to excessive flaming and smoking.
Designation: The material is deemed COMBUSTIBLE according to the test criteria
specified in Clause 3.4 of AS 1530.1:1994.’
In considering the above, the following must be noted:
-

Only one sample was tested in lieu of the required five samples and for duration of less than
60 seconds, in lieu of the required 30 minute test duration. This was due to sustained flaming
to the test specimen prior to 60 seconds, causing clear failure with the criteria detailed in item
(a) above and therefore test failure. The test was terminated to prevent damage to the CSIRO
test equipment. Due to test termination, CSIRO are unable to provide calculation for criteria
(b) and (c) above.

-

AS 1530.1:1994 states that test results demonstrate the specimen’s behaviour under the test
procedure conditions only and are not intended as the sole measure for determining the
extent of fire hazard that the product/material may or may not represent when
installed. Additionally, the test is limited to materials other than ‘coated, faced or laminated
products’ due to difficulties associated with defining appropriate test sample specifications for
these types of products, due to their often unique composition. The standard states ‘The
performance of coated, faced or laminated products may be determined by other reaction to
fire tests’.

Importantly, the MFB is not aware of any competitor aluminium/polyethylene panel product
which has been successful in being determined as non-combustible when tested under
AS1530.1: 1994 - Combustibility Test for Materials. As mentioned elsewhere in this report,
many competitor products have however gained a Certificate of Conformity for their use under
the ABCB – CodeMark Scheme based on alternative test results. The CodeMark scheme
provides Certificates of Conformity which can be used as evidence to demonstrate that the
properties and performance of a building material achieves compliance with specific
requirements of the BCA.
For the CSIRO test report see Appendix 3, see the following page for photos.
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Specimen photos before, during and after the test.
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6.

ISSUES

Following the fire, investigators from the MFB’s Fire Investigation and Analysis unit together
with the MFB’s Building Practitioner and Fire Safety Officer’s conducted an inspection of the
building. During that inspection, issues were identified relating to fire safety which could pose a
threat to occupants and assist in the spread of fire.
6.1. External Wall Cladding (Alucobest) Rapid fire spread
MFB Comment:
First-hand accounts from attending MFB fire-fighters and residents of the building, describe the
fire as appearing to be associated directly with the façade of the building rather than the
combustible contents and storage on the external balconies. Burning and flaming facades on
high-rise buildings is not a common phenomenon witnessed by the MFB and is of genuine
concern. Of even greater concern is the speed and intensity of the fire spread.

Figure 10 - Time 02:29. Photo depicts the rapid vertical fire spread, only 4 minutes after level 8
sprinkler activation

The MFB Fire Investigation team have determined that the fire originated on the balcony of the
8th floor. The FIP history log shows activation of the Level 8 sprinkler flow switch at 02.25 hours,
one minute later than an exchange call received by the MFB. Fire crew arrived on scene at
02.29 hours, some five minutes later and reported vertical fire spread to approximately the 14th
floor. At 02.35 hours, MFB crew reported that the vertical fire spread had reached the roof.
From the timeline described above, it is reasonable to derive external vertical fire spread
occurred from the 8th floor to the roof above the 21st floor within 10 to 15 minutes, penetrating
the adjacent internal rooms on all floors. In the case examined in this report, the upward vertical
spread of fire was restricted only by the height of the building. If the building and the
construction of the external walls continued to a greater height of upward of 21 storeys, it is
highly probable fire spread would have continued beyond 21 storeys.
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Whilst the fire sprinkler system water supply in this building performed beyond its design
capabilities (see Section 6.7 of this report), the water supply in other buildings cannot be
reasonably expected to enable the sprinkler system to perform in this manner. Additionally, on
the morning of the fire, the prevailing winds were from the west, which likely assisted in drawing
flames and hot gases away from the internal building compartment.
In different circumstances and in contrast to the outcomes of this fire event, we may have
witnessed internal fire growth and spread, established over 16 plus levels, aided by high
easterly winds back into the face of the building. This would be an extremely high challenge
event for safe building evacuation and effective fire brigade intervention.
The fire behaviour and extent of fire spread, both externally and internally, clearly demonstrated
that the form of construction adopted in the building solution does not meet performance
requirement CP2(a) of the BCA with respect to the avoidance of fire spread.
The fire resulted in internal ignition occurrences on all floors where external fire spread
occurred. Simultaneous fire incidence over many floors at heights possibly well beyond the
external reach capabilities of the attending Brigade, is an extremely challenging scenario for
successful Fire Brigade intervention. Based on the observations of the fire incident the, Chief
Officer believes that the building solution does not incorporate elements to the degree
necessary to avoid the spread of fire.
Appendix 12 contains examples of similar international fire incidents involving facades clad with
aluminium/polyethylene composite panel.
6.2. Use of Combustible External Wall Cladding on Type A construction
MFB Comment:
Due to the use and number of storeys, Stage 1 of The Lacrosse Apartment Building is
considered a building requiring Type A construction when determined under C1.1 of the BCA.
In accordance with the deemed-to-satisfy requirements of Specification C1.1 of the BCA,
external walls of Type A buildings must be non-combustible, notwithstanding any requirement
for fire rating. Non-combustible is a defined term in the BCA and is defined as the following:
Applied to a material – not deemed combustible as determined by AS1530.1 Combustibility Test for Materials; Applied to construction or part of a building constructed wholly of materials that are not deemed combustible.
Additionally, a material may be considered non-combustible under C1.12 of the BCA, if it meets
the defined criteria within that clause. Standard grade Alucobest aluminium/polyethylene
composite panel does not meet the criteria and nor is it likely that it has been successfully
tested in accordance with AS1530.1.
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Therefore, a building permit application specifying the use of standard grade Alucobest
aluminium/polyethylene composite as an external wall cladding system, proposes an alternative
solution to the deemed-to-satisfy requirements of the BCA. Evidence of suitability for the
material and form of construction must be obtained in accordance with A2.2 of the BCA, to
demonstrate it meets the relevant performance requirements. This may be in the form of a
Certificate of Conformity/Accreditation. The MFB have not been able to gain such
documentation for the Alucobest range and these products are not included in the ABCB Register of CodeMark Certified Products.
Occupancy Permit Information – Lacrosse Building – Stage 1
An Occupancy Permit 14166F6a (OP) was issued by the Relevant Building Surveyor on 13
June 2012. The OP documents 20 alternative solutions that were “used to determine
compliance with the (following) Performance Requirements of the BCA”. The building solution
also includes several Building Appeals Board determinations and many items supported under
Report and Consent from the Chief Officer and the City of Melbourne.
The alternative solutions listed in the OP however, do not include the adoption of an alternative
solution for the use of combustible cladding on the external façade. Furthermore, the fire
engineering report referenced on the OP and dated November 2010, did not include
acknowledgement and assessment of this deemed-to-satisfy non-compliance.
6.3. Building Material Design, Selection and Installation
MFB Comment:
The MFB has been unable to obtain the complete building approval documentation as the total
of the approved drawings, specifications was not available at the Council Offices. The MFB
was therefore unable to substantiate if Alucobest panel was specified in the approved drawings
or a competitor product.
Anecdotally, many of the same/similar products in Australian competitors range have obtained
Certificates of Conformity under the ABCB – CodeMark Scheme. The conditions on the
certificates generally require mechanical fixing systems for the panels on Type A and B
buildings, in lieu of adhesive flat tape as used on the Alucobest product on the Lacrosse
Building. The MFB have been informed by industry representatives that they believe this
requirement is to prevent delamination of the aluminium face sheet, which can expose the
combustible core material to the effects of fire. Brigade member accounts, along with video
footage, details large flaming flat sheets falling from the building façade.
Additional to the combustible cladding, the lightweight external walls at the southern end of
balconies include combustible 100mm PVC stormwater downpipes and associated lagging
within the core of the wall. The downpipes are connected to the drains housed in the balcony
floors to drain stormwater collected on the surface of the balconies. A fire collar is installed
around the PVC downpipe penetration, through the concrete balcony, to retain the required fire
resistance level.
Inspections conducted after the day of the subject fire incident revealed that many fire collars
failed to operate as designed i.e. did not close sufficiently to prevent fire spread to connecting
levels. The collars are fitted around an 88o PVC “plain junction (tee)” pipe connector which
connects the vertical downpipe with the horizontal pipe connected to the balcony floor drain. An
88o PVC “plain junction (T)” pipe connector would be expected to have greater resistance to the
crushing action from the fire collar due to the connector’s increased wall thickness and form.
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Additionally, the PVC thickness is increased where the connector (female) and downpipe (male)
join in the connector housing. The MFB believe this material application and installation is not
likely to be in accordance and identical with a successfully tested and approved prototype.
6.4. High Occupancy Rate
MFB Comment:
The occupancy of many of the apartments appeared to be in excess of what would normally be
expected in a two bedroom apartment and what a two bedroom apartment is designed for.
During investigations it was identified that some apartments had sleeping arrangements for up
to eight people. This led to a greater level of storage of personal belongings within the
apartment and on the apartment balcony.
As a result, the higher fire fuel load has allowed for a more intense fire to develop on the
balcony. In this instance the sprinkler system did not cover the balcony so the fire was able to
develop to the point of causing the glass panels located between the apartment’s living room
and the balcony to break and expose the internal rooms to fire. Fortunately in this instance, the
sprinkler system installed within each apartment prevented major internal fire spread.
Additionally, high occupancy of apartments can impact on safe evacuation of occupants in the
event of an emergency. Some of the apartments in this building had temporary structures
assembled around the bed to provide privacy. These light weight structures, along with other
furnishings and contents, may impede clear egress from the apartment making it difficult for
occupants to exit safely.
6.5. Mass evacuation necessary due to fire development and spread
MFB Comment:
External wall construction and materials used in this building allowed for rapid vertical fire
spread, involving a relatively large portion of the high-rise building as opposed to a single level.
In light of this fire, Officers had no choice but to evacuate the entire building. Over 400
evacuees were assembled in La Trobe Street before the MFB identified that a large sheltered
evacuation centre would be needed.
Initially the evacuees were escorted from La Trobe Street to the Southern Cross Station bus
centre, where they were monitored by Ambulance Victoria and provided with water and
blankets. The MFB Incident Management Team (IMT) called for the response of the Municipal
Emergency Response Officer (MERO) and the establishment of an Emergency Relief Centre,
(ERC). During the morning it was decided to use Etihad Stadium as a recovery and information
centre and all evacuees were transferred to this location.

The care and management of the displaced occupants also presented a challenge for the MFB
and other agencies. During the MFB debrief fire-fighters indicated that it was a difficult process
to register and account for all occupants, as some evacuees did not speak English and some
did not understand the reason for providing their name and address.
Due to the fire damage and the fire systems being inoperable, the occupants were unable to
return to their apartment for an extended period of time. Some occupants were displaced for a
longer period while the building underwent structural repair.
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6.6. Emergency Warning and Intercommunication System (EWIS) was compromised
MFB Comment:
In the hours after the fire, MFB personnel conducted numerous interviews with occupants and
fire-fighters that were involved in the initial fire response. Many of the occupants spoken to said
they did not hear alarms. These occupants said they were awoken to the fire by “screaming,
banging and other loud noises”.
The remaining witnesses fell into two different groups. One group commented that the alarms
came on for a few seconds only or they could hear alarms but they were very quiet and distant.
The other group said they heard the alarms and evacuated.
Approximately 10 minutes after the first appliance arrived on scene a fire-fighter used the EWIS
PA facility to make an evacuation announcement. No witnesses questioned reported hearing
this message.
Subsequent investigations found that the following scenario resulted in the EWIS’s failure.
Directly above the balcony air-conditioner compressor units (south wall), is a metal exhaust grill.
The grill is connected to a formed sheet - metal collection box located in the ceiling space above
Bedroom 2. The collection box is approximately 600mm wide, 250mm high and 600mm deep.
Two 150mm non-insulated aluminium flexi ducts were connected to the collection box from the
bathroom exhaust fans. A EWIS sounder was located in the ceiling of Bedroom 2 and directly
adjacent to the above exhaust collection box. Refer to diagrams and photo in Appendix 5 for
further detail. This design arrangement was typical for all apartments in vertical alignment from
605 to 2105.
The EWIS system is designed and installed as per Australian Standard AS1670.4. This
Standard requires all wiring between the EWIS’s main panel and the evacuation zone to be fire
rated. The zone wiring itself is not required to be fire rated, instead non-fire rated thermal plastic
sheath (TPS) wire is used. Refer to Appendix 6 figure 17.
As identified earlier, the fire started on the balcony of Apartment 805 on Level 8. Hot gases as a
result of the fire, entered the ceiling space over Bedroom 2 via the external wall grill and
compromised the wiring and designated sounder of the EWIS (Appendix 5). This resulted in a
fault in the speaker loop and subsequent failure of the entire sounder system on the entire 8th
level. This has been confirmed by Representatives from the installation/maintenance company.
Based on witness statements and subsequent investigations, it is believed that the EWIS on
Level 8 and 9 operated for approximately 30 seconds after the FIP received its first activation
transmission from the smoke detector outside Apartment 805. It then failed due to the fire
compromising the system. It is also believed that the EWIS operated on Level 7 for
approximately 5 minutes before it too failed.
As described earlier the fire burnt up the side of the building extremely fast. It is believed that
the fire caused the EWIS’s system to fail on most of the levels ahead of the cascading EWIS
evacuation sequence that was ascending the building. This would suggest that those who said
they heard the alarm and evacuated would have been located below Level 9.
A number of occupants and fire-fighters interviewed, said they heard alarms but they were very
quiet and distant. These alarms may be attributed to the following:
x

Stand-alone AS3786 smoke alarms operating in adjacent apartments (not linked to
EWIS).
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x
x

EWIS sounders on other lower floors; for example the occupants of Apartment 606 may
have heard the evacuation tones coming from Level 5 below.
In the initial 15 minutes, over 15 Fire Brigade vehicles arrived on scene. In addition to
this number, numerous police cars and ambulances also arrived on scene; it may have
been the sirens from these vehicles that occupants heard.

6.7. Sprinkler System operated well beyond its designed capability
MFB Comment:
In total, 26 fire sprinkler heads activated over 16 floors during the fire incident. As the fire
spread to each level, fire sprinkler heads generally activated within the lounge and bedroom 2
and prevented internal fire spread and development into apartments. This put a significant
demand on the installed sprinkler system and associated water supply. Additionally, two internal
fire hydrants were used by fire-fighters to extinguish fires not extinguished by the sprinklers.
The installed combined fire hydrant/fire sprinkler system, compliant with AS2118.6, was
designed to facilitate simultaneous operation of four sprinkler heads and two fire hydrants.
See Appendix 8. It is possible that not all sprinkler heads along with the two fire hydrants were
operating at the same time; however due to the time-line of events, it is reasonable to conclude
that the system operated significantly beyond its designed capability.
Had the combined fire hydrant/fire sprinkler system not exceeded its designed capability, it is
likely that significant fire development and spread would have occurred in some of the subject
apartments on Levels 6 to 21. Spread beyond the subject apartments to adjacent apartments
and common areas may also have occurred.
This would have presented an extremely difficult scenario for fire-fighters and occupants of the
building, and may have resulted in serious injury and/or death. Significantly increased property
damage and loss would have occurred along with the negative impact on occupant
displacement and emergency service/recovery agency resource.
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6.8. Sprinklers were not required on the balconies under the BCA
MFB comment:
The balconies connected to Apartments 605 to 2105 were approximately 1.8 metre in depth x
4.7 metre long. The sprinkler system did not extend beyond the apartments’ internal areas to
the balconies and it is acknowledged by the MFB that this was not a deemed-to-satisfy
requirement under the Building Code of Australia (AS2118.1 Section 5.7.10).
AS 2118.1 Section 5.7.10 - Covered balconies
Portions of covered balconies that exceed 6m² floor area and have a depth in excess of
2m shall be sprinkler protected.
The Chief Officer Report and Consent pursuant to Regulation 309 of the Building Regulations
2006, dated 29 March 2011, contains notification under 309(3) for the deletion of sprinklers to
balconies (not Apartments 605 to 2105) and indicated the balconies in question would have low
fuel loads. MFB recommendations included a comment that balconies were not to be used for
storage and requested that this measure was to be included as part of the Essential Safety
Measures for the building.
In this instance, typical combustibles identified to be present on balconies throughout the
building consisted of clothing, bedding, bicycles, electrical appliances and other miscellaneous
combustible materials, notwithstanding the air conditioner compressor units and other
combustible furniture items. See Figure 11 below for example.

Figure 11 - Combustibles stored on one of the balconies.
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High occupancy rates in apartments can lead to reliance on balconies for additional storage
space, increasing the fire load.
Had the sprinkler system extended to the balcony area of each apartment, fire would have most
likely been contained to the level of fire origin.
6.9. Maintenance Issues
Note: The following issues were identified as a result of investigations into the fire and are
considered not likely to have impacted on the fire incident.
6.9.1. Fire extinguishers not accessible
MFB comment:
As discussed in the ‘Installed Fire Safety Equipment’ section of this report, there are three fire
extinguishers installed on each residential level. These extinguishers are required to be installed
in accordance with Australian Standard AS2444-2001.

Figure 12 - Fire extinguisher layout

This Standard states that each extinguisher shall be located in a conspicuous and readily
accessible position and extinguishers shall not be located in positions where access could
present a hazard to the potential user.
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In this instance, a number of the purposely designed extinguisher enclosure housing
Extinguishers 1 and 2 shown in Figure 12 (refer previous page), were being used by occupants
as storage areas thus blocking access to the extinguishers.

Figure 13 - Fire extinguisher cupboard on Level 6.

The storage of goods and materials in enclosures used to accommodate fire safety equipment,
delays access for occupants or fire-fighters who require the equipment in an emergency. These
storage items are generally of a combustible nature and present an additional hazard.
It was noted during investigations that extinguisher three (as shown in Figure 12) on all
residential levels was locked within a service room where they were inaccessible to occupants
and fire-fighters.
Australian Standard AS2444-2001 identifies that all extinguishers shall have a ‘Location Sign’
installed that is clearly visible to persons approaching the extinguisher. None of the
extinguishers inspected on the residential levels had ‘Location Signs’ installed on the outside of
the cupboards.
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6.9.2. Apartment Smoke Alarms tampered with.
MFB comment:
Smoke alarms are designed to detect smoke, alert occupants of fire and provide time to
evacuate or undertake initial fire-fighting if safe to do so.
As discussed in the ‘Installed Fire Safety Equipment’ section of this report, each apartment is
fitted with Australian Standard AS3786-1993 smoke alarms. Hard-wired smoke alarms such as
the ones installed at this premises, are connected to the mains power and include a battery
back-up facility in the event of power supply failure. If smoke alarm batteries are removed from
this type of alarm, the alarm cannot be closed resulting in the mains power being disrupted and
the alarms unable to operate.
It was observed that within a number of apartments the battery had been removed from the
smoke alarm. In addition some smoke alarms had been covered (Refer to Figure 14 below).

Figure 14 - An example of an obstructed Smoke Alarm – Apartment 805
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7.

CONCLUSION

In this instance, fire quickly extended up the external wall involving the cladding and fuel loads
on each balcony. Had the external wall cladding been of a non-combustible type, the likelihood
of fire spread beyond the level of ignition would have been greatly reduced.
Furthermore, if a sprinkler head had been installed, it too would have reduced the chance of fire
spread.
In the words adopted within the Building Code of Australia, a building must have elements to the
degree necessary to avoid the spread of fire in a building. Amongst other considerations, the
degree necessary is relative to:
x
x

x
x

The function and use of the building – residential building with sleeping occupants not in
a ready and aware state.
The fire hazard – the installed cladding material appeared to be a readily combustible
material, which upon ignition sustained and supported rapid spread of fire. Additionally,
there was excessive storage of combustibles on many of the balconies.
The number of storeys – the building contains 23 storeys (high-rise).
Fire brigade intervention – High-rise, 400+ occupants and multiple internal ignitions over
15 floors.

The fire behaviour on the morning of the 25 November 2014, clearly demonstrated to all
concerned, that the elements installed to the external walls of this building did not avoid the
spread of fire to the degree necessary.
An improved system and understanding for ensuring appropriate material selection, approval
and installation is of major importance to the MFB.
There were many contributory factors leading to the events on 25 November 2014. In this
instance, increased combustible fuel loads on the unsprinklered balcony aided in the ignition
and fire propagation to such a degree, as to allow ignition of the external wall cladding. This
incident in isolation may have resulted in a far more manageable outcome with damage on one
level only. However, as previously described in this report, rapid fire spread directly related to
the involvement of the external cladding material, occurred to such an extent that the only likely
fact preventing further vertical fire spread was the limitation of the building height to only 21
storeys.
Clearly, the external cladding material on this building did not to the degree necessary avoid the
spread of fire as required by the Building Code of Australia. Simultaneous internal fire ignition
events over multiple floors are simply an unacceptable fire safety solution for a residential highrise building, or any other occupiable building for that matter.
If not for the excellent performance of the internal fire sprinkler system and the quick and
professional response of the MFB fire-fighters to prevent further internal fire spread and
development, the consequences of this fire would likely have resulted in greater impact on
occupants, the surrounding community amenity, resources and infrastructure. There could have
been a greater likelihood of serious injury or even loss of life
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Whilst damage and injury were minimised, the social impact of this fire was considerable and
cannot be ignored. All occupants of the building were displaced for some days during building
refurbishment and reinstatement of the fire safety systems, whilst the occupants of the fire
affected apartments were displaced for considerably more time.
Prevention of similar incidents in new and existing developments should be a priority for the
entire construction industry. This must start with ensuring an improved process and/or
understanding for appropriate material selection, approval and installation. In particular, the
MFB would urge all stakeholders in the construction industry to exercise greater diligence and
caution with the selection and installation of aluminium/polyethylene composite cladding panels,
and encourage selection of those products with appropriate and clear product accreditation and
certificates of conformity.
Given the risk of fire on a residential balcony is real, and as in this instance, the sprinkler
system within the apartments does not extend to protect the balcony on each level, there is the
possibility for this scenario to repeat itself.
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8.

RECOMMENDATIONS

As the reporting agent, the MFB has made the following recommendations, after considering
the use of the building, its size, location and type of construction and the number and type of
people likely to use it. The MFB believes that if the following are implemented, a greater degree
of fire safety will be afforded to buildings of this nature, the people who occupy them and to
attending fire-fighters.
8.1

The relevant building surveyors, architects, developers and designers should pay careful
consideration to the external wall construction and all associated cladding materials to be
adopted in construction proposals requiring Type A construction.
Many aluminium/polyethylene composite panel products have current Certificates of
Conformity under the ABCB – CodeMark Scheme. The MFB encourages designers and
certifiers to adopt the products with current certificates, and ensure compliance with all
conditions imposed on the certificate.
Caution should be exercised in the absence of clear and transparent documentation to
demonstrate compliance with Clause 3.1(b) of Specification C1.1. of the BCA for noncombustibility.
A form of construction or individual material components can only be considered noncombustible under one of the following methods of the BCA:
x
x
x

Meets the criteria for being determined as non-combustible under C1.12;
Has been successfully tested in accordance with AS1530.1 – Combustibility Tests for
Materials; or
Has evidence to demonstrate that the materials and form of construction to be
adopted is “fit for the purpose for which they are intended” under A2.1.

Building Surveyors should exercise greater diligence where materials and forms of
construction are proposed with Evidence of Suitability under options (i), (iii), (iv), or (vi)
A2.2. The MFB support the guidance and position documented in the FPA Position
Statement - Product Compliance And Evidence Of Suitability available at the following
web address:

http://www.fpaa.com.au/media/109830/fpa_australia__ps_05_v1_product_compliance_and_evidence_of_suitability.pdf
Building Practitioners are encouraged to read and understand this document and seek
further advice from their respective industry bodies and representatives.
8.2

The MFB concur with the conclusions made in The Fire Protection Research Foundation
published a report in June 2014, titled “Fire Hazards of Exterior Wall Assemblies
Containing Combustible Components (1)”. The report concludes that:
“Small scale tests can provide misleading results for materials which are complex
composites or assemblies. This is particularly the case where a combustible core
material may be covered by a non-combustible or low-combustible material or a
highly reflective surface”.
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“Full-scale façade tests are currently the only method available for absolutely
determining the fire performance of complete assemblies which can be influenced by
factors which may not be adequately tested in small scale tests”.
“There is currently no practical method of predicting real scale fire performance from
small-scale tests for the broad range of exterior wall systems in common use. Small
scale tests may provide acceptable benchmarks for individual material components.
However further validation against full-scale tests may be required to support this.
Small scale tests (in particular the cone calorimeter) can also be useful for doing
quality control tests on materials for systems already tested in full-scale or for
determining key flammability properties for research and development of fire spread
models. Small scale tests, such as the cone calorimeter should not be used to
assess the performance of the whole façade assembly”.
“Full-scale façade tests with a wing wall are currently the best method available for
determining the fire performance of complete assemblies which can be influenced by
factors which may not be adequately tested in mid to small scale tests. These factors
include the severity of fire exposure, interaction of multiple layers of different types of
materials, cavities, fire stopping, thermal expansion, fixings and joints”.
The MFB is aware that a sub-committee has been formed by representatives of the
Australian Standards Committee FP 18, to investigate appropriate full scale ‘reaction to
fire’ tests for facades. The MFB are hopeful more appropriate testing requirements are
adopted for testing for the façade material and components mentioned in this report and
similar.
8.3

The selection, and installation of “fit for purpose”, tested and approved building products
and materials are of fundamental importance in ensuring the robustness of any fire safety
design in building construction. The MFB support the guidance and position documented
in the FPA Position Statement - Product Compliance And Evidence Of Suitability available
at the following web address:
http://www.fpaa.com.au/media/109830/fpa_australia__ps_05_v1_product_compliance_and_evidence_of_suitability.pdf

Building Practitioners are encouraged to read and understand this document and seek
further advice from their respective industry bodies and representatives.
Many aluminium/polyethylene composite panel products have current Certificates of
Conformity under the ABCB – CodeMark Scheme. The MFB encourages designers and
certifiers to adopt the products with current certificates, and ensure compliance with all
conditions imposed on the certificate.
8.4

Legislation review and possible amendment to reflect a greater level of ownership and
managerial control around the occupancy rate within Class 2 occupancies.

8.5

Where alternative solutions propose additional AS1670.4 sounders within sole-occupancy
units consideration should be given to not impact on the redundancy and reliability of the
system. One solution may be to provide two independent sounder loops throughout the
floor level. One loop dedicated to the sounders within the sole-occupancy units, and
another dedicated to sounders within common areas/corridors etc.
The common area sounders should be specified to achieve 85dB at the entry door
independent of the performance of the sounders within the sole occupancies. This will
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provide greater redundancy to the potential loss of sounders within the sole occupancy
units and ensure compliant performance is retained.
8.6

Another solution may be to specify all wiring to be fire rated throughout the entire system
and/or to have all speakers connected in parallel as opposed to series. This will ensure
operation is not compromised in the event that a section of the wiring or individual sounder
is lost.

8.7

Possible amendment to AS2118.1 Section 5.7.10 to require sprinkler protection to all
portions of covered balconies irrespective of their size in Class 2 buildings.

Note: The MFB are not suggesting this as a fire safety measure to mitigate the risk of
the installation of combustible cladding materials on external walls, but rather to
address what the MFB perceives to be an increasing trend in the storage of
combustible items on external residential balconies.
8.8

Building management to ensure that all installed fire extinguishers are unobstructed
clearly identified and correctly maintained. The storage of goods and materials in fire
safety equipment enclosures should be regularly monitored and appropriately addressed
with measures to discourage and/prevent re-occurrence.

8.9

Building occupants need to be made aware of the importance of smoke alarms in
providing early detection. In removing the backup battery or covering the alarm to prevent
false alarms, they are putting themselves and other occupants at greater risk of serious
injury or possible death.

8.10 Building management to implement and enforce a good housekeeping policy to prevent
the accumulation and storage of combustibles and other items on the balconies, ensuring
that there is minimal material to fuel a fire.
8.11 That the ABCB, in conjunction with Standards Australia and the appropriate standards
committee (FP18), investigate appropriate test methods that reflect the actual
performance of external wall assemblies under all fire conditions (For example ISO 137852:2002(E)), for future inclusion in NCC Volume 1.
8.12 That all relevant Australian state building agencies/authorities develop strategies and
policies for the risk mitigation of the potential fire hazard associated with the use of
combustible Aluminium/Polyethylene composite panelling within their jurisdiction. This
involves existing Type A and B constructions and where there is no documented evidence
to show compliance with the performance requirements of the BCA.

Greg Badrock
Acting Commander
Building Inspection and Compliance
DocCentral # 1009072
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Building Practitioner
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Australian Institute of Building Surveyors, Victorian Chapter
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Australian Building Codes Board
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CFA, Director Community Safety
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APPENDIX 1 – Municipal Building Surveyors Report

Lacrosse Building Fire
673 La Trobe Street, Docklands on
25 November 2014

Photo Prior

To Fire

Photo Post

Fire

Giuseppe Genco

Municipal Building Surveyor
City of Melbourne
April 2015
(DM ref# 8989066)
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Executive Summary
The Lacrosse building, situated at 673 La Trobe Street Docklands, is a twenty three (23) storey
mixed-use building which includes fifteen levels of apartments. Levels six to twenty-one were
affected by fire and many more were affected by water damage. There are approximately fifteen
apartments per level.
A fire took place in the early hours of the morning of 25 November 2014. The fire at the Lacrosse
building is a first in Melbourne in that it directly affected approximately 450 to 500 people who
required immediate evacuation and accommodation. In addition the fire spread vertically and was
not contained in the room or area of fire origin. Fortunately in this incident there were no fatalities or
serious injuries.
The fire and subsequent investigation raise a number of questions relating to:
x

The compliance of the building to the Building Code of Australia (BCA);

x

The number of occupants contained within the building;

x

The external wall cladding system used and whether it has been approved and accredited.

The objective of current building legislation (the Building Act and Building Regulations) is to keep
people safe and to regulate minimum building standards. The spread of the fire in this incident
brings into question the ability of building legislation, including the regulatory process, to minimise
the impact of such an event. The Act and Regulations also provide a process of how the MBS can
bring the building into conformity with the Act and the BCA.
Inspections after the fire raised questions about materials used on the external façade wall. A post
incident analysis (PIA) has been undertaken by the Melbourne Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB)
which identified that the external wall between the balcony and bedroom was not non-combustible.
This is contrary to the prescriptive requirements of the Building Code of Australia (BCA) for Type A
construction.
A review of the documentation lodged by the Private Building Surveyor with Council has highlighted
the following:
x

That the documentation does not provide sufficient detail to determine if the wall was
designed to be non-combustible or not,

x

The occupancy permit was limited to approximately 36 persons per floor for levels 6-21,

x

There is no evidence within the fire engineering design report as to whether this wall was
considered to be not non-combustible.

x

No specific documentation lodged by Private Building Surveyor with Council, proving that the
wall system was approved or accredited.
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It was observed during the inspection that some apartments were being utilised as multiple
accommodation units on a commercial basis, with some apartments containing 6 to 8 beds. An
increase in the density of population without heightened warning systems may lead to the MFB
being caught unaware for the extent of occupants in case of evacuation and the potential for the
occupants to not evacuate in time.
The principal legislation dealing with fire safety, basic amenities and sustainability, is contained in
Building legislation. Planning and Health are involved however, more so with the impact of amenities
on surrounding properties and registration plus cleanliness of rooming houses.
In assessing the steps involved in the approval process and also the use of the building, containing
more people than anticipated per floor and the use of short term commercial accommodation, it is
considered that the current regime of the Building Act and Building Regulations plus BCA does not
manage well complex buildings and the way they are used today.
In addition, the ability for the MBS to bring buildings into compliance is cumbersome, requiring in this
case, the serving of notices on 300+ property owners – a consequence of the enforcement
provisions of Part 8 of the Act where directions are required against each individual owner.
The key areas highlighted that are recommended for review are:
x

The product accreditation process is not widely utilised in Australia and the constant
introduction of new range of products being used by the building industry each year suggests
the policing of these products is unchecked.

x

The use of non-accredited products within the building industry which may go largely
unchecked.

x

Clearer definition is required of what constitutes the use of a Class 2 apartment building and
a Class 3 commercial accommodation building (or part thereof) and whether the technical
regulations cater for their respective use. In particular where multiple apartments have
occupant numbers higher than one would consider the norm for apartment dwellings.

x

Method of how the design parameters which are assumed by fire engineers for alternative
solutions are clearly transferred onto occupancy permits. In particular in this case design
parameters such as occupant characteristics and reliance on prescriptive requirements.

x

The relevance of an occupancy permit which was issued prior to subdivision of a building is
questionable, particularly in relation to occupancy numbers and the ability to ensure
compliance with the Building Act 1993.

x

Review Part 8 of the Building Act 1993, taking into consideration the Sub-division Act, how
buildings are currently being occupied, and how the enforcement provision can be improved.

x

Provision of Warranty insurance for apartment buildings, and the type of warranty insurance
taking into consideration the increase in higher density living.
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1.0 PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide details of inspections and actions taken by the Municipal
Building Surveyor’s office as a result of fire in the Lacrosse Apartments, on the 25 November 2014.
As a result of further testing of a building component this report will also comment on and highlight
shortfalls in the current Building Regulatory Framework during the approval process and also
subsequent process required to make the building compliant.

2.0 DEFINITIONS
‘The Act’

Building Act 1993

‘Regulations’

Building Regulations 2006

‘NCC’

National Construction Code

‘BCA’

Building Code Australia being in this case Volume 1 of the NCC

‘DtS”

Deemed to Satisfy Solution prescribed in the BCA

‘PBS’

Private Building Surveyor

‘MBS’–

Municipal Building Surveyor

‘MFB’

Metropolitan Fire Brigade

‘RBS’

Relevant Building Surveyor

‘EO’

Emergency Order pursuant to S102 of the Act

‘BN’

Building Notice pursuant to S106 of the Act

‘BO”

Building Order S111 of the Act

3.0 BACKGROUND
3.1 BUILDING REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Australia’s Building Regulatory Framework varies from state to state, as a result of the Building
legislation remaining a residual process not subject to total Federal jurisdiction
Building legislation development in each state and territory has evolved over many decades with
each developing their own administrative processes and technical provisions. In the 1970’s a
concerted effort was made to develop as a first step, a National Technical Building Code. This
culminated in the development of the Building Code of Australia (BCA) in 1988 (1st Ed) and 1990
(2nd Ed). In order for the BCA to become legislation each State and Territory was required to
reference it as its technical requirements.
The current version of the BCA is now incorporated under the National Construction Code (NCC)
series. With Volume 1 of the BCA dealing with Class 2-9 buildings (apartments, commercial,
industrial and public buildings). Apartment buildings are Class 2 and hotels are Class 3.
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Concurrently in the late 1980’s there was a similar process which was embarked upon to develop a
National Model Building Act. Parts of this ‘Model Building Act’ have been implemented in various
states and territories with mixed adoption. The principles of the Model Building Act were
incorporated into the Building Act 1993 here in Victoria. One of the main initiatives was the
introduction of privatised system for the issue of building permits, inspection regime, and issue of
occupancy permits.
In Victoria, the Building Act 1993 was introduced in 1993, which in turn currently calls up the
Building Regulations, which references the BCA which in turn references Australian Standards. As a
hierarchal process it is accepted that to resolve any inconsistencies between documents the Act can
override the regulations which in turn can override the NCC/BCA and Australian Standards.
An extract of the Act objectives is contained below.
Building Act 1993- Objectives
Objectives of Act
(1) The objectives of this Act are—
(a) to protect the safety and health of people who use buildings and
places of public entertainment;
(b) to enhance the amenity of buildings;
(c) to promote plumbing practices which protect the safety and
health of people and the integrity of water supply and waste water
systems;
(d) to facilitate the adoption and efficient application of—
(i)

national building standards; and

(ii)

national plumbing standards;

(e) to facilitate the cost effective construction and maintenance of
buildings and plumbing systems;
(f) to facilitate the construction of environmentally and energy
efficient buildings;
(g) to aid the achievement of an efficient and competitive building
and plumbing industry.
(2) It is the intention of Parliament that in the administration of this Act regard
should be had to the objectives set out in subsection (1).
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3.2 REGULATORY PROCESS (Building Permit-Occupancy Permit)
The Act and Regulations together provide the mechanism and processes to be followed in order to
ensure the objectives of the Act are achieved. The principal process of ensuring construction meets
the objectives of the Act is to require:
x

Buildings to be designed and documented in accordance with BCA, Building Regulations,
Building Act and other regulatory requirements

x

Building documentation to be assessed and approved by RBS with a building permit
issued prior to construction. Documents must show compliance with the BCA, Building
Regulations and Building Act.

x

Building to be built in accordance with approved documents and that the construction is
inspected at key stages (typically footing, frame, final);

x

Any variation to the building which will impact on regulatory matters requires a variation
to the documentation approved under the building permit to be submitted to the RBS for
approval prior to construction;

x

An inspection is undertaken at the final stage with documents provided to the RBS for
key components of the building e.g. test reports on the sprinklers systems, etc. An
occupancy permit is issued or certificate of final inspection (depending upon the
development), is to be issued by the RBS.

In Victoria a private building permit process was introduced in 1994. This allowed registered private
building surveyors (PBS) to undertake the functions previously undertaken by Council. Owners can
either engage a PBS or the Municipal Building Surveyor (MBS) to undertake the above functions.
If the owner decides to engage a PBS the Act also requires that PBS to
x

Notify the relevant council of their appointment (s. 80 of the Act)

x

Lodge documentation with council contained under r. 302, r. 305 and Schedule 2 of the
Act

x

Undertake inspections at mandatory inspection stages and

x

Lodge occupancy permit and documentation as required in, s. 72, s. 73, and r. 1103 with
Council.

In assessing the documentation, the designer and RBS must ensure the material and the building
systems proposed complies with the relevant clauses of the BCA. This is explained in more detail
below under BCA requirements.
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3.3 BCA REQUIREMENTS
3.3.1 General
The BCA is referenced in r. 109 of the regulations and sets out the technical requirements and
acceptable building solutions for design and construction. The BCA is a performance based
document which specifies that proposed building solutions must comply with the performance
requirements to show compliance. Part A0.1 to A0.10 details the BCA structure and methods of
assessment to show compliance with the performance requirements.
The building solutions allowed for in the BCA are “Deemed to Satisfy” solution (DtS) or an
“Alternative Solution”. The DtS incorporates prescriptive and in some cases traditional construction
methods. The Australian Standards are typically referenced as DtS solutions in the BCA which
empowers the Australian Standards to be embodied as regulations.
The BCA requires an ‘Alternative Solution’ to be assessed in accordance with one of the
Assessment Methods contained under Part A0.9 of the BCA.
For a material or building system to be used as an Alternative Solution, Part A0.9 (a) requires that
a) Evidence to support that the use of a material, form of construction or design meets a
Performance Requirement or a Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision as described in A2.2.
3.3.2 Material and Building Systems conformity
Where a material or building system does not comply with the DtS provisions it must be
demonstrated to comply with ‘Alternative Solutions’ provisions.
Part A2.2 details what is considered evidence of suitability that a material or form of construction
complies with the BCA. (refer to Appendix E).This clause is the relevant clause for building systems
and lists that a method suitable for compliance is a Certificate of Conformity or a Certificate of
Accreditation. These are defined in the BCA and are provided below.
Certificate of Accreditation means a certificate issued by a State or Territory accreditation
authority stating that the properties and performance of a building material or method of
construction or design fulfil specific requirements of the BCA.
Certificate of Conformity means a certificate issued under the ABCB scheme for products
and systems certification stating that the properties and performance of a building material or
method of construction or design fulfil specific requirements of the BCA. The regulations
under r. 110 nominate Building Regulatory Advisory Committee as the relevant state
authority for the issue of a Certificate of Accreditation by the State.
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4.0 COUNCIL RESPONSIBILITIES
Part 12 – Division 5 –‘Roles of Councils’ under the Act, provides provisions for Council to Administer
building provision in its municipality. Section 213 of the Act requires Council to appoint a Municipal
Building Surveyor.
Section 212 from Part 12-Division 5, of the Act states that Council are responsible for the
administration and enforcement of Parts 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 of the Act and the building regulations
within its municipal district.
These Parts of the Act cover the following:
Part 3- Building Permits
Part 4- Inspection of Building Work
Part 5- Occupation of Buildings and Places of Public Entertainment
Part 7- Protection of Adjoining Property
Part 8- Enforcement of safety and building standards
The Australian Institute of Building Surveyors (AIBS) has recently questioned the extent of the
obligations of Council with regards to how to meet its responsibilities under the Act, as a result of the
Victorian Auditor General’s report. It is the view of the MBS of the City of Melbourne that it is not
clearly defined.
Part 8 of the Act gives authority to the MBS to undertake enforcement provisions under the Act.
Predominantly the enforcement provisions provided in the Act are directed to the owner of the
property, other than an Emergency Order and Building Order Stop Work which allows the option of
serving it to the occupier. The PBS has similar powers (except for emergency orders), however,
only for permits that they issue.
The role and responsibility of the PBS/RBS after the occupancy permit (OP) has been issued is not
clear in the legislation. However the PBS does not have the authority to deal with existing buildings.
Part 12 of the Regulations sets out the regime for listing of essential safety measures within the
building and lists the obligations of the owners for their maintenance. Essential safety measures in
this case are predominantly fire safety measures and include obvious ones such as sprinklers,
however some less obvious measures such as, ensuring no breach of fire rated walls, floors etc. are
also essential safety measures.
Current legislation does not stipulate as to how long after the Occupancy Permit has been issued
that the responsibility to ensure compliance with the building regulations transfers from PBS to MBS.
It is generally considered that once it becomes apparent that there is a problem with a building it is
Council and the MBS’s responsibility to take the necessary action to ensure the safety of the
occupants and public and compliance of the building. In many simple cases where the issue is
detected soon there-after the completion of the building the MBS may refer it to the PBS to resolve
(depending on the urgency of the issue), as they would have the capacity to undertake enforcement
action. However as an ultimate safety net the MBS may intervene depending on circumstances.
The tools available to the MBS, to undertake enforcement action are contained within Part 8 of the
Act and include: emergency orders, building notice-building order process, building order minor
works, stop work orders.
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5.0 LACROSSE BUILDING
5.1 Building Description
The Lacrosse building is a 23 storey multi-use building with a rise in storey of 23 with an effective
building height of 58.7 metres. The building consists of predominantly of Class 2 (Residential
apartment) occupation with Class 6 (retail) and Class 7a (car park) at the lower levels. As defined
within the BCA, this type of construction requires fire resistance level of Type A (the highest level of
fire resistance construction required). The building has a sprinkler system installed plus other
essential safety measures commensurate for a building of this type. As is becoming increasingly
common, fire engineered solutions providing alternative solutions, were utilised in this building.
These are listed on the Occupancy Permit (refer to Appendix B).

5.2 Building Permit Documents Lodged with Council
The Building Permits and subsequent Occupancy Permit were issued by a PBS. There were
multiple staged building permits issued by the Gardner Group from 21 May 2010 to 7 December
2011. The details are listed below.

Dates of Relevant Building Permits:

Building Permit Numbers to which this
Occupancy Permit relates:

21 May 2010
4 June 2010
18 June 2010
18 June 2010
17 August 2010
27 September 2010
28 January 2011
18 March 2011
6 June 2011
7 December 2011

16541/100133/1
16541/100133/2
16541/100133/1 Amended
16541/100133/2 Amended
16541/100133/3
16541/100133/4
16541/100133/5
16541/100133/6
16541/100133/7
16541/100133/7 Amended

The building has alternative solutions approved for the building permit and occupancy permit which
includes: reduction in fire rated construction in some building elements; increased travel distance to
exits; removal of fire rated construction to GPOs; discharge of exits internally; external sprinkler
protection to overhangs, balconies and the like deleted; Occupant warning system in lieu of Early
Warning Intercommunication System (EWIS), height of rooms in car park reduced; provision for
laundry trough removed. The list of alternative solutions and better detail is specified on the
Occupancy Permit.
The Occupancy Permit (No. 14166F6a) was issued for the building on 13 June 2012 as outlined in
Appendix B.
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5.3 BCA requirements for external walls
The above building pursuant to Clause C1.1 and Table C1.1 of BCA is required to be Type A
construction. Pursuant to Specification C1.1 Subsection 3.1 (b) of the BCA external walls are
required to be non- combustible as a deemed to satisfy solution.
The definition of non-combustible pursuant to Part A1.1 is

Non-combustible means—
(a) applied to a material — not deemed combustible as determined by AS 1530.1 —
Combustibility Tests for Materials; and
(b) applied to construction or part of a building — constructed wholly of materials that are
not deemed combustible.

6.0 ACTIONS UNDERTAKEN BY MUNICIPAL BUILDING
SURVEYOR’S OFFICE
6.1 Inspection
As a result of the fire that occurred on the 25 November 2014 an inspection of the building was
undertaken in the early hours of the morning by the Municipal Building Surveyor and his office. The
MBS was alerted by the MFB and requested to attend.
The point of ‘Fire Origin’ is believed to be on the balcony of apartment 805. The fire spread
vertically, spreading downwards to apartment 605 and upwards and affected all apartments above
designated as apartment No. 5 on each level, up to apartment 2105. It was observed that on some
apartment balconies large amount of household items were being stored, creating a higher fire load.
This fire caused extensive fire damage to fifteen apartments and subsequently water damage to
many more. We understand the MFB post incidence analysis (PIA) will deal with this aspect more in
depth.
Observations and inspection results noted by the MBS during the inspection after the fire are as
follows:
x

Fifteen apartments had extensive fire, smoke and water damage. This included discharge of
sprinklers, building occupant warning system melted and the loop for the system disrupted;
structural damage to external wall, doors, balcony balustrades and decorative panels.

x

Other apartments had extensive water damage or infiltration to plaster, carpets and
cupboards.

x

The main corridor in the proximity of the fire affected apartments was also damaged by water
ingress

x

A number of the two bedroom apartments had six to eight beds. In two instances the living
room had been converted into a bedroom with a make shift curtain rod separator with
curtains. See photos Appendix C

x

The balconies were being used for storage, and were not what one would normally expect on
a balcony, e.g. mattresses, cupboards and other furniture.
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x

The sprinkler system did not extend to the external balcony of the fire affected apartments or
other apartments.

x

The separating external wall in the fire affected apartments, between bedroom 2 and the
balcony was constructed of lightweight wall construction comprising of; steel studs,
plasterboard, fibreglass insulation, sisalation, steel battens and aluminium cladding on
sheeting. The wall construction appeared to not be non-combustible. The wall had
penetrations comprising of; stormwater drain (SWD) pipe, electrical cabling, and copper
piping within the cavity. The SWD pipe did have fire collars around it; however they did not
work effectively in some circumstances.
The above wall extended beyond the concrete balcony by approximately 400mm, with the
aluminium cladding product bridging between levels on the external part of the concrete slab.
Glassed sliding doors leading to the balcony were severely damaged due to the heat; there
is a question as to whether they were compliant with Fire Engineering report.

x

Smoke alarms in many of the multiple occupied apartments were disengaged, covered or
disconnected.

x

The Building occupant warning system was fire affected and the loop was disrupted to
sounders in bedrooms of each apartment which was fire affected.

x

The feature metal decorative panels to the external part of the building had partly failed in the
fire affected apartments in particular at their joints. Thus creating a safety issue for the public
below.

Appendix C provides photographic details of some issues identified above.
We understand the MFB will make specific comments with regards to some of the above in their
‘Post Incident Analysis’ (PIA) report. The MFB have also obtained a sample of wall cladding material
for testing. The findings of the testing have determined that the material and wall cladding system is
not non-combustible when tested in accordance with the Australian Standard AS1530.1.
The aluminium cladding system and material is commonly used in many commercial type
constructions, typically low to medium rise. The typical product used is a product known as
‘Alucobond’. It was later revealed that the aluminium cladding product is known as ‘Alucobest’, and
not Alucobond (refer MFB report).
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6.2 Emergency Order
It was determined as a result of the inspection following the fire (see above) that the building was
unsafe to occupy due to:
x

Parts of the building being severely damaged by fire and water, structural damage of nonloadbearing walls plus ceilings, balcony balustrades, architectural features and glazed
external doors and windows damaged.

x

The essential safety measures in the building were made inoperable due to either having
been discharged and or damaged.

As with all fires there were/are a large number of apartments that suffered from various degrees of
fire, smoke and water damage. Those apartments that did not suffer this fate had their fire safety
systems made inoperable due to the fire affecting the centralised systems.
As a result an emergency order (EO) pursuant to s.102 of the Act was issued on the owners’
corporation and a copy provided to the owners corporation managers, Platinum Strata P/L.
The primary focus of the EO was to; enable the cordoning off of dangerous parts of the building, for
the building essential safety measures to be brought back in line, facilitate for limited access for
residents to obtain their belongings under escorted and controlled conditions in the interim and allow
Make Safe workers to undertake necessary make safe work that would permit the building/part of
building to be occupied, where it was safe to do so.
The EO set out a course of action to facilitate the recovery process and eventually the re-occupation
of part of the building. The EO was complied with the following actions;
x

Fire-affected apartments were cordoned off with fire rated construction

x

Essential safety measures were repaired and re-activated and tested for compliance

x

The MFB was placed on heightened alert to allow for quicker response in particular if wall
cladding material is defective.

x

The architectural-decorative panels which were unsecured were removed.

The EO is a form of direction to deal with immediate issues and is typically not there to manage the
rectification of longer term issues. It was recognised that the fire-affected apartments would require
partial/substantial rebuilds and that this would be the subject of a building notice-order process.

7.0 NEXT STEPS FOR THE MBS
7.1 Actions Taken
It is recognized that in order for works to be undertaken that they will take time, and that short to
medium term solution needs to be considered to ensure the safety of the occupiers and the public in
the interim.
The building in its current state has been made temporarily safe with the following actions taken to
comply with the Emergency Order, issued by the MBS and action taken by MFB
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x

Fire affected apartments have been cordoned off and fire separated from the
building(building notices have been issued by the MBS for these apartments);

x

Essential (fire) safety measures such as sprinklers, smoke detection and early emergency
warning systems are now operable;

x

The MFB has assigned greater resources to immediately respond to any fire alarm at the
building

7.2 Actions to be Taken –Short Term
Other actions to be taken to assist in keeping the building safe are to:
x

Highlight to occupiers the need to keep their balconies clear of household storage items

x

Highlight to the occupiers the importance of ensuring that their smoke alarms are operating

x

Check essential safety measures are being maintained on a three month basis.

7.3 Actions - Medium term
Actions to be undertaken by the MBS and CoM will be directed by what actions legislation and the
processes set by legislation, using the tools that are available to us.
As a result of the CSIRO report commissioned by the MFB it has been determined that the external
wall cladding to the building (Alucobest) is not non-combustible as required by Part CP1, CP2 inter
alia Clause C1.1 and Specification C1.1 part 3.1(b). As a result of this the potential risk of the same
or similar circumstances arising is increased in this building
A further range of inspections will be required of the building and depending on access to premises
will determine the timing. A building notice pursuant to s. 106 of the Act will then be issued by the
MBS, to the owners of the property and to the owner’s corporation. The Act requires the issuing of
the building notice to the owners, in this case in excess of 300 notices will be required to be issued,
with many of the owners overseas or interstate. This is a large-scale process taking into
consideration the whole building notice- order process as prescribed in Part 8 of the Act.
The building notice is a show cause notice which will highlight the issue at hand and propose a
method of resolving that issue. It provides the opportunity for the owner to consider the proposal or
put forward an alternative proposal which will meet the performance requirements of the BCA.
Once representation/submission has been made a building order will be issued directing the owner
of the property as to what actions are required.
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8.0 DISCUSSION
8.1 Building Use
The occupancy permit for the above building stipulates that the permitted use of the apartments on
the upper floors, in particular levels 6 to 21 is for Residential Apartments. The typical occupancy for
each floor set at 36 persons. There are 15 apartments per floor, which would give the average
occupancy of 2.4 residents per two bedroom apartments.
Most modern multi-storey apartments have alternative solutions with regards to fire safety systems,
sometimes involving multiple BCA clauses. The importance of the fire engineer’s design parameters,
including occupant characteristics, not being met could lead to unacceptable outcomes.
The ongoing suitability of the occupancy permit is also complicated by the subdivision act. When the
building was approved there was one developer and owner, since its completion there is upwards of
300 owners. There is no requirement to review or revise the OP when subdivision occurs. The
responsibility of management of the building especially the shared fire safety measure is sometimes
unclear as a result of this. .
The MFB highlighted on the night of the fire that the number of occupants for the building far
exceeded their expectations.
As a number of the apartments had occupants ranging in 6-8 beds per apartment, the increase in
density per floor creates undesirable conditions, for the MFB in evacuating occupiers. Furthermore it
also increases potential delays in the safe self-evacuation ability of occupiers in the apartments, who
may be hindered by bottlenecking affects.
There are currently discussions within the regulatory areas with regards to the use of apartments
and the trend of providing student accommodation with beds being let per bed and what is typically
a two bedroom apartment holding only 2-4 persons now accommodating 6-8 occupants. This raises
the question of the safety of occupants of those apartments where a larger number are occupied in
this manner and the ability of the building to cope with the increased density. Of particular concern is
where an alternative solution is utilised to gain a dispensation on the extent of some essential safety
measure or other fire safety measures, with the Fire engineer designing the building to a specific
number of occupants.
Fire engineering designs are very specific to a building and very specific to its use.
There are also situations where apartments are being used for short term commercial
accommodation, with the basic presumption by fire engineers that building occupants are familiar
with their surround i.e. either owner occupiers or long term tenants. This complicates a common
consideration utilised by fire engineers in determining the minimum requirements for fire safety in
that it may impact on speed with which people are able to recognise a warning and to evacuate in a
timely manner.
The current legislation makes this part of the occupancy permit, which specifies the maximum
occupancy number per floor, almost impossible to police, monitor or require compliance with.
Increasingly apartments that are being let as part of a commercial operation, often referred to as
‘short-term accommodation’. Some individuals or companies rent apartments on long leases,
furnishing them, then renting them out either short-term or on a bed by bed basis. This is facilitated
via the use of sites such as AirBnB, Wotif and other internet sites on which owners or small
operators can advertise and facilitate bookings.
The owner’s corporation and its managers do not have the powers or authority to question the use
of the apartments to this degree or able to restrict the access to apartments. In cases where details
of the apartments being let in this manner are available and owner’s corporation rules specifically
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exclude commercial ventures or apartments being used in this manner, enforcement is undertaken
through court action to VCAT, which is costly and can extend the time to resolution.
There is also a lack of clarity in the BCA in the definition being unclear as to what classification a
short stay commercial accommodation would fall under, would it be a class 2 (residential apartment)
or class 3 (residential part of hotel).
The difficulty within the Act and the BCA is that, even if you could classify the building as Class 3
then the onus of proof is difficult. Access rights require a minimum of 24 hours, by which time the
owner or leasee would most likely have removed beds, screens etc. in order to show that it
compliant with the legislation.
The experience of the MBS office at the City of Melbourne is that when complaints are received of
this occurrence, utilising the processes within the Act, and providing the necessary 24 hours’ notice
only alerts people to the inspection. With stalling tactics, the owner or occupier often have cleared
out additional residents and their beds momentarily, until after the inspection, then have them
reoccupy.

8.2 Documents Lodged with Council
The responsibility of the PBS/RBS is to lodge with Council a copy of the building permit plus all its
associated documentation to prove that the building can be built showing compliance with the Act,
Regulations and BCA. Council’s role in this matter is one of keeping a register and also that of a
record keeper.
A search of Council record was undertaken with the building permit and occupancy permit
information retrieved. A schedule of the documentation is provided in Appendix D.
The aim of researching the documentation is to aide in determining the extent of compliance of the
building with the Act, Regulations and NCC.
Issues with Documents Lodged:
Issue One:

A research of the documentation indicates that there is insufficient details of
the wall in the documentation to prove that the wall between the bedroom
facing externally and the balcony, that it is non-combustible or what its
construction consists of.

Issue Two:

There is no evidence that an inspection had highlighted this issue and for that
matter as to whether the wall was considered by the fire engineer in their
assessment.

Issue Three: The product identified by the MFB indicates that it is a product called
Alucobest. Alucobond Plus is an accredited product. Both products look
similar in appearance and are not able to be identified by simple visual
inspection, in particular from the external appearances. Product specification
was not provided for the use of Alucobest product in the documents lodged.
It must be noted that although the documents lodged with Council did not contain details of the
above wall construction, the information may be contained with building permit information held by
the RBS. This will be a matter for the VBA to investigate as they have the authority to undertake this
type of investigation.
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8.3 Review of Fire Engineering Report
The MFB will undertake a review and make specific comment if necessary with regards to the Fire
Engineering Report.
The deemed to satisfy provisions was covered previously in Part 5.3 above.

8.4 Product Specification and Accreditation
Product accreditation in Australia is hit and miss, with many of the new products being supplied and
installed without proper accreditation or review. Common products which may have been accredited
are being replicated in part and provided without equivalent accreditation.
Although there is an Accreditation process provided by the Australian Building Codes Board
(Codemark) and also one by the Building Regulatory Advisory Committee (BRAC) the process of
requesting this information and or providing the information to the relevant building surveyor or
supervising architect is rarely done. Taking into consideration the complexity of building today and
the variety of building products and methodology it has become almost impossible to police.
This issue has been previously raised in reinforcing rods and wire and also structural steel. With
these products it was acknowledged that once the material has reached the site it is too late. The
steel industry’s only recourse was to distinguish its products from other similar products with
stamping.
The MFB has identified in this case that the product used in the construction of the lightweight wall
was a product called Alucobest. This product does not have technical specifications readily available
on its website for supply in Australia. From a visual inspection after installed it is not possible to
distinguish Alucobest from Alucobond. It is noted on the technical specifications for Alucobond Plus
that a CodeMark Certificate of Conformity from the Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB) exists
(refer to Appendix E).

8.5 Product Substitution
Product substitution on building sites has been known to occur. The due process under contractual
requirements is for the builder or sub-contractor to make application to the supervising architect or
project manager to change a specified material. A request for variation is usually sought, and a
revision to the building permit would be required if it is an essential safety measure or method of
construction. The change of the external wall cladding, which is required to be non-combustible
construction, would require a variation to the building permit.
Documents lodged with Council by PBS/RBS with regards to building permits and occupancy
permits, issued by the Gardner group, show no evidence that a revision was considered with
regards to this building methodology.
Further investigation is required by the Victoria Building Authority with regards to this matter if this
situation has occurred. Investigative powers of Council or MBS do not extend to compelling builders
or private building surveyors to respond to this line of question.
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8.6 Recovery Process
Due to the number of residents affected, the incident controller in this case the MFB, enacted the
Emergency Management Act and activated the Municipal Emergency Resource Officer (MERO) and
in turn requested the Municipal Recovery Manager be alerted to set up a recovery centre.
As this process was the first of this kind to have been enacted by the City of Melbourne it appeared
to work well. As with all aspects of emergency management there were areas that can be improved
and that will be the subject of a review by City of Melbourne.
Of importance a couple of points that have been raised previously in defining when the MRC is
opened up and also what is the definition of recovery. The recovery centre was opened up at Etihad
Stadium which is in proximity to the building and with the aide of the Owners Corporation managers
information was dispersed to owners and occupiers.
In conjunction with the Owners Corporation Management, their insurers and Make Safe builders the
MBS office worked with all to provide assistance and guidance through process. Meetings were
attended to answer questions about the processes and what will happen next. In this case the
briefings held with Owners Corporation Management, their insurance assessors and other parties
with the MBS were crucial so that questions from occupiers were answered as best as possible.
Currently there are 15 apartments that are fire affected and another 80 un-occupiable due to water
damage up to mid December 2014.
As there are more and more apartment buildings being built and the urban push to establish these
vertical villages increases, the probability of a similar situation occurring is increasing. Not only in
Melbourne central but also many suburban municipalities. The questions raised here can be and are
applicable to multiple Councils, in particular when you consider the number of people that are
affected by one incident.
The role of insurance, similar to bushfire affected properties will also play a large part in what can
and cannot be done for recovery.

8.7 Notices and Order Process
The Act in requiring the action to be directed to the owner does not recognise the Owner’s
Corporation having responsibility for the shared services or its responsibility to act on behalf of
owners when an incident like this occurs. It places an impost on local government and the office of
the MBS to undertake and manage a substantial amount of files which can result in errors, easily
making the process invalid. Similarly it will generate substantial amount of angst amongst owners,
not knowing what to do. This places the MBS office in a compromised circumstance of having to
provide almost consultative advice about the process unnecessarily.
On face value, it may be viewed by some that for the CoM this is not a large impost, however to
firstly identify the owner of the apartments, which may require title searches, and if a company is the
owner, which is the case in many situations may also involve a company search. The cost of this is
born by Council and also its ratepayers.
In many cases the owners may rely on the Owners Corporation managers to take charge and
respond plus take the necessary actions however, this will involve obtaining individual owners
consent from each property owner.
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The building notice and order requirements contained within s. 106 and s. 111 of the Act are
simplistic and are not written to cater for large, complex building or existing older building. Today’s
complex buildings and use of buildings often requires detailed review and assessments of the
building to be undertaken prior to the direction given. The prescribed structure of the Notices-Orders
are more suited to where a building permit has been issued for a domestic construction and during
the course of construction the non-compliance works have been observed and direction given to
bring back into compliance with the permit documentation.
The emergency orders also have their limitations in particular with s. 103(2), where it limits the ability
to prohibit occupation for 48 hours. This then requires subsequent EOs to be issued every 48 hours,
even though the building may be unsafe. If a nightclub has defective safety systems then prohibiting
their use for this small duration of time does not even allow the time for contractors to come in and
undertake the works. The incentive for owners or operators to undertake the work is negated as they
just need to wait out the time.
As highlighted above in the ‘Next Step’ the utilization of the Notices- Order process will make this a
large-scale process, having to issue building notices then building orders to over 300 owners, which
will stretch resources. This is only one building within the City of Melbourne, and highlights the
difficulty experienced by the MBS office in dealing with large and complex buildings.

8.8 Insurance
As the BN and BO will be directed at the owner of the building which is the individual owners, a
critical question that will be raised is, ‘Who pays? In particular as the construction of the building and
the occupancy permit was issued in 2012
The current domestic building contract act 1995 directs that for domestic construction up to rise in
storey of 3, domestic builder warranty insurance is required. This is currently what is described as
insurance of last resort, i.e. that the builder has to be deceased or bankrupt or similar. This is
different to an older government funded scheme which required insurance for all domestic buildings,
which included this type of building and it was an insurance of first point of call. However in this case
due to the size of building it is not required to be covered by the current warranty type insurance.
This is an issue that the regulators and government need to review and revisit, especially if the
method of resolving this issue will rely on the courts, which will mean that the actual time to bring the
building into compliance will be further frustrated.
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9.0 CONCLUSION
The fire that occurred at the Lacrosse building was well managed during the course of the
emergency and all parties involved came together and dealt with the issues at hand. Occupants
were alerted and evacuated, systems worked with no fatalities or serious injuries, temporary
accommodation was set up and provided by all agencies and emergency building issues that could
be dealt with were done so within good time frames to allow partial occupation under controlled
circumstances.
The fire intensity and how it spread vertically through the building caused further investigation into
why was it not contained. Inspection of the building, after the fire brought focus upon the external
wall cladding which was identified and sent for testing by the MFB. The test results from the CSIRO
contained within the PIA, has confirmed that the wall cladding system (Alucobest) is not noncombustible. This raised further questions of where did the regulatory system go wrong in
preventing this from occurring. Is it accreditation of product, is it the standards, is it the process of
building approval to occupancy permit or is it practitioner failure?
Also highlighted as a result of observations after the fire is the issue of occupancy numbers within
apartments and possible increased density. Is this a problem for the future and are our building
codes and standards designed to accommodate this increase in density or short term use. Also
does our regulatory framework have the adequate mechanisms to police and control these
functions, if there is a need to do so?
In further considering the regulatory system required to bring the building into compliance it
highlights that the provisions of the Act and Regulations are not suited to dealing with large, complex
and existing buildings and how we are using these buildings today. This results in frustration and an
additional burden for local government and property owners.
A flow on question back to the regulatory framework will also be, who pays for the fix or should there
have been insurance to cover this.
The City of Melbourne should advocate that there be a review of the Building Act 1993, building
regulations and the process contained to enable our building regulatory framework to cope not only
with current complex buildings but also existing buildings and possible future building product or
systems developments. As an example, the concept of prefabricated modules is being experimented
with, which depending on where they are manufactured may throw into question what standards
they are following and how do we ensure that they are compliant with our standards.
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APPENDIX A – BUILDING PERMIT-STAGE 7
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Prloc to placing a tooting (eg found31ionlpre slab):
Prior to pourtng all ln9itu reinforced ooncrete (eg $lab or trench steel, columns. be3tn$, etc);

0

Comp&ebon of framewort (steel. timber e!e): and

0

Final, upon completion ol all building worti:

Occupation or Use of Build ing
0 A Certificate of Finol ln$pection ia required prior to ttlO ixcv~~ion or use of this building
0

An Occupancy Permit ls req1..ired pl'iOt to the occupation or use of thi$ b1.akling

0 whole tt an oec:upancy permit is required, the permit is t equired for the wholelpart of the bOOdlng in respec1 of whlcil

the

building wOft Is cerriecl oul

0 part
Commencemt11t and Completion

This building worti: must conwnence by:
This building watt must be completed by:

7 DECEMBER 2012
21 MAY 2013

CondiUons of Building Permit
Relet to AnrMxure B f0t a llst of conditions which apply to this Building Permit.

Name
Sipture

R&gistra1ion No
Date of ls$1.le of Stage 1 Sullding Permit

21 MAY 2010

Date of tssue of Stage 2 Buildi ng Pe<mit

4JUNE 2010

Date of Issue of Amended Stage 1 Building Petmit

18 JUNE 2010

Date of Issue of Amenc:ied St99e 2 Building Permit

18 J UNE 201 0

Oa1e of Issue of Stage 3 &.iilding Permit

17 AUGUST 2010

Oa1e of issue of $1age 4 Building Permit

27 SEPTEMBER 2010

Date of issue of Stlge 5 Buildi;ng Permit

28 JANUARY 2()11

Date of Issue of Stage 6 Building Permit

18 MARCH 201 1

Oite of §we ot ~e 7 Building Pem'lil

6 JUNE 2011

Date of issue of this Amended Stttge 7 Building Permit 7 DECEMBER 2011
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A.nnexures
Annexure A
Arvlexure 6
Annexure C
Anne xure 0

ApptO'«td Doc uments
Building Permit Conc:titk>ns

Building Surveyor's Convnents
Essential Safety Measures Maintenance Reqvirements

Note t : Uncter t&;'Ulation 317 the petSOn in cl\a rge of the carrying out of bmlding wo !SI. on an alotmenl mus.t cake all rusonab'le steps to ensure lllat
a copy cA this perrrit and one set of ill"Y app, <>W!d pl;;ns, speeincaoons and documents ace avellable fOf inspection at ttle a1lotmet1t while
the builcllng wolit ii in progress They must arso take all ~MOl'lablt S(eps !J:I ensurie that the registration t1umber6 and tontaet details of tN:
bul<ler and buikllng surveyor and' the numoor and date of 1&5'.le of !!\is permit are d lsplayttd in a coBSpicwus posi!lon ecGe»i:lle to the
plA:>'ic bcfOte ano dUril'l9 the buildI ng wonc. l:O w hiCfl this pel'l"!W apples .
NO!e 2: Under regulMion 318 &ti t'.IWner of a l)uilding « land, fo1 .tileh a bulding pemill has been issued, must notity the reklvant buldlng &UN$yor
wl hln 14 day11 after any change in the name or addtess ol tne owner« of the builder carrying cut the bUtdlng work. Tiit! pe-natty for noo·

compiancc is 1 G penalty units
Noto 3. In~ buildi'lg prill(;!itiaMl"S w!ltl tontinuing inv~nt in t~ building work.

Note ' : lt1dude only bUilcling ptaditk>ne1'5 -Mtll no fvlther inVQtvement in the building

wo111..

P;a.gc 3 cA 2•
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gardnergroup ~:-~
Q.t.AOMi'R(lflOUP P1Y l tO $u~1t 16, S1.. Pbr.me1 Strtic:t Po-1 '11@1>0!.rre 'ACIOl1a 3a)7
. p 03 ~ i .ioo F 03116a2 M3 -w.911R1nt•.C-.•11 -e)Ul l>0 1~i(;llQM •1•:-U

FORM6
Building Act 1993

RECEIVED

81.JlLOtNG REGULATIONS 2006

Business Information Services

RegtJation 1005

0 2 AUG2012

OCCUPANCY PERMIT

OM#:._ __ _ _

Rt f No: 14166'F6a

SR#:
Property OeUiilS
Project Description

LACROSSE APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT

Address
LOVs

673 • 683 LATROGE S TREET, DOCt<LAHOS VIC 3008

Crown allotmen1

PART 10

Municipal Oistrid

CITY OF MELBOURNE

I

t.PIPS

4314&4P

Volume

1049•

Folio

Section

98

Parisl'I

NORTH MELB

County

618

Building Details

Part of 00H<1;ng

Gt'ound floor

I

Leo.lel 0.5

2.7•
2.7a

-•QO

2. 7a

I
2. 1a

Residential entry lobby. carparll:, retail plant.
] "0"'90· podium (re!ail tenancies are axWcled
rrom this permit).

2

Residen1ial apartments inclusive of:
Tower: t-34
North ?od: N3S . N38

Level four

'

6

2 .Sl<j)o (7a)

61

4Kpa Qift lobby)

Residential lift lobby, carpark, builcfrig manage.rs
office. amenities. external lift lobby {relail
tenancies are excluded from this pemiif).

l evel three

2 .SKj)• (70)

stotage

Residential lift lobby, carps~. plaNlsecvioes,

Level ooe

Maximum runbe.r
of people 10 be
accommodated

P.ta.Qnum
pennis.sible

Ooor ive load

' Residential lift lobby. carpartc
~neilloryJ)lanVsefVioes,

Level two

SCA Class

Permitted Use

Soulh Pod: 539 - 543
ResidenU11l 111p3rtmenls 1·15,

2,
100>

pavilion. swimming pool, pool dee*.
Level 6ve

Residential apartments 1-15 inclusive.

2

level aix

Residential apartments

1-1~ inclusive.

2

level seven

Resekntial apartments 1•15 inclusive.

2

level eight

Resi:Sentia l apartments 1·15 lneluslve.

2

2.5Kpa(7a)
4Kpa (lift lobby)

49

2.51<... (78)

3S

5Kpa (rel.ail &
podium areas)
•Kpa (lin tobb'f)
2Kpa (aipts &
corridors)
4Kp3 (lil't IObby)
2Kpa (apts &
corridors)
4Kpa (k>bby &
pod deck)
2Kpa (apts &
corridors)
4Kpa (Ifft kltlbv)
2Kpa (otpts &
corridors)
4K• • "" IObb•'
2Kpa (apl$ &
eotridors}
4Kpa nat '®bill

2Kpa {apls &

74
12
16

36

36

36

36

36

Q)lri(Jors)

i
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Residenb81 oporlrnents • • 15 inct.191...e.

Level nine

2

-·)

36

21(pa(-&
..~(lift 1-~ · - _,

L.e~I

tan

21<j)a (ap!S &
corridors)
4Kpa (lifl lol)tv.. )
2Kpa (aPts &
corridors)
4Kpa (llfl k>bb'!I)
2Kpa (apts &
oorrido..-s)

36

Residential apartments 1 .15 inclusive,

2

level eleven

Residential apartments 1 •1S inclu&ive.

2

twerv.

Rcsidcnti<lll apartments 1-15 inc:luSive.

2

l evef thirteen

Residential apa11ments 1-1~ inclusive.

2

2Kpa (apl:$ &

36

2

oonidors)
4Kpa (ift-y)
2Kpa (a... &
(:Q(T'idors)
• Kpa (liftlOl>t>•'

36

l

?"P0('91H.

36

l evel

36

36

« ··--y)
I

j Resl<lentiaf arxirtmenl$ 1 ·15 t'te11nlve.

level fourleen

I

I

r

l.e'itl fifteen

Level slll.leen

I
I

R8'idential apertmenli

~-15

inclusive.

II

conidors)

••-,"ft lobby)

R..;oen1;a1-rtments •· • s lnduslve.

2

21(pa (apt• &
CON'idOI'$)
4K$>a (lift lo....... )

38

Residential apartments 11·15 inclus.ivc,

2

2~(apts&

36

Resldet\1181 apar1ments 1 • 15 lnctusive.

2

corridor&)
4Kpa llobbies.)
2KiN1 (apts &
corridors)
4Kpa (lift lobtw..)

36

Level nine1een

Residential apartments 1-15 incluSive.

2

2Kpa (apts&
corridors)
4K1ia c11n tobb....

36

Leval twenty

Residential apartments 1 •1 !5 ilclusive.

2

2KP8 (aPtS &

36

Lelffl;I seventeen

l evel eighteen

'

corridors)

4Kpa (lift lobby)
Level twenty one

Roof level

Residential apartmenti 1 .15 inclus!ve.

2

Plant (Ancillary)

2

2Kpa (apt&&
corridors)
4Kpa (lobbie$.)
0.5Kpa (L4)
1.5Kpa (L22)

38

NIA

• Complete this pMlon only If an occupancy permit is required under ONislon 1 of PBrt 5 of the Buil ding Act 1993.

Alterna tive Solutions
Alte<nati\le SOiutions were used to determine compliance with the following Performance Requirements o f the BCA that relate
to lhi& project:

Item 1: BCA Clause F3,1 & FPJ. 1- Helght of (()Oms and otnes spa0$$
To permit a reduced vertical d8arartce ol 2060m m S't lieu of !he reQ\Jred 2100mm lo carparlt space on level 1, and 1~mm
beneath car pal'tc ramp Of'I lcvd 1.
Item 2: BCA Clause F2..1 & FP2.2 Provision of S1anitary ~Wies in ResideotiM buildings
To permit delecion of laundry troughs in the sole ocx:\lpancy units.
ttom 3: BCA. Spee C1 .1 & CP2 Type A Fire resi&ting construelion
To permil !he gatbage SM1t to oe lined with a combust1bte material in lieu of non oombustit:lle constructic>n.

Page20f1 1
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Fire Engineering
Item 1: C 1.1(Spec C 1. 1) CP2, CPS Reduction ie'vefS required to non load bearing building etemerw:a 80d compartrnentation
ha'lt been~ to eo minutes kt re3idsntial area:;, The Of0Vi$ion of non combusUble con:a:ll\ld.lon to ac~ aho'lt& in
lieu of having an FRL
Item 2: C1.1 (c) CP2, CP-8, Shaft wall$ are required to tlave fire ret1$tance tevels in ~1dance wllh Type A construction
wtlich has been negated for lhe building.
ltom 3: C t .1 CP12, CP2, Shaft wa!ls between apartment cnvolopos ~bounding ¢0t'ricjorg h;')S beoi negated.
Item 4: C \ .1 CP 1, CP2,Fr e rating to retail area to be 90 minutes.
Item 5: C1.1 CP1, CP2-, CP8 The f)(O\lision of fir• rated (X)t\$trud ion to GPO's to tie deleted,
ltvm 8: C 1.1 (Spec C 1.1), C3.15, CP1, CP2, CP$ Smoke treatment to &ervicc penetratiOn:s through &truCUe in lieu of fire
ta1ed treatment.
Item 7: C2.14, OP4, OPS, EP2-2 Corridor lengths. to exceed 40m without provisio n
Hem 8: CJ.8, CP2, CP4, CPS, OP5. Ooors to fire isolated $l.3iiwoy a1the residentiol ftoots to be sQid COf'e iii lieu of hitving

FRL -160J30.
Item 9: C3.11, CP2, CP 4, CP8 Door$ to af)artmont ent1i8$ IO be self closing SOiid core In lieu Of havWlg an FRL .J60l30.
Item 10: S 1.7(b) & (c), DP4, OP5 Stairwebdlscharges intemally in lieu of being direct lo open space.
Item 11: 0 1 4, OP4, OPS, OP6 Oistanoe oltravol from solo OClWC)at\Cy U"lil entty dOOl'$ lO the neat&st exit or a pan of choioe
to alternate exit not pennlUed to exceed em. Travel dls1ance with the proposed layouts toe point or choilce lo alternate ex;i i$
approx. as fOHOw$>

Level l 03

FIO<>r

Travel Distance
40m

leWtl L04

16m

Lev.el LOS
Lev-cl l 08
level L07
Levwet LOS

16m

Lev.et L09
Level L 10
l 9'11et l 11
Level L12
Le'w'«!ll l 13
Level l t 4
l evefllS
Levell16
Levell17
Levell18
Le-vel l19

16m

16m
16m
16m
16m
16m
16m

16m
16m
f6m
16m

16m
l&n

'""'

Level L20

17m

Level L21

17m

Flo0t
l evel LOO
Level L0.5

Travel Distance
20m to a polnl of choice •~total travel of •Sm to the nearest en..
40m lO a point of choice a,~ 60m to the nearesl exit ftom Storeroom 2 (grid~ G/9}
20m 10 a point of choice and total travel of 50m lo !tie neare$l exil.

Level LOt

35m 10 a ~ of chOlce and 83m to the nearest em from the 9icyc:le Store (grids GJ9)
2<lm 10 a point of choice and total travel or 40m to the neateM e.xfl

L- 0 2

57m to a f)Oinl of chOice and 10m to the nearest em from grid M/ 13.
40m to a point of choice and tot.a travel or 50m to the neate$1 exit.
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ttem 13: E 1.5. EP1.4 External sprinldec protection to overhangs. baloonias and the like to be dole1ed (~~FB notification
required).
Item 14: Et .5, EP 1 ... Hybrid :sprinkler system to carport( wherein sprinkler coverage is addressed directly to fuel source i.e.
car bays. This results in deletion of dedicated sprinkler range pipes over driveways/calrti<'lge routes (MFS notification reqoWed).

lttm 15: E2.2. EP2.2 Pressurisation fans to be temperature rated has been neoafed. Ca.bing lo rans (smoke managemenl) to
be non fire ttlled.
Item 1$: E2.2. EP2.1, EP4.3 Audible alert arrangements under GFA dc.cd lo achieve the ouicomes required by EP2.1.
Aierllo<x:upant wamlf\g sysletn not subject lo $biC:I <»de application subject to occupants reoeiq earty warning \Wthfn
ap3'11t'nenl:Slbedroom areas. Provision for oceypant waming system in lieu of EW1S.
Item ' 7: E2.2, EP1.3, EP2.2, EP2.1, eP...1. EP.. .2, EP...3 SmOke management sob-&ystam based design outcomes to meet
the perfOrm;ance aitcrio"I of EP22

Building Appe;al5 Board Ootennlnatlona
ftcm 1: SCA Clause 02.13 & OPt GoSlgs & Risers
To permit the extem31 podiums~ to have 19 riws ion lieu of the p<escrlbed maximum of t8 risers.
Item 2: DCA Clause 02. 13 & OP1 Goif'l9.S & Risen~
To permit lhe external podium &!air to have tread dimensions of 900mm in lieu of the

pit~ maximum dimension of

355mm.
Item 3: SCA Clau$e 02.13 & OP1 Goings & Risers
To permit the external stalr (stair 13) to have tread dimensions of 566mm & 10:5&r1m in ieu of the ptescribed maximtm
dimension of 355mm.
Ret)Orting Authorities
The fOHowing bodies were reporting authorieies for ttie purposes of the appication f¢f this ~it it\ retation to the matters set
outbelQw:
City ol Melbourne
ttem No:
Item Ho:
1
To pennit lhe COl'l$tfVCtlon of a new multi storey bullcing on an atlotmt;nt that is in
an area liable to flooding and unooob oled overtaod dtainitge

Reau1atlon
802

Status
Approved

Re-·lation

Status

1003

.Awroved

1003

A«ioroved

BCA Clause Et.3 To pennit the k>cation of the fire pump room as Shown on tt1e
ar1eroved drawi~s.
BCA Clause E1.5 To permit the location of lhe sprinlder oontrol val~s Hb as
shown on the aeP-rovcd dra..w--1>.
BCA Clause E 1.5 To permit the locations of the hydrant mg main within
stairwdls wNch has• lire ro!ed enclosure btsl d00$ not comply a• a fife isolated
stair with respect to discharge, and 10 allow the hydrant ring main 10 be provided
within a slaitwel.
SCA dause E 1.3 To permit &"e hydrant coverage shortfals as shown on the
SNV'OVe<f drawinas.
SCA Clause E.1.4 To pemll1 fire hose reel coverage shortfals as shOwn on the
a...........·ed drawinos.
BCA Clause E1.3 To peonl 1he locatiOn of hydrants and hose reels&$ shown
on the a
drawin""'.
SCA Clause E1.3 To penrit the installation ol a magflow water meter on the fire
set\lfce not wllttstandlno lhe ........ulrements of AS24 t 9
BCA Clause E1 .3 To permit a comtmed sprink.!et hydrant service.

1003

Awroved

1003

Approved

1003

Approved

1003

APf)fOYed

1003

Approved

BCA Clauses E.12 & E13 To permi1 a Grade 2 water wppty in lieu of Grado 1
supply

MetropoUt.an Fire Brigade
Item No:

1

2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11

Matter Reported on:

SCA Clause Et.8 F"..-e Control Centres: To permit the location of the file; control
room 10 be accessed ttom Latrobe Street
SCA Clause Et.3 To permit the bcetion and arrangement of b00$ter assembly

- -··-'"

~ - --

10()3

I

Approved

1003

Approved

1003

Approved

1003

Approved
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12

SCA Clauses E1 2 & E1 ,S To permit the wor~ pres.sure of lhc r.e sel'Vic»s
rint:i ~In 10 t>e- k1ctel$e<I from 10Q()Kru1 lo 120QKn.a

BCA C'3ivs.e E.1,"4 To permit the delefion of fire hose t"eels throughout the
resiclenllat floor& as $hOWn on the a"'"'rowtd «awi...Notification Deletion of Sprinl:lers: To ad'Y!se of the deletion of sprinklers to crlcmail soffits,

13

Item:

I can~, and me like.

Notlfico1ior SCA Clause E1.5 Cor Park Sprinkler Protection; To &c;Mse of lhe defet!on of the
item:
dedicated sprinkter pro1ection 10 eh vehicular ramps and aisle wars to aie car
parlr: aev.is in litc.1 ¢1 providing SIJch dediccrled profeeiion presabed under

1003

Approved

1003

Apprcwed

1003

Accepted

1003

Aooe$)led

A.521 18.1
ConditiOf'IS

Occupation is ~ to lhe following conditions:
1, Essential saktty measures must be maineained in aoc;:ordanCe •wilfl the maintenancc requirements Mt out in Anrtexu1e A

of lhis permit
Approved locatlon for display of Oc:cupancy Permit
The appro~ IOeatlon fat display of this permit for the purpc)$CS of cegulatlon 1007 is in the BuiIcing Managers Office

Suitablltty for Occupation
The parts of the building to wh.lch lhls permit applies ::tre suitob6e for occupation.
Bui ldl ng Permit Details

Oates of ReJevanl Building PE1nT1it&:

9uifdlng Pecmll Numbers kl which this
Occupancy l?ermit relate&:
1654111001 3311

21 MAY2010

1854111001 3312

.t JUNE 2010

185'1110013311 Amended

18 J UN.E 2010

16541110013312 Amended

18JUNE 2010

16541110013313

17 AUGUST 2010

16$41M0013314

27 SEPTEMBER 2010

16541M0013315

28 JANUARY 2011

16541M0013316

18 MARCH 2011

16541M0013317

6 JUNE 2.011

18541110013317 Amended

1DECEMBER2011

Relevant Sulldlng SurveyOJ
Signe1ure of Relevant Building &.wveyor
Name of Relevant Build ing $ul"V'eyor

Registr<ttiOn No.
Date of F.-.al l n&pec::tion:

13 JUNE 2012

Oa:e of Issue:

13 JUNE 2012
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An nexure A
ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
Reference No.: 14166F6a
Essential Safety Measures wil be required to be maintained under coodrtions of the OCCtJpancy Permit for this

project. The following essential safety measures are required to be maintained to the prescribed frequency and
levels of performance;
ESSEN TIA L SAFETY MEASURES - B UILDING FIRE INTEG RITY

,
X:t_Gtl1ti1&.it.i'J~~; :

i"-"""'·~l>
-

'

•. )-,
,,..

-:•"".,,_

Building elemeols required to satisfy
Ol'e$Ctibed fire resisianoe levels

Matenats and 8'S$emblies reQri'ed to
wtisfy preSQ'ibed f'ite hazard properties

Elemen1s re<JJi°ed to be non.
combustible. provide fire potection,
tompartmen1ali<ln 5eparation

°'

Wall-wetting &pm.tiers {lndudlng doors
8tld windows required in con;.nction
with wel-wa~ sprinklers)

FKe doors (inc:l.ldiog sliding fire doors
and ttleir associated warnng systems)
and a&Sociated self·Cloaing, automatic
<:b$ing and latchlng mechanisms
Solid core doors and associated seff.
dosing, automatl.;; f;losing i:snd !etching
mec:hcanisms
Fire-protection at service penetrations
through elements required to tie ftrcresisting with reSpec1 to integrity or
lnsutalion. or to hove a resistance to the
incipient spread of fire
Fire proteaion 8$SOCiated with
constNCtlon joints, space$ and the like
In and be:ween building elements
~ired to be fire-.resistlng with respea
to rrtegrity and insulation
Smoke doors and associated self·
closing, automatic dosing and latching
me<::hanlsms

•

.

l~~r.tv~i-

-

:ofilJrcilt~
r , ., 1~C01!;•

rr~.r

I

~--·.
Sae!IO•

.

. _ •·.:..

c. 01.12

.

-,;t,«-f.~----

- ·-· '

~

:· - -

---~ -.

"'•'-';;\'• '

-•.1
. . ~~'!olitt;:J<>fr"W'Jr.!!1,rur~f.
.
. ·,,;.
,.~,....·~.f,\,~,.·-·.?:.l.·,..,~~
I

Amuat ln&pealon f0t damage,

Refer Thoma' N'teelas F"tre Engineering

deterioration. or unauthorised atleralion

RepOtt No. F071'41.5 (V1)

cuo& cuOA

Annual lnSpection f0t damage,
d~rioration, or un aUlhori:&ed

C2.5 le> C2.14 , C3..3, C3.11,

Annual Inspection for damage,
detelioration, or unauthorised alteration

0 1.7 - 01 .8, E1.3
Refer Thoma5 Nicolas Fire Engineering
Report No. F07141.5 (V1)
C3.4 ~ C3.8. C3.11,
01.7. 01.8
G3.8
Refer Thomas Nicolas Fire Engineering
Report No. F07141.5 (V1)

C2.12 to C2. 13, C3.4 to C3.8, C3.10 lo
C3,11
01.7 to0.18, Ot.12
Refer Themas Nicolas Fire Eogincering
Report No. F07141 .5 (V1)

a1tera1ion

'

As per AS 1851 - 2005 Sedion 2 if
Sprinkler system installed or every six
months lo enat.We compliance. no
da~ OI deteric>ra1ioo and water
supply availability
Every lhree tnon1fl;.$ as Pet AS 1851 2005 Section 17 c:heck operation of
holldle$, dOSel'$ and elec:!l'<ric strikes.

C3.11
Rerer ThOms:s Nicolas Fire Engineering
Rcport No. F07141.5 (V1)

AMual tnspedion k>r <lam.age,
deterioration. and <Check operation of
dosers. handles and eledrooic strikes.

C3.12, C3.13, C3.15
Reret' TholTMtS Nicolas Fre Engineering
Report No. F07141.5 (V1)

Every six: months as pe1 AS1851 - 2005
ln&peaion for damage. deterioration, or
unauthorised a1terati0n.

C3.t6

Every six month:S as per AS18St - 2005
ln;pedion for damage. deteriotation., OI
unauthorised attetation.

Speoffication C2.5.

02.6
Refeli Thomas Nicolas Fite Engineering

l Report No. f07141,Q(V1)

Every lhree months as per AS1851 ..
2005. Cnect; operation of dosers,
handles •nd electl"Onic strikes.
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ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES - MEANS OF EGRESS

'

t~ er.:11n:r.:tih.iJ·.'.tUJ.:!Il)t:@GD
~::;~ro:J f.i:1t-:0

I

~i: ~il~""""it1B.i""::J'°017•~

i ,'ITHU.'tt"llf"flh)7:U..~:IID3tJ1Hl?::;.:lo}

P•lh• or traVOl to .-ii.

~

,_

- ·

__

._ , , , _

'0-:(-1,

l~lon &vtfV 3 mMtt\t to en$ure
there are no obstruaions and no
alterations

01.6
Refer Thomas Nicolas Fn Engineering
Repotl No. F071•1.5 (V1)

tnsQection every 3 months lo ensure
there are no obstructions and no
alterations

01.7. Ot.9 to Ot.11 .

Of$0harge from e.xit (inctudng paths ol
tra'llll rrom open $f)aCC$ to the p1.1btie
roads to which they are connected)

--

.(:kJ!fiL~

rti1:1n!t~G.1':01R01Cib

J. ...

-

17\i:'J'ffil'fPIJiiP ~lhi~~

02.12,
Refer ThOmas Nicolas Fire Engineefing
Report N(), F07141.S (V1)

f )(il$ (including fi~a tad &tairways
and 111mps, non.fire isof3tCd stiolirways
and ramps, Mair treads. balustrades
and han<ftails a$$0dotcd with e>cil$.. and

02.2 to 02.3, 0 2.8 to 02.1 1inc., 02. 13,

lmpecliOn every 3 months to en&u10
there 9f"9 no obstructions aod no
aIler~

02.15l'002,17

Refer Thomas Nicolas Fire Engineeril)Q

fire-i$01ated pa.ss.a_geways)

Report No. F07141.5 (VI)

Smoke lobtlie$ IO fitO-iSOlate<J exits

01.7, 02.6

Annual lnspeci:fon '°r <l&mage.
dctcriciratiQn, or unauthorised a11eration

Refer Thomas Nioo&as Fire Engineering
Repott No. F071•1.5 (V1)
Cools (othet than fire or smoke doors)
in a required ~xit. f0tmin9 part of a
required e.xit or in a palh of travel to a
teQulred e.xil and a$$0ciated $elfd0$ing. automatic dosing and !latching
mechani$m$

Refet TOOm3$ NieOl8$ Fite Engi'leering

Report No. F07141.5{V1)

,.
'l' ·~-Lra.·

ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES - SIGNS

.

'

L___,

k

m~rr..:· ··~~n-r.
.•
..'~

, •

,,.·~-~''
> t , *
~
-

Signs warning agatnsc the use (ll lit\$ in

. . ..· ' ..., ' ~'
•u -:i:W!Iiiu
:~ ·:.1 : ·r .....~ - .
/
l!.._~ f.
~ ·::··"'i ,i; • .r '-* .·
t .v •'
.

--~~~

!"tillll.!lisit0;

!

~

" .

.!·

'""\,; ~•,;L~

~.

..

-·~ ~ .... ~ •

E3.3

.,~
··""""-

t,.~

J'

"

.

·~~

,, l!ftD£
:· ,

u

u:_~
•

-

·-.

-·

--

\,

·--· .

Annual lrl$9CCtlen 10 en$urc the wat'l'ing
sign h In place and legible

too event ol fire

Signs, intercomrrw.M'lication sy&tems, or
alarm ty$len'l on door$ of fi1e-isolateC1
e.xits stating lhat re-entry to stofey is

lnspectiotl every tfltee months 10
M!lute doors ate ftl tact. operational and
fitted w\th Q)tlforming han;lware.

01.6. 02. 19 lo 02.21. 02.23

0 2.22
Refer Thomas Nicolas Fire Enginee!'ing
Rcporl No. F07t•1.6 (Vt)

Annual lnsl)eetion io ensure the warning
sign i& ii plaice and legible

avail~b&e

Signs a1erting pef'Sons that the
operation of doors must not be
impaired

02.23
Refer Thomas Nicolas Fire EngineeMg
Repon No. F07141.5 (V1)

Annual lnspecliOn to eoSOfe tr.e warning
sign is in place and \egible
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ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES - LIGHTING

~Toi1t.fr<:!!:i14i ::.11.I wJ(t•J ~;J

:;;-~:·1!~1~ ~ltllial) '1_y;::,;:~~h,

1

~81~r<.tnnG
• , .,

~n:i 1JiH:i'71Ji.I'f<l'U:)·:h_1)1~:ru1
, hlQJit_t!lcht'iln'r-J~--JiJD

'

'

I .

I
I

Elcjt $i9tl$ (inch.ding direction &igns)

Emergency lighting

. . . . .. - .

·~:au.J•:;·~ ~--l'.ill1.uI1!;jf.hlru-r}

'
;

t

•

. .. .

-.

r.ci%r-J

... ·-· ,

Ot .12, E4.5, E4,6. E4.8. ASIN2S 2293.1
E'Yery 6 months to AS 2293.2·2006

E4.2, E4.4, ASINZS 2293.1

. l . . . . . . ..' . .

.

ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES - FIRE FIGHTING SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT
:n--ntl1J:Jh~4:J::JnJ!l~·

~

fiiru:T-frf.1(.rJ!t11"tr·l'

'

=-,.,.~~:.
·~

Fire

,

"YdtW &y&iem ( including on-site

~li:~fu~~1ttt"lini~~ift.!.1& .. , ;;trr~'lir!1".)T:::;~~!-r.~).
1:i:rriiff!:GtI-1l.fi,JtllQl1llL~~
•1,
~;-J

i

' ., : . . .. . ..

E1 .3,AS2419.t

punp se4 and fire-service booster •

oonnectiOn}

Refer MFB Regulalion 309 Consent &
R eport No. 1100282 Dated 29 Maren 2011

Fn hose red system

E1.4,AS2<14t

~-

I

-

-~·

..
-

:
_

-=-~
-

,

, _,,

Weekly lo AS1851 - 2005 Sccti¢0 4
whet'$ pumps are installed or six
monthly lO A$185 1 ... 2005 SectiOn 4 .

Everr six months w AS185t - 2005
Sec.lion t 4.

Refer Thom~s Nicolas Fire Engineering
Report No. F07141.5 (V1)
Refer MFB Regutation 309 Consent &

RcllOll No. 1100282 001ed 29 MarCll 2011
Sprinkler system

Et.5, Ht,2, G3.8, AS 2t18. 1

l
Weekly to AS1851 - 2005 Seaion 2

Refer Thoma$ ~ F..e Engincerlt19
Report No. F07141 .5 (V1)
Rere< MFB Regulation 309 Cons~ &
Report No. 1100282 Oatcd 29 March 2011
Portable fire ei<ti~

E1.6, A.$ 2444
Refer ThomaJ N~ F"W'e Enginccrlt19
Report Ho. F07141 .5 (V1)

Every six months to AS 185t Se<:ti<>n 15.4

2~

Refer t.tFS Regulation 309 Consent 4
Re-port No. 1100282 Dated 29 March 2011
Fire control centres (or rooms)

E1.8
Refer Thoma$ Nicolos Fi~ Engftectil'lg
Report No. F07141.5 {Vt)
Refer MFB Regulalion 309 Consent &
Report No. t 100282 Dated 29 Marcti 201 1

Pfovisions for $?eci31tw:atds

e 1.10
Refer MFB Reg'-'ation 309 Consent &
Repof1 No. t 100282 Dated 29 March 201 t

Annual inspection to ensure oomolillnce
ot oonstruc:lion anc:f contents with SCA

I

_J
inspection regime to be developed in
oonsu1Uiti0n wilh designer utilising
appropriate Australian S1andards,
manufacturer specifications, etc.
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ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES • AIR HANDLING SYSTEMS
- ':- ~ • ., ..,.-l'-~ ~ ..,:;~!1- , ,,;::vA;t\ t-'•
•
'
· '~l• " :>1- • , · · ,..· , · • , ,· - ,~
'~
' L~>r.J.M!.-'!J1'4')~tb, ?-• 1", ~'W©JiUJ·~itJllJ!J,y~~ . 'l;t-"'1:~J(•11.Taiit.1'h'iniID

rr.:-!}!~J1k!~ .... ;. ''. f':· '-..=filI&tiltiltl')WI~--; {l'J"G 1Fr1li: ~

..
'

'

'

_ ,_ ._

:!

...

".

\t

~ ~~t~"'_;~~
" - ~ t ~l't~~'.~·J::r~-u.11~
': · :.;<;·,,,.,.. l . -...J," ...... - '
.
•

' "'"~;"'

Automa6c air pq.ssurlsation systems
for fi1e-isolated exits

••

.

TB!r!G!l

L

. :

£2.2

l

I

.

.

'

.

•

•

,

Quarterly and as prescribed h AS1851
- 2005 Section 18.

Refer MFS Regulation 309 Consent &
Report No. 1100282 Dated 29 Maren 2011
~smoke co.ntrol 5Y'Stem

Ouartetty and as prt$Cribed In AS1851

E22

- 2005 Section 18.
Refer MFS Regulation 309 Con$00t &

II
I

Automaric smoke e:xhauSt system

Report No. 1100282 Oated 29 March 2011
Quarterty and as presai>ed in AS 1851

E2.2
Refer MFB Rcg~ion 309 Consent &
Repor1 No. t 100282 Dated 29 tAarch 2011

Avlomatic smok e and he-at ven(5

I

- 2005 $ee11on 18.

OuMerly and &9 preseribed in AS1851

E2.2

fl'\CI~ aurorNUlc ventt. kir a1r1um1.}

- 2005 S.clion 18.
Refer MFB Regulation 309 Consent &
Report No. 1100282 Dated 29 MarCh 2011
Quarterly and a:s pra&eribed i-1 AS1851
- <oos Seelion 1

Air handling sy$lems ih$l do not kJrm
part of a smoke hazard managemen1
sys.-tem ~ whldl may unduly
<:0r1tributa to the spread of $1l1oke

E2.2

Mi~u$ <Jir.ftandling syslems
oovered by Sections 5 and 1t of
ASINZS 1668.1 ffrving m<.l'C lh;)n one
fire compartment

E2.2

Ouenerty and a& prescribed il AS1851
.. 2005 se<::tiC)(l 18,

c.&rpark meehanical ventilation system

F4.11 ,AS 1668.2

Frequency as nominaled by
manufacturer on label attached to
equipment in accordance with AS18St 2005 Section 18

s.

ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES - AUTOMATIC FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS

•

'¥~

';~'

' ··,._

.,.,
!I

:c.r.

•~

'

.

c4- ~

•

,Ji" - •, " • •
· !'

~l ,),._ :

~

•

'4- :t:...-.c
'• • •'-' ~
'>''· •.:ti,,, •
_.\.I:

I' •~.• • •

,•

t; .

'· . •I ~

-

•

• "' :..i-

r- •

•
• • ' <~
l:ttUtli(Gr:-tJ

~~~~- ~':~ ~ . ~ ' ~~;.~~~!-;.;· $.l(tcittftnfffti\)utrt1~{:r&n._-;;.m,.;~~·N
~ r~...;,t. ''. ~tllli@
~
•
. • ~ •
·~~
. 'it<; •li); ' '.,.,. .
.
<!..
:..
-r.: , ~+'•~.• ' ¢';•. (:f.
f), " • ~ t. ij.'N-v.{~""'·',;
;:i,.
0ii'.-1'.'ll·w,t
.<ti ~..W.-~· " '
0

•.

•

i

'

,-,.

-

Smoke and hc~C alarm •ystem

":.

Clause 3 of Spedtication E2.2a

'

I

,.,..

•

,•~·

...,.,....,.

As p1escribed in AS1851- 2005
section 7. MOIUhly inspection lo test
operation. Repl.aec battery or um as
necessary.

Smoke and heat detection system

Clause 4 of $.pel)fication E2.23

Monthly as prescribed in AS1851 2005 Section 6

..
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ESSENTIAL SAFElY MEASURES - OCCUPANT WARNING SYSTEMS

Emergency warning and
intercomrnutie8tion system
Building occupant waming system

E4.9. Clause 6 of Specltlcatlon G3.8

Montf\ly to AS1851-2005 S• ::tion 10

Clause 8 of Specification E1.5, Clause 6

Monthly as prescribed AS1851 - 2005

or Speclrieatbn E2.23

&eaion 9

ESSEN TIA L SAFElY MEASURES - LIFTS

I

Stretcher fao'ilies i-1 lift$

Annual inspection to en$Ul'e

E32

compliance of facilities with 3CA

~~~~~~~~~~~.:__~~~~~~~~~~--!~~~~~--~--~-~

As per r equirements of AS 1735
Periodic: in$pP.ctlon as per
manufacturers specffication. l'lowever

E3.4

Emergency lifts

no l~s th8n annual lnspectbn

I Passenger lift i re se<vlce controls

Periodic inspection as per

E3.7

manufactures spec:illcatlon. IM)Wever

j

no less than annua inspectbn.

ESSENTIAL SAFElY MEASURES - STANDBY POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS

.

'

. Es,Sei'ri!al.$a.fety Mei&\,lre to' be
..inspected '
.
'

or.tes~

•.

·

..·.-.,

: ·.. ·.... .. ..

.;~,

.• , ,,j ·.•,,:ot~

;,

"',

'

'

H

'

,._ . _ - • ;

~..~u.ni:j •.!','!.t/~ pj~i}Met
.en.ef)tlaJ.aakiy .me•._..~ Jljf'ii,eel'! ..·:: · , .:::·,: ~.> . .1'•~i:_~ ..:~·:·Y~·''":· ,,
: .. i.nS~I~ an1;fls.~· pper§!t8, ·. ·.. '· · . :•: '.:
... ;:. •.,,
........ ·;1··,· . .
.. ...' .
.. •
·.
s~ Of' o~r prov~~ns ~ WhiCh/ ~ ';

•. ..

:

..

~· ;,

Every six monltls test lo ensure
auxiliary power i$ opert'lble. -=oc di~el
engines .. lest as presctibed in AS
1851 • 2005 based on proving
electrical l<N1d in liev of flow/ presSU"e
for puTtp sets

E3.4. Clauses ol Specification G3,8

Standby pciwer supply sy$lem

.

ESSENTIAL SA FETY MEA SURES - ACCESS FOR MAINTENANCE
.
. .
. ~ ~ .,
·' ..,
'
.
,.
.
~· .. . ' , , ; (
·,;
· ..
"·
..,, '.' ". "'n'i:i >-.i-.:;.,.,. , f,J."' . ....
~·
~ ·""" ,,'· "lo'rii~ ,,.. "·"-':··r1·· .• ·.·'·;;. . f~!lrnep
· , ~irtiaJ Safety MNsure lO bt
'
~
o
.
»"'
.'.rl" ·~ ,~ .u. ~ ~~> ·· .... .·
_.• > ti:•• r'~"< ,, ,.,_~, ' • " { "
'
•
· iliKS ·1-,!• ··, ·
'!.'(. •. • , INPtCted or testef;I. ,
• ,•
a.':.~'.:~..' i'n•iiitenoilice
• • ~",';>. l'H,~\;i'"~
-~. . -'
· ~,<'·-1'•-). ~·· ~·"
, ., :< ....
0
'-:•, ..... "1.·, 1,.,1;;1, ;•. ,;, : -,•I·
(Q
· \.'
: ..
,.•:... , .• -.....
.._;:o ~·:(";..'-"'' ·: .......:._, 4. '!:'.:'J._::: :"" <
' f ,~, 'f./: ':°' ! .!,~{. <' ' •;
• ! I(,~''";"!"\ " >. I > !,,- ••~ 1

,:

. . ..

cp. ,

.

.....

. .

:. ;!sen~7•j~·~;'ii~r\:~~~~n·;·f~~
,. :: iri•\a11~!.~k~ s~~J1rv"; ·~

Aoc:ess for m;1itt1enanc:e ot all plattl.
equil)f'l"letil aOO components as reqWed

:·

.

:··:"tt'.. ::'!; :.'

Annual inspeccion to ensure acoess i'S
provide and components of services
~e main1alned to perfonn to a
standard not less than they \\'Ore
originally required to aehiev&..

JS.2, 12 .2

by BCA Part 12.

___I_

---'
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..
ESSENTIAL SAFETY MEASURES - MECHANICAL VENTILATION

1

~.Yillii!f:'Tlt1;1C:."!1f!Kl1Blb

,
~. .

.:'__ _;,

Air condttlonlng sysi ~s

.

~

'"t'o.lliiil
r:rr:~Ult~ccl~:i:' ITTTJTrrr.<.• :i!-: J -::rn•

!

Jlf]:!;_o.r~k~~~

1

L;f!D0f,>l:J.m-·R·XM~
'.h:=1~it.;:~UL!'.l~!J•

\

•:..

""'·

(!,

'

'f
ii

~

-

t;ri:::~,;.i:t3"11 ~G_I:;:.J'·l'1

wlli:i'Tifn1or11i~-rr.:t.·

l!.::lrTu

~~

I

F4.5, AS 1668.2-1991, SCA E2.2

Ou3rtcrfyto AS 1851 - 2005. AS

3666 . 1995

P3ce 1t
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APPENDIX C- PHOTOGRAPH OF INSPECTION 25 NOVEMBER 2014

Living room cordoned off to create additional bedroom

Multiple Beds in two bedroom apartment.
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Wall between bedroom and balcony. Construction
lightweight wall with steel studs, aluminium type external
cladding plasterboard to internal. Material stored on
balcony.

External wall at upper height
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View of damaged wall and smoke detectors made
inoperable. Others were covered over.

Photo of base of wall and penetrations plus overhang
past balcony edge
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DM:5843371

n/a

DM:5992801

"

"

"

"

n/a

DocCentral # 675445-v1

n/a

Additional Docs
for Stage 3

Page 81 of 124

Application For A building Permit; Certificate of
Compliance - Design (4/8/10); Structural Computations
Pile Cap Design for Early Work Package (May 2010);

Level 00;

Building Permit
- Stage 3

17/08/2010

Additional Docs
for Stage 2

16541/100133/3

Application For A building Permit; Certificate of
Compliance - Design (1/6/10); Precast Pile Design
Submission; Retaining Walls - Continuous Flight Auger
Pile Design Submission;

4/06/2010

Level 00 & Level 0.5;

16541/100133/2

Building Permit
- Stage 2

Level 00 & Level 0.5 ;

Other Descriptor

Additional Docs
for Stage 1

21/05/2010

13/05/2010
19/05/2010

Date of
Issue

Application for a Building Permit; Property Enquiry
Certificate (28/3/2008); Melbourne Water Flooding letter;
Plan of Subdivision - PS434050P ; Annual Contract
Works/Plant Equipment Insurance (issued: 29/6/2009,
expires 4pm, 30/6/2010) ; Annual Third Party Public
Liability Insurance (issued: 29-6-2009, expires:
4pm.30/6/2010) ; Department of Planning and
Community Development Planning Scheme Permit
Application: #2007/0622A (19/04/2010) ; Report on
Environmental Site Assessment.

16541/100133/1

14166
14166

Documentation
Reference No.
Type

DM:5802644 Section 80
DM:5806303 Section 80
Building Permit
DM:5824096
- Stage 1

DM
reference

"

"

CoM
Reference
No.
BD10-1011-P1
"

APPENDIX D- SCHEDULE OF DOCUMENTS LODGED WITH COUNCIL.

Non-conforming building products
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n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

BD10-1011-P3

BD10-1011-P4

BD10-1011-P5

BD-10-1011P6

BD-10-1011P7

DocCentral # 675445-v1

n/a

BD10-1011-P2

"

"

18/02/2010

16541/100133/2
AMENDED

Page 82 of 124

Structural Computations - Level 1 Floor Slab (August
2010) - carried over 3 files: BD10-1011-P6 > BD101011-P7 ;
Structural Computations - Level 0.0 Floor Slab (August
2010) carried over 2 files BD10-1011-P7> BD10-1011-

Structural
Computations
for Building
Permit - Stage 4

Works up to Level 1; Structural Computations - Level 0.5
Floor Slab (August 2010) - carried over 4 files: BD101011-P2 > BD10-1011-P5

Works up to Level 1; Structural Computations - Level 0.5
Floor Slab (August 2010) - carried over 4 files: BD101011-P2 > BD10-1011-P5

Works up to Level 1; Structural Computations - Level 0.5
Floor Slab (August 2010) - carried over 4 files: BD101011-P2 > BD10-1011-P5

Works up to Level 1; Structural Computations - Level 0.5
Floor Slab (August 2010) - carried over 4 files: BD101011-P2 > BD10-1011-P5

Structural Computations - Level 1 Floor Slab (August
2010) - carried over 2 files: BD10-1011-P6 > BD101011-P7

27/09/2010

27/09/2010

27/09/2010

27/09/2010

18/06/2010

16541/100133/1
AMENDED

Structural
Computations
for Building
Permit - Stage 4

Structural
Computations
for Building
Permit - Stage 4
Structural
Computations
for Building
Permit - Stage 4
Structural
Computations
for Building
Permit - Stage 4
Structural
Computations
for Building
Permit - Stage 4

Amended
DM:5868195 Building permit Stage 1
Amended
DM:5868033 Building permit Stage 2

Non-conforming building products
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6057459

N/A

6291309

N/A

6291309

n/a

6744489

n/a

BD10-1011-P9

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

DocCentral # 675445-v1

n/a

BD-10-1011P8

additional docs
for Stage 7

Building Permit
- Stage 7

additional Docs
for Stage 6

Building Permit
- Stage 6

Additional Docs
for Stage 5

Building Permit
- Stage 4
Additional Docs
for Stage 4
Building Permit
- Stage 5

Structural
Computations
for Building
Permit - Stage 4

16541/100133/7

16541/100133/6

16541/100133/5

16541/100133/4

Structural Computations - Steel Work (Amended)
Application for a Building Permit ; MFB Report NO:
1100282 ; Fire Engineering Report ; On CD: Arch

Stage 7: All Works To Completion

Application for a Building Permit ; Department of
Planning and Community Development Planning
Scheme Permit application No. 2007/0266A ; Certificate
of Compliance-Design 29/11/10, 6/10/10, 13/10/10,
11/11/10, 8/12/10, 28/1/11, 29/11/10, 23/12/10, 24/1/11 ;
ON CD: Computations Level 2 Roof ; ON CD:
Computation L1-L3
Stage 6: Structural Works from Level 20-ROOF & Level
4 only
Application for a building permit ; Certificate of
Compliance (Amended) on 2/12/11 ; Certificate of
Compliance-Design (10/3/11) ON CD: Computations
Level 2 ; ON CD: Computations Level 1-3

Stage 5: Structural from Level 2-19

Application for a Building Permit ; Certificate of
Compliance-Design (13/9/10)

Stage 4: Structural works up to Level 4

Page 83 of 124

2/06/2011

18/03/2011

28/01/2011

27/09/2010

Structural Computations - Level 0.0 Floor Slab (August
2010) carried over 2 files BD10-1011-P7> BD10-1011P9
Stops at page 11 of 23 and continues page 12
of 23 onwards at the back of file BD10-1011-P9.

P8

Non-conforming building products
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n/a

n/a

7230362

n/a

"

"

"

"

DocCentral # 675445-v1

n/a

"

7333835

6892829

"

BD10-1011P10

n/a

"

Alternative
Building
Solutions under
the
Performance
Provisions of
BCA 2009
inspection
record
Additional docs
for Occupancy
Permit
Certificate of
Final Inspection
Additional docs
for Certificate of
Final Inspection

Occupancy
Permit

14166F7a

`

16541/100133 Stages
1-7

14166F6a

Structural
Computations
for Building
Permit - Stage 4
continued..
Building Permit
16541/100133/7
- Stage 7
(amendment)
Amendment

Level 1 & Level 2 (RETAIL)

Application for occupancy Permit ; Fire Safety System
Report (May 2012) ; Certificate of Electrical Safety

Graduate certificate of performance based building and
fire codes

Relates to Building Permits: 16541/100133/1-7 &
Amended Permits for Stage 1,2 & 7
Part of Building: Ground Floor > Level 21 & Roof
includes Essential Safety Measures ;

Stage 7: All Architectural and Services Works to
Completion
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7/06/2012

13/06/2012

7/12/2011

Structural Computations - Level 0.0 Floor Slab (August
2010) carried over 2 files BD10-1011-P7> BD10-1011P9
continues page 12 of 23 onwards at the back of
file BD10-1011-P9.

Specs, Fire Engineering, Services Specs ;
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APPENDIX E- BCA EXTRACT
PART

A0 APPLICATION

A0.1 Adoption
The dates of adoption of the Building Code of Australia (Volume One) are shown in the “History of BCA
Adoption” division at the end of this Volume.

A0.2 BCA Volumes
(a) The Building Code of Australia consists of two volumes, Volume One and Volume Two.
(b) This is Volume One of the Building Code of Australia which contains the requirements for—
(i) all Class 2 to 9 buildings; and
(ii) access requirements for people with a disability in Class 1b and 10a buildings; and
(iii) certain Class 10b structures including access requirements for people with a disability in Class 10b swimming pools.
(c) Volume Two contains the requirements for—
(i) Class 1 and 10a buildings (other than access requirements for people with a disability in Class 1b and 10a buildings);
and
(ii) certain Class 10b structures (other than access requirements for people with a disability in Class 10b swimming
pools); and
(iii) Class 10c private bushfire shelters.

A0.3 BCA Structure The structure of the BCA comprises the following as shown in Figure A0.3:
(a) The Objectives.
(b) The Functional Statements.
(c) The Performance Requirements with which all Building Solutions must comply.
(d) The Building Solutions.

Figure A0.3 — BCA Structure

A0.4 Compliance with the BCA
A Building Solution will comply with the BCA if it satisfies the Performance Requirements.

A0.5 Meeting the Performance Requirements
Compliance with the Performance Requirements can only be achieved by—
(a) complying with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions; or
(b) formulating an Alternative Solution which—
(i) complies with the Performance Requirements; or
(ii) is shown to b Figure A0.3 — BCA Structure

A0.4 Compliance with the BCA
A Building Solution will comply with the BCA if it satisfies the Performance Requirements.

A0.5 Meeting the Performance Requirements
Compliance with the Performance Requirements can only be achieved by—
(a) complying with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions; or
(b) formulating an Alternative Solution which—
(i) complies with the Performance Requirements; or
(ii) is shown to be at least equivalent to the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions; or
(c) a combination of (a) and (b).
DocCentral # 675445-v1
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A0.6 Objectives and Functional Statements
The Objectives and Functional Statements may be used as an aid to interpretation.

A0.7 Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions
A Building Solution which complies with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions is deemed to comply with the
Performance Requirements.
NCC 2015 Building Code of Australia - Volume One Page 14

A0.8 GENERAL PROVISIONS A0.8 Alternative Solutions
(a) An Alternative Solution must be assessed according to one or more of the Assessment Methods.
(b) An Alternative Solution will only comply with the BCA if the Assessment Methods used to determine compliance with
the Performance Requirements have been satisfied.
(c) The Performance Requirements relevant to an Alternative Solution must be determined in accordance with A0.10.

A0.9 Assessment Methods
The following Assessment Methods, or any combination of them, can be used to determine that a Building
Solution complies with the Performance Requirements:
(a) Evidence to support that the use of a material, form of construction or design meets a Performance
Requirement or a Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision as described in A2.2.
(b) Verification Methods such as—
(i) the Verification Methods in the BCA; or
(ii) such other Verification Methods as the appropriate authority accepts for determining compliance with the
Performance Requirements.
(c) Comparison with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions.
(d) Expert Judgement.

A0.10 Relevant Performance Requirements
In order to comply with the provisions of A1.5 (to comply with Sections A to J inclusive) the following method
must be used to determine the Performance Requirement or Performance Requirements relevant to the
Alternative Solution:
(a) Identify the relevant Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision of each Section or Part that is to be the subject of the Alternative
Solution.
(b) Identify the Performance Requirements from the same Sections or Parts that are relevant to the identified Deemed-toSatisfy Provisions.
(c) Identify Performance Requirements from other Sections and Parts that are relevant to any aspects of the Alternative
Solution proposed or that are affected by the application of the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions, that are the subject of the
Alternative Solution.
e at least equivalent to the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions; or
(c) a combination of (a) and (b).

A0.6 Objectives and Functional Statements
The Objectives and Functional Statements may be used as an aid to interpretation.

A0.7 Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions
A Building Solution which complies with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions is deemed to comply with the
Performance Requirements.
NCC 2015 Building Code of Australia - Volume One Page 14

A0.8 GENERAL PROVISIONS A0.8 Alternative Solutions
(a) An Alternative Solution must be assessed according to one or more of the Assessment Methods.
(b) An Alternative Solution will only comply with the BCA if the Assessment Methods used to determine compliance with
the Performance Requirements have been satisfied.
(c) The Performance Requirements relevant to an Alternative Solution must be determined in accordance with A0.10.
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A0.9 Assessment Methods
The following Assessment Methods, or any combination of them, can be used to determine that a Building
Solution complies with the Performance Requirements:
(a) Evidence to support that the use of a material, form of construction or design meets a Performance
Requirement or a Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision as described in A2.2.
(b) Verification Methods such as—
(i) the Verification Methods in the BCA; or
(ii) such other Verification Methods as the appropriate authority accepts for determining compliance with the
Performance Requirements.
(c) Comparison with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions.
(d) Expert Judgement.

A0.10 Relevant Performance Requirements
In order to comply with the provisions of A1.5 (to comply with Sections A to J inclusive) the following method
must be used to determine the Performance Requirement or Performance Requirements relevant to the
Alternative Solution:
(a) Identify the relevant Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision of each Section or Part that is to be the subject of the Alternative
Solution.
(b) Identify the Performance Requirements from the same Sections or Parts that are relevant to the identified Deemed-toSatisfy Provisions.
(c) Identify Performance Requirements from other Sections and Parts that are relevant to any aspects of the Alternative
Solution proposed or that are affected by the application of the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions, that are the subject of the
Alternative Solution.
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PART A2 ACCEPTANCE OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
A2.1 Suitability of materials
Every part of a building must be constructed in an appropriate manner to achieve the requirements of the
BCA, using materials and construction being fit for the purpose for which they are intended including the
provision of access for maintenance.

A2.2 Evidence of suitability
(a) Subject to A2.3 and A2.4, evidence to support that the use of a material, form of construction or design
meets a Performance Requirement or a Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision may be in the form of one or a
combination of the following:
(i) A report issued by a Registered Testing Authority, showing that the material or form of construction has
been submitted to the tests listed in the report, and setting out the results of those tests and any other relevant
information that demonstrates its suitability for use in the building.
(ii) A current Certificate of Conformity or a current Certificate of Accreditation.
(iii) A certificate from a professional engineer or other appropriately qualified person which—
(A) certifies that a material, design, or form of construction complies with the requirements of the BCA; and
(B) sets out the basis on which it is given and the extent to which relevant specifications, rules, codes of
practice or other publications have been relied upon.
(iv) A current certificate issued by a product certification body that has been accredited by the Joint
Accreditation System of Australia and New Zealand (JAS-ANZ).
(v) *****
(vi) Any other form of documentary evidence that correctly describes the properties and performance of the
material or form of construction and adequately demonstrates its suitability for use in the building.
(b) Evidence to support that a calculation method complies with an ABCB protocol may be in the form of one
or a combination of the following:
(i) A certificate from a professional engineer or other appropriately qualified person which—
(A) certifies that the calculation method complies with a relevant ABCB protocol; and
(B) sets out the basis on which it is given and the extent to which relevant specifications, rules, codes of
practice and other publications have been relied upon.
(ii) Any other form of documentary evidence that correctly describes how the calculation method complies with
a relevant ABCB protocol.
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*ALUCOBOND® is 5005 Marine Grade Alloy approved. Sheet Sizes Widths: 1250mm & 1575mm held in stock. 1000mm, 1500mm and special widths
up to 2000mm available as project order. - See more at: http://alucobond.com.au/product/alucobond-plus/#sthash.zvECfAgb.dpuf

APPENDIX F – ACCREDITATION OF ALUCOBOND –TECHNICAL DATA
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APPENDIX 2 - Summary of Fire Call Log and FIP Log
Note: It was identified during investigations that the FIP log time was 25m 12s behind AEDT
and the following entries have been adjusted accordingly.
Time

Event

02:23

Alarm-smoke adjacent apartment 805, level 8 corridor

02:24

MFB crew’s turnout to a structure fire 673 La Trobe Street, Docklands,
fire in apartment

02:25

Sprinkler flow switch, level 8

02:25

further caller stated well alight

02:29

Sprinkler flow level 11

02:29

Sprinkler flow level 13
Sprinkler flow level 10

02:29

First MFB crews on scene

02:30

Wordback from P38A Structure fire respond 3rd alarm

02:32

Sprinkler flow level 9

02:32

Sitrep from P38A, fire is spreading to levels above and evacuation is in progress

02:33

Sprinkler flow level 15
Sprinkler flow level 14

02:34

Spk flow level 18

02:35

Sprinkler flow level 7

02:35

Message, fire has extended all the way to the roof, primarily on the outside

02:36

Sprinkler flow level 17

02:37

Sprinkler flow level 19
Sprinkler flow level 6

02:38

Sprinkler flow level 21
Sprinkler flow level 20
Sprinkler flow level 16

02:38

Operational Commander now incident controller, status upgraded to 4th alarm

02:41

Sprinkler flow level 12

02:51

Fire crews setting up for internal search and attack, floor by floor
External attack, ladder/platform reaching all levels

02:55

Fire appears to be under control, building still heavily smoke logged and several
hundred civilians have evacuated to La Trobe St
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03:45

Evacuation centre has been set up at the Vic Rail bus centre and the evacuees
are currently moving there

06:35

Mero and Police have commenced relocating evacuees from Spencer st bus
Centre to the Etihad Stadium

07:14

Weather: BOM report conditions for today,25/11/14. Currently 12 deg- humidity
of 70% reaching 20 deg today with humidity dropping to 35%. Winds are westerly
at 20 to 30 kp/h turning to SSW this afternoon at similar strength
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APPENDIX 3 – CSIRO Combustibility Test Report

./ 1 •
37 Gr.:h ;;m Aocu!, H.:cl-ien VIC 3190

Alex Webb

PO Sc. 56~ Higtwtt VIC 5190, Ac:era,ii:a

Group Leider· fire Si

T (OlJ 92S2 6000 • AllN 41 617 U!l ZJO

NOTICE OF ADVICE
Project: /IS 1530.l NCAlucobest

I Date: 13 April 2015

I from: A. Webb
To:

Copy:

00
li1I

Name:
Rodger Bryant
Tass Georgas

Company

MF ESB
MF ESB

I Refef'ence No: NC7318

I Pages: 1 of l
Email
RBRYANT@mfb.vic.gov.au
tgeorgas@mfb.vic:.gov.au

lndiC<ltive test result NC 7318 Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board
The indiative fire test result on one ( 1) Ample of product named AJucobe..st 11060167HY103,, tes'ted in 1ccordince to the ten
procedure specified in AS 1530.l:l.11~, tested on 1• April 2015 ilre ilS foUcrm;

obstf'Ytition..s: .sustaint'd fl1mV1g wu observed on the specimtl\ at ss second.s into the te.n . 1be tMt was terminated at 93 s:econds
due t o

exceuive flilrmng ilnd smotin,.

Desi,nation: The material is dee!Md COM BUSTIB.lf according to the test criteria spt.eified in daus:e 3..4 of AS 1.530.1:1994.

The resutts ilre only for cuidilnce iln<f do not constitute v.hd dilssrfk.irion m t erms of AS 15}() 1:1994.

There ue three circum.stances in AS 1530.l where ii materiil is deemed combustible:
(i ) The meiln du:rition of summed fl--ilming, ilS determ11ed ill ilCCordiiuKe with Cl.ilu:se 3.Z, G other thin zero..
[b) The mean furnace thermocouple temperature rise, as detNmined in accordar.ce with dause s.1, exCff.ds so•c.
I<) The mean. specimen surface thtrmocouple temperature rise, u determ.in.td in acc.orcb.nct with eta use 3-1, oceeds so•c.
AS 1530.1 requires:
1. s s:amplH to be tested

2. The minimum ft.st time is 30 minum.
The sin:te sample fail.ed the susuined flaming daus.e in the first minute of the test. The test was tHminated soon after, and prior to
30 minutes, to prevent d1m1ge to our equipmtnL so t tchnic:M!y this Old not siitisfy the requirements of the su.nda.rd for nwnber
of Simples and test duribon (her.ce we cannot cilrry out cillcu1atioru for criteriil (b ) and le}) howe.,,-er the SJ11;5le s~mpfe w~_s a de~r
fail on critena (a).

we trUst this letter is suitiblt: for your pwpo.s1s, should you wish to diSC'UiS pft~se contKt the
undersrcned.

vows sincerely,

Alff Wobb
Group LeMfer .. Fire safety Ent:ineering -111,.x nffiQ"Nc~p a y T +61 3 9252 6431
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APPENDIX 4 –

Schedule of MFB Reports & Consents (Building Regulations)

An MFB Report and Consent was completed on 29 March 2014. The report consented to
variations relating to:
Fire control Centre
Location of Booster assembly
Location of Pump Room
Location of Sprinkler control Valves
Location of Hydrant Ring Main
Hydrant Shortfalls
Hose Reel Shortfalls
Location Of Hose Reels/Hydrants
Magflow Meter

Permit for Combined Sprinkler/hydrant Service
Permit grade 2 water supply
Permit ring main pressure increase
Deletion of Hose Reels
Deletion of Sprinklers to external
Soffits/canopies
309(3) Notification re: deletion of
sprinkler protection to vehicular ramps
and aisles etc.

The above report offers comment on the balcony areas. Advice was included in the report
advising to not use the balconies for storage purposes and to include this measure within the
building Essential Safety Measures. Of further interest were the minutes submitted to the MFB
regarding Stage 2 at the same address on the 5 December 2013. The minutes included
reference to the permit use for combustible material on the external façade (Alucabond).
20/03/2008 – Confirmation of Minutes #324789
File container - 08/01303a

18/05/2012 – 1003a Report #736507
& #744323
File container – 12/02093a

23/09/2010 – Minutes of Meeting #585957
File container - 08/01303a

5/12/2013 – Minutes #878294
File container – 13/02959a

27/09/2010 – LOA Correspondence #586305
File container – 08/01303a

08/01/2014 – CSTD Review #885417
File container – 13/02959a

22/02/2011 – Application for 309 Variation #622361
File container – 08/01303a

13/06/2014 – 309 review #924635
File container –12/02093b

1/03/2011 - LOA Correspondence #624055
File container – 08/01303a

16/06/2014 – FER #924710
File container – 12/02093b

14/11/2008 (edited) 7/04/2011 – CSTD Review #6282259/07/2014 - CSTD Review #930443
File container – 08/01303a
File container – 12/02093
30/05/2012 – Tactical Fire Plan #742423
File container – 12/0209
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APPENDIX 5 - Apartment Exhaust and EWIS Systems

Figure 15 - Apartment Exhaust and EWIS Systems, representative of all 05 Series apartments.

Figure 16 - Exhaust Grill Location, representative of all 05 Series Apartments.
DocCentral # 675445-v1
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APPENDIX 6 - Wiring Diagram for EWIS
This figure is an extract from Australian Standard AS1670.4-2004 (page 20 Figure 4.1). The
figure depicts which EWIS wires are required to be protected from fire and which are not
required to be protected.

Figure 17 - Wiring diagram for EWIS
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Figure 18 - Level 8 Smoke Detection and EWIS Speaker Locations

APPENDIX 7 - Level 8 Smoke Detection and EWIS Speaker Locations
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From Towns
Main

Pumped

Pumped

Sprinkler
Installation 2

Mid Rise
Zone

High Rise
Zone

Part 6 Combined
Sprinkler / Hydrant
System - AS2118.6
1995
Part 6 Combined
Sprinkler / Hydrant
System - AS2118.6
1995

Part 1 Commercial
System - AS2118.1
1999

Part 1 Commercial
System - AS2118.1
1999

System Type

DocCentral # 675445-v1

Pump
Duty Pump
Standby Pump

Type
Electric
Diesel

Installed
2012
2012

Fire Pump Design.
Specified Pump Duty: 1030 L/min @ 730 kPa

From Towns
Main

System Feed

Lacrosse
Reference
Name
Sprinkler
Installation 1

Year of Installation 2012.

APPENDIX 8 - Sprinkler/Fire Hydrant Design

Power
30kW
68 / 74 kW

69.0m

Apartment Level 12 to
Level 21 (Residential
4 x Res Sprinklers)

Make
BKB
BKB

40.0m

Apartment Level 3 to
Level 11 (Residential
4 x Res Sprinklers)

Retail Level 1 & 2 –
(Ordinary Hazard 3
5mm/min over 216m2)

System Requirements

Speed
2900 RPM
2100 / 2700 RPM

System
Requirements

At Pump
Discharge

At Pump
Discharge

At Towns Main

At Towns Main

Pump Cut In
700 kPa
600 kPa

Zone G – Level 21 1028 L/min @
1324 kPa (inc 2 x HYD @
300L/min)

Zone C – Level 1 Carpark 1935
L/min @ 495 kPa (inc 2 x HYD @
600L/min)
Zone D – Level 2 Retail 2975 L/min
@ 556 kPa (inc 2 x HYD @
600L/min)
Zone E – Level 2 Carpark 1956
L/min @ 558 kPa (inc 2 x HYD @
600L/min)
Zone F – Level 11 1028 L/min @
1037 kPa (inc 2 x HYD @
300L/min)

Zone B – Level 0.5 Carpark 1925
L/min @ 545kPa (inc 2 x HYD @
600L/min)
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Height of
Highest
Sprinkler
7.2m

Carpark Level 0 &
Level 0.5 (Hybrid
System 5mm/min over
72m2)
Carpark - Level 1 & 2 - 12.5m
(Hybrid System
5mm/min over 72m2)

Area of Coverage
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APPENDIX 9 - Sprinkler Flow Switch Activation Sequence
Sprinkler Flow Switch Activation Sequence.
Flow Switch
Level

Activation time
(Hour : Minute : Second)

8
11
13
10
9
15
14
18
7
17
19
6
21
20
16
12

2:25:06
2:29:06
2:29:27
2:29:35
2:32:16
2:33:40
2:33:48
2:34:31
2:35:54
2:36:50
2:37:12
2:37:28
2:38:11
2:38:29
2:38:59
2:41:57

DocCentral # 675445-v1

Activation Time after
initial flow switch
activation (Minute :
Second)
0:00
4:00
4:21
4:29
7:10
8.34
8:42
9:25
10:48
11:44
12:06
12:22
13:05
13:23
13:53
16:51

Sprinklers Activated
- Location as Per
Figure 1
Living/Bed 2
Living/Bed 2
Living
Living/Bed 2
Living
Living/Bed 2
Living/Bed 2
Living/Bed 2
Living
Living/Bed 2
Living/Bed 2
Living
Living/Bed 2
Living
Living/Bed 2
Bed 2
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APPENDIX 10 - Exhaust Duct and EWIS Speaker
Image depicts apartment exhaust duct, the image also shows how close the door of
Bedroom 2 is to the exhaust. The EWIS speaker is located roughly 400mm inside this
door.

Figure 19 - Apartment Exhaust Duct
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Image depicts the damaged caused to the EWIS speaker cables in Bedroom 2 of the 05
Series Apartments.

Figure 20 - EWIS Speaker and wiring
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APPENDIX 11 – Cascading evacuation system designed
This table illustrates how the cascading evacuation system is designed to operate.

Floor Level

Evacuation time after initial
alarm (mins : secs)

Evacuation
Segment

21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
09
08 – Initial Fire Floor
07
06
05
04
03
02 – La Trobe St
01
0.5
00 – Wurundjeri Way

12:00
11:00
10:00
09:00
08:00
07:00
06:00
05:00
04:00
03:00
02:00
01:00
00:00
00:00
00.00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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APPENDIX 12 – Similar International Fire incidents
The Fire Protection Research Foundation published a report in June 2014, titled “Fire
Hazards of Exterior Wall Assemblies Containing Combustible Components (1). The
project, compiled by CSIRO and FireSERT (University of Ulster), was intended to
establish the technical foundation for mitigation strategies for fires involving exterior wall
systems with combustible components.
The report includes reviews of related international fire incidents involving facades clad
with aluminium/polyethylene composite panel. The review surmised that external façade
fires were ‘low frequency events’ however extensive fire spread and “property loss can
be potentially very high”.
Seven international fire events involving external facades constructed
aluminium/polyethylene composite panel are documented within the report.

of

Torch Tower Dubai 21 February 2015

o

79 Storey residential;

o

Reported as same façade material as
the other Dubai fires shown Aluminium/polyethylene composite
panel facade;

o

Fire Origin 52nd floor

o

Rapid vertical spread up the façade of
the building and significant flaming
falling debris

Photo – care of Twitter

Mermoz Tower, Roubaix, France, 2012

o

18 storey residential building;

o

Aluminium/polyethylene composite
panel facade;

o

Fire origin – 2nd storey balcony;

o

Fire description - “rapid vertical flame
spread to the top of the building within
a few minutes”.

Photo – care of NFPA website
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Al Tayer Tower, Sharjah, 2012
o

40 storey residential building
containing 6 carpark levels;

o

Aluminium/polyethylene composite
panel façade;

o

Fire origin – 1st storey balcony;

o

Fire cause – “discarded cigarette
landing on the balcony which
contained cardboard boxes and
plastics”;

o

Fire description – “vertical fire spread
on the metal composite cladding to
the top of the building”;

Photo – care of Gulf News

Saif Belhasa Building, Tecom, Dubai 2012

o

13 storey residential building;

o

Aluminium/polyethylene composite
panel façade;

o

Fire origin – 4th floor;

o

Fire description – “fire rapidly spread
to reach the top of the building”

Photo – care of Fire Middle East
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Tamweel Tower, Dubai, 2012

o

34 storey residential building (contains
mixed use)

o

Aluminium/polyethylene composite
panel façade;

o

Fire origin – roof level

o

Fire description - “spread down the
exterior of the building.”

Photo care of – Emirates247.com

Wooshin Golden Suites, Busan South Korea

o

42 storey residential building (contains
mixed use);

o

Aluminium/polyethylene composite
panel façade;

o

Fire description - “spread vertically
upward on the façade reaching the
top of the building”

o

Fire origin - fourth floor;

Photo care of – Emirates247.com
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Water Club Tower, Atlantic City, USA

o

41 storey building under construction;

o

Aluminium/polyethylene composite
panel façade;

o

Fire origin - internal fire on the 3rd
floor;

o

Fire description – “fire spread
vertically and rapidly reached the top
of the building”.

Photo care of tus-fire.com

What is evident from the photos and descriptions above is the rapid and extensive
vertical fire spread up and down the buildings in direct correlation with the fire at 673 –
683 La Trobe Street Docklands. Whilst the brand and make of the panels are not
identified in the report, they would all appear to be of very similar material and
construction to the material installed in the façade of the subject building.
Also, the fire location in almost all cases is generally on a configuration of the façade
where internal returns, channels and/or balconies are present. This is perhaps attributed
to the higher incidence of ignition sources on balconies and the retention of heat in
channels and returns in the form and shape of the facade rather than on flat plane areas
of facades where loss of heat straight to the atmosphere may occur.
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APPENDIX 13 – Media Reports
News Articles
Faulty fire alarms and construction both under investigation in Docklands apartment blaze
(November 25, 2014) – The Age
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/faulty-fire-alarms-and-construction-both-under-investigationin-docklands-apartment-blaze-20141125-11tme2.html

Fear over high-rise tower fire risk in Melbourne (December 7, 2014) - Sydney Morning Herald
http://www.smh.com.au/business/fear-over-highrise-tower-fire-risk-in-melbourne-2014120611zgp7.html

Investigation into Docklands fire (December 2, 2014) – Docklands News
http://www.docklandsnews.com.au/editions/article/investigation-into-docklands-fire_10435/

Melbourne high-rise fire (November 24, 2014) – The Morning Show
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TLCdQFrBYw
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APPENDIX 14 – MFB Fire Call History
Call No.: 15657 of November 2014
25/11/2014
02:24:05

15657 EXC SF UC DOCKLANDS, 673 LATROBE ST /WURUNDJERI WAY + DIGITAL DR

02:24:05

CO

02:24:05

CO

02:24:05

IN

02:24:05

CO

SC: FIRE IN APARTMENT ON LEVEL 2

02:24:13

DE

FGD15

02:24:13

DE

P38B

DE

P38A

DE

P2A

CO

TN: DISPATCH FB1 TO ALL CALLS TO VICTORIA

CO

TN: HARBOUR

CO

TN: NOTIFY CMDR OF ALL CALLS TO VIC. HARBOUR

CO

TN: -----

CO

BUILDING HAS 25 LEVELS

CO

** CLI> 731179 02:23:47 25/11/2014, 808\528 Swanston ST CARLTON VIC 3053,

CO

0425214342

CO

NIL EVACUATIONS

CO

FURTHER CALLER STATED WELL ALIGHT

CO

NA: FSCC- RESPOND ADDITIONAL PRIMARY

CO

NFD

CO

** CLI> 731180 02:24:36 25/11/2014, 1\412 JOHNSTON ST ABBOTSFORD VIC 3067,

CO

0408624636

CO

** CLI> 857109 02:23:22 25/11/2014, 635 Waverley RD GLEN WAVERLEY VIC 3150,

CO

0403693632

CO

TN: DISPATCH FB1 TO ALL CALLS TO VICTORIA

CO

TN: HARBOUR

CO

TN: NOTIFY CMDR OF ALL CALLS TO VIC. HARBOUR

CO

TN: -----

DE

P2B

CO

CALLER STATES IT LOOKS LIKE THERE IS A FIRE ON THE BALCONY

TO

FGD15 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P38A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

** CLI> 984844 02:25:15 25/11/2014, 22 Gresham Way SUNSHINE WEST VIC 3020,

25/11/2014
02:24:13
25/11/2014
02:24:13
25/11/2014
02:24:14
25/11/2014
02:24:14
25/11/2014
02:24:14
25/11/2014
02:24:14
25/11/2014
02:24:24
25/11/2014
02:24:42
25/11/2014
02:24:42
25/11/2014
02:24:49
25/11/2014
02:25:02
25/11/2014
02:25:11
25/11/2014
02:25:12
25/11/2014
02:25:23
25/11/2014
02:25:23
25/11/2014
02:25:30
25/11/2014
02:25:30
25/11/2014
02:25:34
25/11/2014
02:25:34
25/11/2014
02:25:34
25/11/2014
02:25:34
25/11/2014
02:25:34
25/11/2014
02:25:43
25/11/2014
02:25:51
25/11/2014
02:25:51
25/11/2014
02:25:55
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25/11/2014
02:25:55
25/11/2014
02:25:59
25/11/2014
02:26:07
25/11/2014
02:26:10
25/11/2014
02:26:14
25/11/2014
02:26:14
25/11/2014
02:26:15
25/11/2014
02:26:15
25/11/2014
02:26:20
25/11/2014
02:26:21
25/11/2014
02:26:22
25/11/2014
02:26:22
25/11/2014
02:26:22
25/11/2014
02:26:23
25/11/2014
02:26:30
25/11/2014
02:26:37
25/11/2014
02:26:37
25/11/2014
02:26:38
25/11/2014
02:26:46
25/11/2014
02:26:46
25/11/2014
02:26:47
25/11/2014
02:26:47
25/11/2014
02:26:59
25/11/2014
02:26:59
25/11/2014
02:27:06
25/11/2014
02:27:06
25/11/2014
02:27:08
25/11/2014
02:27:09
25/11/2014
02:27:09
25/11/2014
02:27:16
25/11/2014
02:27:16
25/11/2014
02:27:27
25/11/2014
02:27:27
25/11/2014
02:27:30
25/11/2014
02:27:30

CO

0478122908

CO

FIRE ON THIRD STOREY - ON OUTSIDE OF BUILDING FACING WURUNDJERI WAY

CO

** CLI> 992958 02:25:32 25/11/2014, 250 Barkly St FOOTSCRAY VIC 3011, 0413846459

CO

NA: FSCC - 2ND ALARM

CO

** Alarm level updated to 2

CO

*EXC,SF2-- DOCKLANDS, 673 LATROBE ST /WURUNDJERI WAY + DIGITAL DR,
[2EH4]

CO

** CLI> 900844 02:25:44 25/11/2014, 1005\673 LA TROBE ST DOCKLANDS VIC 3008,

CO

0407175459

TO

P38B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MY CALLER STATES THE ADDRESS IS 802/673 LA TROBE ST

DE

TB44

DE

RAMP

DE

R3

CO

TN: -----

CO

TA: RAMP turned out while at FS01

CO

** CLI> 857112 02:26:11 25/11/2014, 673 LA TROBE ST DOCKLANDS VIC 3008,

CO

0414464696

TO

P2A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

** CLI> 857112 02:26:12 25/11/2014, 673 LA TROBE ST DOCKLANDS VIC 3008,

CO

0414464696

CO

** CLI> 771988 02:25:54 25/11/2014, 35 DANDENONG VALLEY HWY DANDENONG VIC
3175,

CO

0429574041

CO

** CLI> 220003 02:26:24 25/11/2014, 505\673 La Trobe St DOCKLANDS VIC 3008,

CO

0402020623

CO

** CLI> 731181 02:26:01 25/11/2014, 131 LONSDALE ST MELBOURNE VIC 3000,

CO

0469866460

CO

FIRE HAS MOVED TO LEVEL 3

CO

** CLI> 920245 02:26:26 25/11/2014, 705\673 Latrobe RDWY DOCKLANDS VIC 3000,

CO

0404464341

CO

** CLI> 984846 02:27:03 25/11/2014, 10\109 Canterbury St FLEMINGTON VIC 3031,

CO

0481126790

CO

** CLI> 900845 02:26:37 25/11/2014, 31 NARELLAN DR HAMPTON PARK VIC 3976,

CO

0400628862

CO

** CLI> 309053 02:27:13 25/11/2014, 12 GRANDCHESTER ST SUNNYBANK HILLS QLD
4109,

CO

0423223523
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25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:31
25/11/2014
02:27:36
25/11/2014
02:27:38
25/11/2014
02:27:42
25/11/2014
02:27:48
25/11/2014
02:27:48
25/11/2014
02:27:51
25/11/2014
02:27:56
25/11/2014
02:28:05
25/11/2014
02:28:11
25/11/2014
02:28:36
25/11/2014
02:28:36
25/11/2014
02:28:45
25/11/2014
02:28:45
25/11/2014
02:28:56
25/11/2014
02:28:56
25/11/2014
02:29:04
25/11/2014
02:29:06
25/11/2014
02:29:06
25/11/2014
02:29:06
25/11/2014
02:29:08
25/11/2014
02:29:09
25/11/2014
02:29:12
25/11/2014
02:29:18

CO

** CLI> 992959 02:26:40 25/11/2014, 280 SPENCER ST MELBOURNE VIC 3000,

CO

DUDLEY ST, Type = 611 F FIRE-SF STRUCTURE FIRE, Subtype = default, Caller Name
=

CO

** CLI> 992957 02:22:38 25/11/2014, 26 KUMARA CCT SOUTH MORANG VIC 3752,

CO

MORANG, Call Source = 000, Alarm Level = 1Ev Phone0404661158

CO

SPECIAL ADDRESS COMMENT:

CO

SERVICE ENTRY OFF BOURKE STREET WEST

CO

U/K BULIDING NAME OR NUMBER

CO

NEXT TO BUILDING HAS MEDIBANK SIGN

CO

CALLER OPPOSITE AT V/LINE TRACKS

CO

NFD

CO

SAME EVENT

CO

SC: BUILDING FIRE

CO

NA: POL VIA CAS

CO

======FSCC NOTIFIED OPS COMMANDER======

CO

FURTHER CALLER STATES VERY LARGE FIRE AND HE BELIEVES IT IS ON LEVEL 5

CO

** CLI> 857114 02:27:31 25/11/2014, 231 HARBOUR ESP DOCKLANDS VIC 3008,

CO

0452576268

CO

FURTHER CALLER STATED FIRE COULD BE ON 3 - 6 LEVEL

TO

P2B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

** Cross Referenced to Event # Z14112585015 at: 25/11/14 02:28:05

CO

NA: AV VIA CAS

CO

** CLI> 771991 02:28:13 25/11/2014, 17 Carlisle St ST KILDA VIC 3182, 0434641902

TO

R3 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

** CLI> 920247 02:28:34 25/11/2014, 313 SWANSTON ST MELBOURNE VIC 3000,

CO

0406800088

CO

** CLI> 992960 02:28:25 25/11/2014, 808\673 La Trobe ST DOCKLANDS VIC 3008,

CO

0422937819

CO

MG: P2A FLAMES ARE OUT THE SIDE OF THE BUILDING RESPOND LP1

CO

** CLI> 242708 02:28:45 25/11/2014, 64 FERNY AVE SURFERS PARADISE QLD 4217,

CO

0408003811

OS

P2B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

DE

LP1

CO

TN: -----

OS

P2A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

FGD15 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS
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25/11/2014
02:29:20
25/11/2014
02:29:24
25/11/2014
02:29:32
25/11/2014
02:29:47
25/11/2014
02:30:13
25/11/2014
02:30:13
25/11/2014
02:30:17
25/11/2014
02:30:17
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:21
25/11/2014
02:30:22
25/11/2014
02:30:36
25/11/2014
02:30:39
25/11/2014
02:30:40
25/11/2014
02:31:15
25/11/2014
02:31:15
25/11/2014
02:31:33
25/11/2014
02:31:35
25/11/2014
02:31:38
25/11/2014
02:31:41
25/11/2014
02:31:41
25/11/2014
02:31:41
25/11/2014
02:31:47
25/11/2014
02:32:06
25/11/2014
02:32:15
25/11/2014
02:32:24
25/11/2014
02:32:29
25/11/2014
02:32:39

TO

P2B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P38A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P2B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: CITIPOWER - ETA ASAP

CO

** Alarm level updated to 3

CO

*EXC,SF3-- DOCKLANDS, 673 LATROBE ST /WURUNDJERI WAY + DIGITAL DR,
[2EH4]

CO

WB: P38A DUE TO THE NATURE OF THE FIRE RESPOND 3RD ALARM

CO

*EXC,SF2-- DOCKLANDS, 673 LATROBE ST /WURUNDJERI WAY + DIGITAL DR,
[2EH4]

DE

BA38

DE

P1A

DE

AOC8

DE

CU1

DE

P3

DE

UP1

DE

KLB

DE

P1B

DE

CKAT

CO

TN: -----

CO

TA: AOC8 turned out while at FS42

CO

TA: CKAT turned out while at Private Home

CO

NA: FSV T/L

CO

** Alarm level updated to 3

CO

*EXC,SF3NY DOCKLANDS, 673 LATROBE ST /WURUNDJERI WAY + DIGITAL DR,
[2EH4]

TO

TB44 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P38B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

SC: APARTMENT BUILDING FIRE

CO
CO

MG: P38A SIT REP SSO ADAMOPOULOS FIRE IN MULTI STOREY BUILDING IS ON
THE 3RD
MG: FLOOR GOING UP TO THE 10TH FLOOR, GOING ALONG THE BALCONIES,
LARGE NUMBER

CO

MG: OF PEOPLE IN THE BUILDING REQUIRE 3RD ALARM FOR MANPOWER...

TO

LP1 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P38A ,### LATROBE ST CONTROL

CO

NA: GAS SAFETY - ETA WITHIN THE HOUR

CO

NA: CMDR RAMPLING

OS

R3 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: CTRL.. SSO ADAMOPOULOS IS INC CONTROLLER, SSO ERICCSON IS
FORWARD CTRL..
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25/11/2014
02:32:39
25/11/2014
02:32:41
25/11/2014
02:32:47
25/11/2014
02:32:50
25/11/2014
02:33:16
25/11/2014
02:33:23
25/11/2014
02:33:29
25/11/2014
02:33:44
25/11/2014
02:34:17
25/11/2014
02:34:25
25/11/2014
02:35:10
25/11/2014
02:35:30
25/11/2014
02:35:30
25/11/2014
02:35:30
25/11/2014
02:35:36
25/11/2014
02:35:55
25/11/2014
02:35:59
25/11/2014
02:36:04
25/11/2014
02:36:09
25/11/2014
02:36:09
25/11/2014
02:36:38
25/11/2014
02:38:18
25/11/2014
02:38:18
25/11/2014
02:38:28
25/11/2014
02:38:28
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:39
25/11/2014
02:38:40

CO

MG: TO ASSIST PEOPLE LEAVING THE BUILDING

TO

RAMP ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P1A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P3 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

UP1 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: CMDR KATSIKIS

TO

P1B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

KLB ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

BA38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

== FROM FSV - VICPOL NOT REQ ==

CO

DISREGARD ABOVE RE POL - ENTERED IN ERROR

CO

MG: CTRL.. FIRE HAS EXTENDED ALL THE WAY TO THE ROOF PRIMARILY ON THE
OUTSIDE

CO

MG: OF THE BUILDING AT THIS STAGE... NOT SURE OF FIRE EXTENSION INTO THE

CO

MG: APARTMENTS...

TO

CU1 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: ACTING CMDR WHITE

OS

P3 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

RAMP ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: MELBOURNE WATER TO ATTEND

OS

P1A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P1B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO
CO

WB: CTRL.. CMDR RAMPLING SF R4A FIRE INV BALCONIES RIGHT TO THE TOP
LEVEL
WB: APPEARS IT MAY BE BBQS OR A/CS ON FIRE, ALL ON FIRE, MULTIPLE
EVACUATIONS

CO

** Alarm level updated to 4

CO

*EXC,SF4NY DOCKLANDS, 673 LATROBE ST /WURUNDJERI WAY + DIGITAL DR,
[2EH4]

DE

P39B

DE

T10A

DE

P47

DE

LP47

DE

PATT

DE

P39A

DE

P4

DE

P10B

DE

MELE

CO

TN: -----
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25/11/2014
02:38:45
25/11/2014
02:38:56
25/11/2014
02:38:57
25/11/2014
02:39:21
25/11/2014
02:40:25
25/11/2014
02:40:39
25/11/2014
02:40:39
25/11/2014
02:40:39
25/11/2014
02:40:50
25/11/2014
02:41:04
25/11/2014
02:41:11
25/11/2014
02:41:13
25/11/2014
02:41:17
25/11/2014
02:41:18
25/11/2014
02:41:28
25/11/2014
02:41:40
25/11/2014
02:41:48
25/11/2014
02:42:04
25/11/2014
02:43:19
25/11/2014
02:43:19
25/11/2014
02:43:23
25/11/2014
02:43:32
25/11/2014
02:44:09
25/11/2014
02:45:00
25/11/2014
02:45:11
25/11/2014
02:45:12
25/11/2014
02:45:12
25/11/2014
02:45:46
25/11/2014
02:45:46
25/11/2014
02:46:19
25/11/2014
02:46:28
25/11/2014
02:47:31
25/11/2014
02:47:52
25/11/2014
02:48:12
25/11/2014
02:49:03

OS

UP1 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

LP1 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

TA: MELE turned out while at FS26

TO

CKAT ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P39A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO
CO

MG: CTRL.. SSO ADAMOPOULOS FIRE IS STILL ON 3RD FLOOR, SOME HAS GONE
OUT ON
MG: THE 4TH AND 5TH, STILL ALL FIRES GOING UP TO THE TOP FLOOR,
CURRENTLY HAVE

CO

MG: AERIAL APPL SETTING UP...

TO

P10B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P4 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

CU1 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

TB44 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P39B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P47 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: DHS EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT NOTIFIED

TO

LP47 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

AOC8 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

BA38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: ALL STATION NOTIFICATION 4TH ALARM IN DOCKLANDS. ALL RADIO TRAFFIC
FOR

CO

NA: CENTRAL NOT RELATING TO THIS FIRE TO BE ON CH 3

TO

T10A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: T10A TURNING OUT WITH HOSE LAYER...

TO

PATT ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P39A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

KLB ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: P47 - STAGING AREA? / ADV NEGATIVE AND GO STRAIGHT TO SCENE / ACK
AND ADV

CO

MG: TO CHANGE TO CH 1 / ACK

CO
CO

MG: CTRL.. CMDR RAMPLING IN CHARGE OF SCENE, SSO ADAMOPOULOS IS
OPERATIONS
MG: OFFICER, SSO YEOMAN IS IN CHARGE OF CREWS GOING INTO THE
BUILDING...

TO

DAY ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P10B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P47 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: CTRL.. SO NICHOLSON IS SAFETY OFFICER INTERNAL INTO THE BUILDING...

OS

P4 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

MELE ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS
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25/11/2014
02:49:34
25/11/2014
02:49:38
25/11/2014
02:49:43
25/11/2014
02:50:21
25/11/2014
02:51:50
25/11/2014
02:51:50
25/11/2014
02:51:50
25/11/2014
02:51:50
25/11/2014
02:51:50
25/11/2014
02:52:40
25/11/2014
02:52:40
25/11/2014
02:52:50
25/11/2014
02:53:31
25/11/2014
02:55:00
25/11/2014
02:55:00
25/11/2014
02:55:00
25/11/2014
02:55:00
25/11/2014
02:55:12
25/11/2014
02:57:02
25/11/2014
02:57:02
25/11/2014
02:57:02
25/11/2014
02:58:07
25/11/2014
02:58:11
25/11/2014
02:58:54
25/11/2014
02:59:45
25/11/2014
02:59:45
25/11/2014
02:59:50
25/11/2014
02:59:53
25/11/2014
03:04:25
25/11/2014
03:06:00
25/11/2014
03:06:00
25/11/2014
03:06:39
25/11/2014
03:06:40
25/11/2014
03:06:44
25/11/2014
03:08:47

OS

P38A ,### LATROBE ST CONTROL FGD CH15

OS

AOC8 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P39B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

FIUA ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO
CO
CO
CO

WB: CTRL.. MR BROWN SF R4A AT THIS STAGE, SETTING UP INC MANAGEMENT
TEAM
WB: NOWINC CONTROLLER, CMDR RAMPLING IS OPERATIONS OFFICER, SSO
YEOMAN IS
WB: FORWARD CTRL.. CREWS CURRENTLY SETTING UP INTERNAL SEARCH AND
ATTACK FLOOR
WB: BY FLOOR, HAVE EXTERNAL ATTACK BY LP WHICH IS COVERING EACH OF
THE BALCONY

CO

WB: FIRES...

CO

MG: CTRL.. SSO ADAMOPOULOS POWER CO ASAP, STILL HAVE POWER IN
BUILDING

CO

MG: SPRINKLERS HAVE OPERATED...

CO

MG: CTRL.. ACK ETA OF POWER CO....

OS

CKAT ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO
CO
CO

MG: CTRL. SIT REP SSO ADAMOPOULOS, MOST OF THE FIRE APPEARS TO BE
KNOCKED DOWN
MG: EXTERNALLY, BUILDING IS STILL HEAVILY SMOKE LOGGED, MANY FIRE
FIGHTERS
MG: STILL DOING INTERNAL SEARCH, HAVE SEVERAL HUNDRED CIVILIANS ON
LATROBE ST

CO

MG: HAVING BEEN EVACUATED

OS

LP47 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO
CO

MG: CTRL.. FIRE APPEARS TO HAVE STATED ON LEVEL 2 ROOM 205, GONE TO
305, 405
MG: 505 AND THEN 6 THROUGH TO 10, CREWS CURRENTLY INTERNALLY MAKING
SURE ALL

CO

MG: HAVE EVACUATED, CHECKING FOR FIRE EXTENSION INTO THE ROOMS...

OS

T10A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

BS38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

DAY ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

WB: CTRL. MR BROWN SF UC

CO

*EXC,SF4UC DOCKLANDS, 673 LATROBE ST /WURUNDJERI WAY + DIGITAL DR,
[2EH4]

CO

NA: SUPV, FSCC

OS

PATT ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: CTRL.. FOR AV ANY PERSONS UNACCOUNTED FOR?.. WAIT ONE...

CO

MG: CTRL.. PRESENTLY STILL FINDING OUT IF THERE ARE ANY PERSONS STILL

CO

MG: UNACCOUNTED FOR AND WILL PASS THIS ON WHEN KNOWN...

CO

======FROM FSCC MOVE PT7 TO N01 AND CANCELL P35B=====

OS

CU1 ,### LATROBE ST CONTROL

OS

FIUA ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: CTRL.. BA STAGE TWO IN OPERATION IS LOCATED AT THE ENTRY TO THE
FOYER OF
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25/11/2014
03:08:47
25/11/2014
03:09:00
25/11/2014
03:09:07
25/11/2014
03:10:22
25/11/2014
03:10:23
25/11/2014
03:10:23
25/11/2014
03:11:03
25/11/2014
03:11:48
25/11/2014
03:13:40
25/11/2014
03:13:40
25/11/2014
03:13:51
25/11/2014
03:15:49
25/11/2014
03:15:59
25/11/2014
03:16:01
25/11/2014
03:16:07
25/11/2014
03:16:09
25/11/2014
03:16:30
25/11/2014
03:22:46
25/11/2014
03:22:46
25/11/2014
03:30:20
25/11/2014
03:34:12
25/11/2014
03:36:22
25/11/2014
03:36:45
25/11/2014
03:41:43
25/11/2014
03:41:46
25/11/2014
03:43:55
25/11/2014
03:44:23
25/11/2014
03:44:23
25/11/2014
03:44:24
25/11/2014
03:44:35
25/11/2014
03:45:19
25/11/2014
03:45:20
25/11/2014
03:45:20
25/11/2014
03:46:26
25/11/2014
03:46:26

CO

MG: THE BUILDING IN LATROBE ST...

CO

NA: FSCC, SUPV

OS

BS38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

MELE ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: MOVE UP P7 TO FS01 - PT22 TO FS02 - P51 TO FS03 - P14 TO FS04 - P25A TO

CO

MG: FS10 - P42 TO FS38 - P34 TO FS39 - P43 TO FS47

CO

== DOUBTFUL ADDRESS==

CO

MG: DISREGARD ABOVE MG

CO

T10A returning with a crew of 2

RS

T10A ,2

CO

MG: T10A RETURNING TO COLLECT THE FIRE DUTY POD...

CO

MG: CTRL.. ADDITIONAL FGD CH FOR COMMAND COMMUNICATIONS...

DE

FGD13

CO

TN: -----

TO

FGD13 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

FGD13 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

FGD13 ,### ADDITIONAL COMMAND COMMUNICATIONS

CO

BS38 returning with a crew of 1

RS

BS38 ,1

IS

BS38 ,FS38

CO

MG: MU R25 TO FS35

TO

KLB ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: T10A NOW PROCEEDING WITH THE FIRE DUTY POD...

TO

T10A ,2

OS

T10A ,2

CO

MG: CTRL.. CAN WE HAVE TWO MORE APPL FOR MANPOWER...

DE

P51-FS03

DE

PT22-FS02

CO

TN: -----

CO

TA: P51 turned out while at FS03

TO

BS38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: CTRL.. EVACUATION CENTRE HAS BEEN SET UP AT THE VIC RAIL BUS
CENTRE

CO

MG: EVACUEES ARE CURRENTLY BEING MOVED THERE

CO

MG: CTRL.. ACFO BROWN A FURTHER TWO APPLS TO BE DISPATCHED FOR
RESOURCING, SES

CO

MG: TO ALSO BE DISPATCHED TO ASSIST WITH EVACUATIONS...
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25/11/2014
03:46:42
25/11/2014
03:46:43
25/11/2014
03:46:57
25/11/2014
03:47:20
25/11/2014
03:47:20
25/11/2014
03:47:20
25/11/2014
03:47:32
25/11/2014
03:48:21
25/11/2014
03:48:21
25/11/2014
03:48:30
25/11/2014
03:48:42
25/11/2014
03:48:45
25/11/2014
03:49:41
25/11/2014
03:49:44
25/11/2014
03:50:58
25/11/2014
03:51:50
25/11/2014
03:51:50
25/11/2014
03:52:35
25/11/2014
03:53:14
25/11/2014
03:54:19
25/11/2014
03:54:23
25/11/2014
03:54:23
25/11/2014
03:54:26
25/11/2014
03:55:17
25/11/2014
03:55:40
25/11/2014
03:57:12
25/11/2014
03:57:23
25/11/2014
04:02:09
25/11/2014
04:02:09
25/11/2014
04:03:36
25/11/2014
04:06:14
25/11/2014
04:06:24
25/11/2014
04:06:24
25/11/2014
04:06:38
25/11/2014
04:07:21

TO

PT22-FS02 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: CTRL.. TB44 IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR ANY 2ND ALARM AND ABOVE CALLS...

TO

P51-FS03 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

TN: -----

DE

P34-FS39

DE

P42-FS38

CO

TA: P42 turned out while at FS38

CO

MG: CTRL.. CAN WE HAVE THE MELBOURNE CITY COUNCIL BUILDING INSPECTOR
TO ATTEND

CO

MG: ASAP...

CO

=====FSCC NOTIFIED COMMANDER LANDELLS TO ATTEND NO1======

CO

MG: MOVE UP P20 TO FS02 - PT30 TO FS20 AND P31 TO FS03

OS

PT22-FS02 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P34-FS39 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

P42-FS38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: ATL RE. UNABLE TO CAS SES - SYSTEM ERROT

CO

NA: MELBOURNE COUNCIL - POL ACTIVATED THE MERO RESPONSE WHICH
INCLUDES

CO

NA: BUILDING INSPECTOR - WILL CALL TTHE MERO TO CONFIRM

CO

MG: CTRL... FOR APPL STAGING AREA IS LATROBE ST JUST WEST OF SPENCER
ST...

OS

P51-FS03 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P42-FS38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: CTRL.. FROM MR YOUSSEF CAN WE HAVE THE SES COMMAND VEH FROM
KNOX MCV01 TO

CO

MG: ASSIST WITH THE MANAGEMENT OF EVACUEES AT THE BUS DEPOT

OS

BS38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: SUPV RE REQUEST FOR KNOX MCVO1

OS

P34-FS39 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

** Cross Referenced to Event # S141131144 at: 25/11/14 03:57:12

CO

NA: SES VIA CAS

CO

BS38 returning with a crew of 1

RS

BS38 ,1

CO

======FROM FSCC SEND COMMANDER LANDELLS ONTO THIS CALL=====

CO

====FSCC NOTIFIED A/CMDR SELLECK TO ATTEND NO1======

CO

MG: TO CTRL - HOW LONG DOES THE POWER TO THE TRAMLINES NEED TO BE
TURNED OFF

CO

MG: FOR? / CTRL - STANDBY

TO

TLAN ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: TO CTRL - CAN YOU ALSO PLEASE PROVIDE A CONTACT NUMBER FOR SES
TO CONTACT?
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25/11/2014
04:07:21
25/11/2014
04:10:15
25/11/2014
04:11:49
25/11/2014
04:12:07
25/11/2014
04:12:41
25/11/2014
04:12:57
25/11/2014
04:19:34
25/11/2014
04:20:24
25/11/2014
04:23:20
25/11/2014
04:29:19
25/11/2014
04:30:41
25/11/2014
04:30:41
25/11/2014
04:31:13
25/11/2014
04:33:41
25/11/2014
04:33:41
25/11/2014
04:34:50
25/11/2014
04:34:50
25/11/2014
04:35:42
25/11/2014
04:36:44
25/11/2014
04:36:44
25/11/2014
04:41:18
25/11/2014
04:41:26
25/11/2014
04:42:29
25/11/2014
04:46:48
25/11/2014
04:50:29
25/11/2014
04:56:19
25/11/2014
04:58:24
25/11/2014
04:58:59
25/11/2014
05:05:05
25/11/2014
05:05:05
25/11/2014
05:08:47
25/11/2014
05:08:47
25/11/2014
05:10:00
25/11/2014
05:10:07
25/11/2014
05:10:18

CO

MG: / CTRL - STANDBY

CO

MG: CTRL.. CONTACT NUMBER FOR SES TO CONTACT IS - MR YOUSEFF ON
0438089082

CO

MG: CTRL.. WE WILL CONTACT TRAMWAYS IN ABOUT 30 MINS

IS

BS38 ,FS38

CO

MG: CTRL.. HAVE SOMEONE FROM OTIS LIFTS CONTACT CU1B ON MOBILE

CO

NA: TRAMWAYS

CO

NA: OTIS- DOESN'T APPEAR THAT WE MAINTAIN THAT LIFT. IV FURTHER

CO

MG: CTRL ACK ABOVE RE. OTIS / CTRL WILL CHECK LIFT CO AND ADV

OS

TLAN ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: OTIS- THEY DEFINITELY DO NOT MAINTAIN THIS SITE

CO

T10A returning with a crew of 2

RS

T10A ,2

OS

KLB ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

TB44 returning with a crew of 4

RS

TB44 ,4

CO

LP47 returning with a crew of 2

RS

LP47 ,2

RS

TB44 ,4

CO

NA: TRAMWAYS CALLED IN TO CONFIRM THEY CAN RESTORE POWER AFTER
SOMEONE ON

CO

NA: SCENE TOLD THEM THEY COULD - GIVEN CU1B PHONE NUMBER

CO

MG: CTRL.. R3 NOW AUTO SELECTABLE...

OS

R3 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

IS

T10A ,FS10

IS

LP47 ,FS47

IS

TB44 ,FS44

CO

MG: CTRL.. ACFO BROWN ETA FOR SES?...

CO

MG: P2B RETURNING TO FS02 FOR KEYS FOR THIS ADDRESS...

CO

=====FSCC NOTIFIED MES AND BMS WHEN RAISED TO 4TH ALARM====

CO

R3 returning with a crew of 2

RS

R3 ,2

CO

UP1 returning with a crew of 3

RS

UP1 ,3

CO

MG: CTRL.. LEMARK FIRE SERVICES TO ATTEND AND DEAL WITH A FAULTY
ALARM...

IS

R3 ,FS03

CO

MG: P2B RETURNING TO EVENT WITH KEYS...
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25/11/2014
05:10:23
25/11/2014
05:10:24
25/11/2014
05:10:34
25/11/2014
05:10:39
25/11/2014
05:10:39
25/11/2014
05:11:03
25/11/2014
05:13:09
25/11/2014
05:13:09
25/11/2014
05:14:13
25/11/2014
05:14:13
25/11/2014
05:14:38
25/11/2014
05:15:19
25/11/2014
05:15:19
25/11/2014
05:17:55
25/11/2014
05:17:59
25/11/2014
05:18:28
25/11/2014
05:18:29
25/11/2014
05:18:43
25/11/2014
05:18:53
25/11/2014
05:18:53
25/11/2014
05:19:09
25/11/2014
05:20:55
25/11/2014
05:21:15
25/11/2014
05:22:24
25/11/2014
05:22:24
25/11/2014
05:22:29
25/11/2014
05:24:36
25/11/2014
05:24:38
25/11/2014
05:24:39
25/11/2014
05:27:11
25/11/2014
05:27:11
25/11/2014
05:27:21
25/11/2014
05:30:31
25/11/2014
05:35:32
25/11/2014
05:35:32

RS

P3 ,4

CO

P3 returning with a crew of 4

IS

P3 ,4

CO

P38B returning with a crew of 4

RS

P38B ,4

RS

P38B ,4

CO

MG: CTRL.. FOR MAINTENANCE SPRINKLER AND ALARM OR JUST SPRINKLER
TECH

CO

MG: REQUIRED?.. WAIT...

CO

MG: CTRL.. ISSUE IS WITH BOTH SPRINKLER AND ALARM SO REQUIRED
TECHNICIAN FOR

CO

MG: BOTH...

CO

NA: ADT- WILL HAVE MAINTENANCE ATTEND @05:10

CO

P1B returning with a crew of 4

RS

P1B ,4

IS

UP1

CO

MG: CTRL.. LIFT CO TO ATTEND, KONE ON 1300 362 022

RS

P47 ,4

CO

P47 returning with a crew of 4

IS

P47 ,PPC

CO

P2B returning with a crew of 3

RS

P2B ,3

IS

P2B ,PPC

CO

NA: KONE- WILL CONTACT CTRL TO ASCERTAIN REQUIREMENTS

IS

P38B ,FS38

CO

DAY returning with a crew of 1

RS

DAY ,1

IS

DAY ,@HOME - STRATHMORE

IS

P1B ,PPC

RS

P4 ,4

CO

P4 returning with a crew of 4

CO

P2A returning with a crew of 4

RS

P2A ,4

IS

P2A ,PPC

CO

MG: P47 - WILL PHONE TO ADV WHEN BACK IN COMMISSION

CO

LP1 returning with a crew of 2

RS

LP1 ,2
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25/11/2014
05:35:47
25/11/2014
05:39:12
25/11/2014
05:39:35
25/11/2014
05:39:45
25/11/2014
05:39:45
25/11/2014
05:40:19
25/11/2014
05:42:21
25/11/2014
05:44:07
25/11/2014
05:44:07
25/11/2014
05:48:19
25/11/2014
05:50:20
25/11/2014
06:14:06
25/11/2014
06:14:06
25/11/2014
06:14:23
25/11/2014
06:14:23
25/11/2014
06:16:58
25/11/2014
06:21:01
25/11/2014
06:21:01
25/11/2014
06:21:08
25/11/2014
06:21:08
25/11/2014
06:21:26
25/11/2014
06:24:24
25/11/2014
06:24:24
25/11/2014
06:24:49
25/11/2014
06:33:09
25/11/2014
06:35:45
25/11/2014
06:35:45
25/11/2014
07:07:37
25/11/2014
07:08:20
25/11/2014
07:08:20
25/11/2014
07:08:32
25/11/2014
07:12:13
25/11/2014
07:12:13
25/11/2014
07:12:56
25/11/2014
07:12:59

IS

P4 ,FS04

CO

MG: CTRL- HZ38 REQUIRED FOR THIS CALL FOR ATMOSPHERIC MONITORING

CO

SC: HZ38 REQD FOR ATMOSPHERIC MONITORING

CO

TN: -----

DE

HZ38

CO

SC: FIRE IN APARTMENT ON LEVEL 2

TO

HZ38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: TO CTRL - IS THERE A STAGING AREA FOR HZ38/IF THEY CAN JUST ATTEND
VIA

CO

MG: SPENCER ST TO THE JOB/ACK

OS

HZ38 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

IS

LP1 ,FS01

CO

P1A returning with a crew of 4

RS

P1A ,4

CO

PATT returning with a crew of 1

RS

PATT ,1

CO

NA: 0308 UC NOTIFICATION PAGE SENT OUT

CO

P39B returning with a crew of 4

RS

P39B ,4

CO

P39A returning with a crew of 3

RS

P39A ,3

IS

P39A ,DUE TO PPC

CO

P38A returning with a crew of 4

RS

P38A ,4

IS

P38A ,DUE TO PPC

IS

P39B ,FS39

CO

MG: CTRL - DCFO BROWN MERO AND VICPOL HAVE COMMENCED RELOCATING
EVACUEES FROM

CO

MG: SPENCER ST BUS SHELTER TO ETIHAD STADIUM

TO

MOCO ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

BA38 returning with a crew of 2

RS

BA38 ,2

CO

MG: CTRL - UPDATED WEATHER FORECAST REQUIRED

CO

MG: CTRL - MR BROWN - AIR MONITORING CONDUCTED BY HZ38...NIL HAZ
MATERIALS

CO

MG: DETECTED

TO

PROG ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

IS

P1A
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25/11/2014
07:14:14
25/11/2014
07:14:14
25/11/2014
07:14:14
25/11/2014
07:14:14
25/11/2014
07:15:07
25/11/2014
07:16:02
25/11/2014
07:21:43
25/11/2014
07:21:43
25/11/2014
07:22:00
25/11/2014
07:27:53
25/11/2014
07:29:25
25/11/2014
07:35:41
25/11/2014
07:44:43
25/11/2014
07:48:40
25/11/2014
07:50:41
25/11/2014
07:55:24
25/11/2014
07:57:11
25/11/2014
07:57:12
25/11/2014
07:57:23
25/11/2014
08:00:31
25/11/2014
08:01:27
25/11/2014
08:01:30
25/11/2014
08:01:32
25/11/2014
08:09:18
25/11/2014
08:09:52
25/11/2014
08:11:32
25/11/2014
08:12:16
25/11/2014
08:12:16
25/11/2014
08:12:24
25/11/2014
08:12:34
25/11/2014
08:15:36
25/11/2014
08:21:56
25/11/2014
08:21:56
25/11/2014
08:22:05
25/11/2014
08:24:21

CO
CO
CO

NA: BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY - UNCHANGED CONDITIONS TODAY CURRENTLY 12 DEG
NA: HUMIDITY OF 70% . REACHING 20DEG TODAY WITH HUMIDITY DROPPING TO
35%
NA: EARLY AFTERNOON . SMALL CHANCE OF SHOWER. WINDS AREIN WESTERLY
AT

CO

NA: 20-30KM/H TURNING TO SSW THIS AFTERNOON AT SIMILAR STRENGTH

CO

MG: TO CTRL - ADV ABOVE

CO

MG: APPLS ADV ACK

CO

HZ38 returning with a crew of 2

RS

HZ38 ,2

IS

PATT ,[W] CMDR OPS C PLATOON - WEST

TO

GMCC ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

IS

BA38 ,FS38

IS

HZ38 ,FS38

TO

FIUB ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

PROG ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

PATT ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

GMCC ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

DE

P35B

CO

TN: -----

TO

P35B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

IS

PATT

TO

MBAK ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

MBAK ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

MOCO ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: P25B OUT FOR LATE FIRE

TO

P25B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

MCOO ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

TN: -----

DE

P2B

TO

P2B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: P2B- OUT TO LATE FIRE WITH CHANGE OVER CREW

OS

FIUB ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: CTRL - UPDATED WEATHER FORECAST FOCUSED ON WIND STRENGTH FOR
THE NEXT FOUR

CO

MG: HOUR PERIOD

OS

P2B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P35B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS
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25/11/2014
08:25:27
25/11/2014
08:25:29
25/11/2014
08:25:29
25/11/2014
08:26:44
25/11/2014
08:27:04
25/11/2014
08:27:54
25/11/2014
08:30:04
25/11/2014
08:30:24
25/11/2014
08:30:25
25/11/2014
08:30:34
25/11/2014
08:33:28
25/11/2014
08:33:50
25/11/2014
08:34:36
25/11/2014
08:34:36
25/11/2014
08:34:40
25/11/2014
08:35:59
25/11/2014
08:45:49
25/11/2014
08:49:46
25/11/2014
08:53:55
25/11/2014
08:53:55
25/11/2014
08:54:01
25/11/2014
08:57:30
25/11/2014
09:14:43
25/11/2014
09:15:24
25/11/2014
09:15:33
25/11/2014
09:17:44
25/11/2014
09:17:58
25/11/2014
09:19:01
25/11/2014
09:33:02
25/11/2014
09:34:47
25/11/2014
09:35:46
25/11/2014
09:35:46
25/11/2014
09:36:37
25/11/2014
09:37:59
25/11/2014
09:44:56

TO

AOC6 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: BOM - IS CURRENTLY WESTERLY 10KPH, OVER NEXT 4HRS WILL CHANGE TO
SOUTH

CO

NA: WESTERLY INCREASING TO 20KPH

CO

MG: AOC6 - BUILDING INSPECTION AND COMPLIANCE UNIT AND MYSELF ON
SCENE

CO

CTRL -

CO

MG: CTRL - ADV WIND FORECAST

CO

MG: PT44 - CAN WE HAVE A STAGING AREA/LATROBE ST WEST OF SPENCER ST

DE

PT44

CO

TN: -----

TO

PT44 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

TO

DC1A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: DC1A OUT FOR CHANGEOVER OF CREWS FOR CONTROL UNIT

CO

RAMP returning with a crew of 1

RS

RAMP ,1

IS

RAMP ,@FS01

TO

P43 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

P10B returning with a crew of 4

OS

DC1A ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

P34 returning with a crew of 4

RS

P34-FS39 ,4

RS

P34-FS39 ,4

CO

DC1A returning with a crew of 2

CO

MG: CTRL - HAVE AN ETA ON ARRIVAL P25B..PT44..P43/STANDBY

CO

MG: P25B - ETA 15 MINS AT WURRINDJERI WAY..

CO

MG: PT44 IS ALSO 15 MISN AWAY

CO

MG: P43 STUCK IN TRAFFIC APPROX 15-20MINS CHANGING TO CHANNEL 1

CO

MG: TO CTRL ETA FOR P43 ALSO 15-20 MINS..STUCK IN TRAFFIC

IS

P34 ,@FS39

CO

MG: PT22 - CAN YOU ADV WHETHER P25B IS ON SCENE/ETA 5 MINS

OS

P25B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

PT22 returning with a crew of 4

RS

PT22-FS02 ,4

IS

PT22 ,INSPECTING

OS

PT44 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

P51 returning with a crew of 4
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25/11/2014
09:44:56
25/11/2014
09:45:00
25/11/2014
09:48:32
25/11/2014
09:48:32
25/11/2014
09:50:35
25/11/2014
09:52:02
25/11/2014
09:52:02
25/11/2014
09:52:13
25/11/2014
09:52:13
25/11/2014
10:02:13
25/11/2014
10:02:13
25/11/2014
10:02:19
25/11/2014
10:04:29
25/11/2014
10:04:29
25/11/2014
10:04:35
25/11/2014
10:04:35
25/11/2014
10:04:48
25/11/2014
10:04:50
25/11/2014
10:10:24
25/11/2014
10:14:20
25/11/2014
10:14:20
25/11/2014
10:17:21
25/11/2014
10:17:21
25/11/2014
10:21:11
25/11/2014
10:22:47
25/11/2014
10:30:37
25/11/2014
10:30:41
25/11/2014
10:30:41
25/11/2014
10:31:04
25/11/2014
10:38:55
25/11/2014
10:38:55
25/11/2014
10:45:01
25/11/2014
11:18:09
25/11/2014
11:48:10
25/11/2014
11:48:19

RS

P51-FS03 ,4

IS

P51 ,INSPECTING

CO

MG: SSO BOWEN FROM FS02 RANG IN - REQUESTED CTL POINT TO CALL HIM - IN

CO

MG: RELATION TO WHEN RESIDENTS MAY BE ABLE TO RETURN

CO

MG: TO CTRL - ADV ABOVE

CO

MG: CTRL - ACFO OCONNOR IS INCIDENT CONTROLLER..ACFO BROWN WILL BE
RETURNING

CO

MG: AFTER BRIEFING ACFO OCONNOR

CO

AOC8 returning with a crew of 1

RS

AOC8 ,1

CO

P42 returning with a crew of 4

RS

P42-FS38 ,4

IS

P42 ,INSPECTING

CO

MELE returning with a crew of 1

RS

MELE ,1

CO

TLAN returning with a crew of 1

RS

TLAN ,1

IS

MELE ,@FS26

IS

TLAN ,@FS01

OS

P43 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

KLB returning with a crew of 1

RS

KLB ,1

CO

MG: CTRL - ACFO COOMBES - CAN WE HAVE ADT ISOLATE THE ALARM PANEL
UNTIL

CO

MG: FURTHER NOTICE

CO

NA: ADT - CAN ONLY ISOLATE FOR 12HRS SO UNTIL 2220 25.11.14

IS

KLB ,@HOME - EAST MELBOURNE

OS

MCOO ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MCOO returning with a crew of 1

RS

MCOO ,1

IS

MCOO ,@FS24

CO

CKAT returning with a crew of 1

RS

CKAT ,1

IS

AOC8 ,@FS42

IS

CKAT

CO

AOC6 returning with a crew of 1

IS

AOC6 ,@FS08
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25/11/2014
12:30:20
25/11/2014
12:30:20
25/11/2014
13:24:12
25/11/2014
13:24:12
25/11/2014
13:41:32
25/11/2014
14:19:22
25/11/2014
14:19:22
25/11/2014
14:19:22
25/11/2014
14:20:05
25/11/2014
14:20:05
25/11/2014
14:21:54
25/11/2014
14:48:06
25/11/2014
14:48:15
25/11/2014
15:13:08
25/11/2014
15:13:08
25/11/2014
15:14:43
25/11/2014
15:14:43
25/11/2014
15:14:43
25/11/2014
15:14:48
25/11/2014
15:14:48
25/11/2014
15:14:53
25/11/2014
15:14:53
25/11/2014
15:19:21
25/11/2014
15:19:21
25/11/2014
15:22:10
25/11/2014
15:24:51
25/11/2014
15:24:51
25/11/2014
15:25:09
25/11/2014
15:25:10
25/11/2014
15:25:17
25/11/2014
15:25:19
25/11/2014
15:28:41
25/11/2014
15:28:41
25/11/2014
15:31:07
25/11/2014
15:31:37

CO
CO

MG: CTRL - CU1 NEEDS UNLEADED FUEL FOR THEIR GENERATOR..CAN YOU
CONTACT
MG: WORKSHOPS IF THEY CAN COME OUT TO THIS CALL AND REFILL OUR
GENERATORS

CO

FIUA returning with a crew of 1

RS

FIUA ,1

IS

FIUA

CO
CO

MG: CTRL - ACFO OCONNOR WE HAVE TRANSITIONED FROM OPERATIONS TO
RECOVERY
MG: MODE..THE PERSON NOW IN CHARGE IS MR DEAN GRIGGS..MELBOURNE CITY
COUNCIL

CO

MG: RECOVERY MANAGER..

CO

MG: CTRL - MFB RESOURCES WILL BE DOWNGRADING IN THE NEXT HOUR..AND
ALL MFB

CO

MG: OPERATIONS WILL BE CONCLUDED IN THE NEXT HOUR TO HOUR AND A HALF

CO

== CFA EMR - Handover to AV ==

TO

T10B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

MG: T10B ER TO PICK UP FIRE DUTY POD

CO

P43 returning with a crew of 4

RS

P43 ,4

CO
CO

MG: CMDR MBAK AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE EMT MEETING SCENE HANDED TO
DEAN
MG: GRIGGS FROM MELBOURNE CITY COUNCIL.....ALL MFB CREWS
RETURNING..FIA AND

CO

MG: P2B WILL REMAIN ON SCENE FOR THE NEXT 30-60 MINS

CO

PT44 returning with a crew of 4

RS

PT44 ,4

CO

P25B returning with a crew of 4

RS

P25B ,4

CO

P35B returning with a crew of 3

RS

P35B ,3

CO

PROG returning with a crew of 1

CO

MG: P3 - SSO DELANY - CAN YOU ATTACH US TO LATE FIRE AT DOCKLANDS..WE
ARE

CO

MG: PICKING UP GEAR AND AUTOSELECTABLE

DE

P3

CO

TN: -----

TO

P3 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

OS

P3 ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

NA: ADT - WILL ISOLATE THE ALARM FOR A MAXIMUM OF 3.5HRS AND TRY TO
GET

CO

NA: MAINTENENCE TO ATTEND BEFORE THEN

IS

P3 ,APPLIANCE REDIRECTED TO INCIDENT15888

IS

P35B ,FS35
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25/11/2014
15:32:30
25/11/2014
15:32:30
25/11/2014
15:33:20
25/11/2014
15:34:53
25/11/2014
15:34:53
25/11/2014
15:34:59
25/11/2014
15:36:00
25/11/2014
15:36:05
25/11/2014
15:38:25
25/11/2014
15:42:16
25/11/2014
15:42:16
25/11/2014
15:49:58
25/11/2014
15:51:39
25/11/2014
15:51:45
25/11/2014
15:51:45
25/11/2014
15:53:25
25/11/2014
15:55:55
25/11/2014
15:55:55
25/11/2014
15:56:10
25/11/2014
15:59:01
25/11/2014
16:19:10
25/11/2014
16:29:49
25/11/2014
16:29:55
25/11/2014
16:29:55
25/11/2014
16:43:25
25/11/2014
16:48:57
25/11/2014
17:17:50
25/11/2014
17:17:50
25/11/2014
17:17:52
25/11/2014
17:19:22
25/11/2014
17:19:47
25/11/2014
17:20:05
25/11/2014
17:20:05
25/11/2014
17:20:05
25/11/2014
17:20:05

CO

GMCC returning with a crew of 1

RS

GMCC ,1

RS

P43 ,4

CO

CU1 returning with a crew of 2

RS

CU1 ,2

IS

CU1 ,OBTAINING FUEL

IS

P43 ,FS43

CO

MG: DISREGARD ABOVE RE ADT MESSAGE

IS

PT44 ,FS44

CO

MBAK returning with a crew of 1

RS

MBAK ,1

RS

P25B ,4

OS

T10B ,673 LATROBE ST,DOCKLANDS

CO

T10B returning with a crew of 1

RS

T10B ,1

IS

MBAK ,FS01

CO

P2B returning with a crew of 3

RS

P2B ,3

IS

P25B ,FS25

IS

P2B ,FS02

IS

T10B ,FS10

CO

MG: FIUB CONCLUDED AT THIS ADDRESS

CO

FIUB returning with a crew of 1

RS

FIUB ,1

IS

GMCC ,@FS60

IS

FIUB

CO

MOCO returning with a crew of 1

RS

MOCO ,1

IS

MOCO ,@FS12

RS

FGD15

RS

FGD13

CO

** Duplicate Event:Location = 673 LATROBE ST DOCKLANDS #MFB-T3008000701-1,
Cross

CO

Street 1 = HARBOUR ESP, Type = 672 FIRE INDICATOR PANEL, Subtype = default,

CO

Caller Name = MFB / , Caller Address = FIRE INDICATOR PANEL, Call Source = FIP,

CO

Alarm Level = 1
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25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:06
25/11/2014
17:20:18
25/11/2014
17:20:33
25/11/2014
18:27:25
25/11/2014
18:31:04

CO

AR: REFERENCE for MFB-T3008000701-1 is 186994811

CO

NE: F141115657 611 1 m

CO

** Event held for 60 minutes and unit FGD15

CO

=== HELD FOR EVENT #15657 ===

CO

** Event held for 28799 minutes and unit FGD15

CO

NA: ADT - CAN ONLY ISOLATE FOR 12HRS SO UNTIL 2220 25.11.14

CO

NA: ADT - STATUS IS NORMAL

CO

SAME EVENT

CO

AL: MFB-T3008000701-1 02:25:07 INITIAL - AL

CO

PN: LACROSSE BUILDING

CO

SC: ASE - FIRE CONTROL ROOM RHS FRONT, INPUT - FIRE CONTROL ROOM
STREET LEVEL

CO

KEYS FS02, PEG 142

CO

AL: MFB-T3008000701-1 09:00:14 UPDATE - normal

CO

AL: MFB-T3008000701-1 09:00:19 UPDATE - AL

CO

AL: MFB-T3008000701-1 09:01:08 UPDATE - normal

CO

AL: MFB-T3008000701-1 09:01:15 UPDATE - AL

CO

NA: FSCC - OK TO CLOSE CALL

EC
IS

FGD15 ,APPLIANCE REDIRECTED TO INCIDENT15965

IS

FGD13 ,APPLIANCE REDIRECTED TO INCIDENT15968
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